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Abstract
This thesis has been written as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for obtaining
the PhD degree at DTU Nanotech. The project has been carried out at the Technical
University of Denmark (DTU) at the department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, in the
three-years period between November 2008 and October 2011. The project was part
of the Xsense research network, funded by the Strategic Danish Research Council, and
supervised by Prof. Anja Boisen.
The goal of the Xsense project is to design and fabricate a compact and cheap device
for explosive sensing in air and liquid. Four different technologies (Cantilevers, Calori-
metric, Colorimetric and Raman) were to be integrated into a single portable platform.
My PhD project has been focusing on the cantilever technology part. Furthermore,
I have been addressing the issue of designing and fabricating the overall sensing plat-
form, which is going to integrate the four different sensors. The platform was developed
specifically for cantilever sensor applications Preliminary tests on Raman-based device
integration has been carried out. The inclusion of the other two sensing techniques is
currently under development.
This thesis reports on the demonstration of a high-throughput label-free sensor plat-
form utilizing cantilever based sensors. These sensors have often been acclaimed to
facilitate highly parallelized operation. Unfortunately, so far no concept has been pre-
sented which offers large data sets as well as easy liquid sample handling. We use optics
and mechanics from a DVD player to handle liquid samples and to read-out cantilever
deflection and resonant frequency. In a few minutes, several liquid samples can be ana-
lyzed in parallel, measuring over several hundreds of individual cantilevers.
Three generations of systems have been developed and tested during the three years.
These devices have been used for sensing of proteins, antibodies and explosives. Differ-
ent rotating platforms, specifically designed for gas and liquid measurements, have also
been designed, fabricated and tested. The resulting platform represents a completely
novel and powerful tool for analyzing biochemical reactions through cantilever sensors,
where the reliability of the measurements is ensured by statistical analysis and by parallel
characterization of cantilevers.
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Dansk Resume
Denne afhandling repræsenterer en del af kravet for at opn˚a Ph.D. graden ved DTU
Nanotech. Projektet er udført p˚a Danmarks Tekniske Universitet, Danmark (DTU)
ved Institut for Micro og Nanoteknologi i perioden fra november 2008 til oktober 2011.
Projektet er en del af X-sense forskningsnetværk, finansieret af det Danske strategiske
Forskningsr˚ad. Projektet er vejledt af Professor Anja Boisen.
Ma˚let med projektet er at designe og fabrikere en kompakt og billig m˚aleenhed til detek-
tion af eksplosive stoffer i luft og væske. Ma˚let er at integrere fire forskellige detektions
principper (Cantilever overflade stress, kalorimetrisk, kemisk farveskift og RAMAN) i
en enkelt bærbar platform. Mit Ph.D. projekt har primært fokuseret p˚a udviklingen af
Cantilever overflade stress sensoren. Sekundært beskrives designet og produktionen af
den centrale sensor platform hvori de fire detektions principper skal integreres. Denne
platform er udviklet med fokus p˚a Cantilever sensoren. De indledende test af RAMAN
sensoren er medtaget. Den kalorimetriske og kemisk farveskift sensor er stadig under
udvikling og derfor ikke medtaget.
Denne afhandling beskriver en High-Throughput Label-free sensor som udnytter over-
flade stress skift af en Cantilever sensor. Disse sensorer er ofte blevet tillagt evnen til
at kunne udføre multiple parallelle m˚alinger, men der er endnu ikke bygget et system
der kan producere en s˚a stor simultan datamængde med et simpelt fluid system. I dette
system bruges optik og mekanikken fra en DVD disk aflæser til h˚andtering af de fluide
prøver og til aflæsning af Cantilever afbøjning og resonans frekvens. Systemet muliggør
en simultan parallel m˚aling af fluide prøver ved brug af mange hundrede individuelle
Cantilever i løbet af f˚a minutter.
Tre separate generationer af systemer er udviklet og testet i løbet af projektets tre a˚r.
Hvert system er brugt til at detektere proteiner, antistoffer og eksplosive stoffer. Di-
verse rotations platforme til gas og fluide m˚alinger er desuden udviklet, produceret og
testet. Den nuværende platform repræsenter et nyt og effektiv værktøj til at analy-
sere biokemiske reaktioner ved hjælp af en Cantilever sensor, hvor m˚alesikkerheden er
valideret gennem statistisk analyse og gennem den simultane karakterisering af hver
Cantilever.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter aims at providing the background and motivations for the work presented
in this thesis. Section 1.1 introduces the project framework and funding, while Section
1.2 provides information on working principle and applications of cantilever sensors.
After a brief description of state of the art of cantilever readout technologies, a short
analysis of their limitations and of the challenges that upcoming technologies have to
face is presented. Section 1.3 presents the motivations that drove the technological
development of this project. Technology features are also briefly described. Section 1.4
introduces the thesis structure.
1.1 The Xsense project
This PhD project was part of a strategic research network named Xsense, whose goal is to
fabricate a miniaturized sensors for explosive detection in air and liquid. The targeted
device is a multi sensor platform which integrates different analysis principles into a
single compact platform [1–3]. The project, funded by the Danish Strategic Research
Council, started in 2008 and will run until the end of 2012, employing 4 Ph.D. students
and 3 post doctoral researchers.
The overall goal of the project is the detection of TNT and other military explosives
(DNT, RDX, PETN, HMX, etc.) at parts per billion concentrations. The integration
of the different sensors is believed to reduce the rate of false positive to less than 0.1%.
A brief description of three of the four sensing techniques is presented in the following
paragraphs. The fourth sening principle, the cantilever-based sensing, will be the main
topic of this thesis.
Colorimetric arrays
The colorimetric sensing technique is based on chemical dyes immobilized on a silica
support [1]. The dyes are arranged in an array and each dye is addressed for its selectivity
towards specific analytes.
When the array is exposed to an analyte in liquid or vapor phase, the dyes change color.
1
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Analyzing the color map before and after the exposure to a sample, a signature of the
analyte can be obtained. This map represents a unique fingerprint of specific explosive
compounds, like DNT, HMX, RDX and TATP.
Calorimetric sensors
This type of sensor has been extensively investigated in the Nanoprobes group in the
past 5 years [4–6].
Calorimetry is the determination of heat generated or absorbed from chemical reac-
tion, ideal for measuring the exothermal output of an energetic material like explosives.
Through device miniaturization, the sensitivity can get to the sub-nanogram level [7,8].
The device consists of a narrow bridge-like structure composed by heating tracks and
measuring tracks. Increasing the heating rate, deflagration of explosive compounds can
be initiated. The exothermal response is used to determine the presence of deflagrating
material.
A key feature of the calorimetry approach is that each explosive gives a unique response
to a fast heat ramp. This is due to different deflagration properties of the different
compounds. This type of sensor can thus detect different explosives and also determine
the type of compounds.
Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering sensors
Using Raman spectroscopy the vibrational modes of explosive compounds can be inves-
tigated. When a molecule is exposed to the incident laser light, inelastic scattering and
consequently a shift frequency of the scattered light occurs.
The frequency shift is due to vibrational states of the molecules, which are specific for
each analyte. Enhancement of the Raman signal can be obtained through modification
of the surface that host the molecules to be detected. In this project the surface is
modified growing nanopillars on a silicon substrate, and coating them with Au or Ag.
Large enhancement was demonstrated for explosive molecules, reaching up to two orders
of magnitude larger enhancement for commercially available substrates [9, 10].
1.2 Cantilever-based biosensing
Cantilevers are micrometer sized free-standing beams anchored at only one end. Can-
tilevers are commonly fabricated from Si, SiN or polymers. Typical cantilever lengths
range from few µm up to few mm, with thicknesses varying from few hundred nm up to
few µm.
Micrometer and even nanometer sized cantilevers-based sensors have since the mid-1990s
emerged as a promising label free detection technique, which has been used for high pre-
cision mass detection and bio-molecular recognition [11–21].
Typically, one cantilever surface is chemically functionalized with probe molecules de-
signed to specifically bind certain target molecules in solution.
2
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1.2.1 Operating modes
Cantilever sensing capabilities have been investigated mainly in two working modes, the
static and the dynamic mode, schematically illustrated in Figure 1.1. In static mode, a
cantilever functionalized with receptor molecules on one cantilever surface binds target
molecules. This binding induces difference in surface stress between the two sides of the
cantilever [22–27]. This change of surface stress causes the cantilever to bend (Figure
1.1a). Measuring the free-end displacement, it is possible to determine the differential
stress between the two sides of the cantilever.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the static and dynamic operating modes of cantilever-based sensors. a)
Molecules binding on one of the cantilever surfaces induce surface stress change which causes bending of
the cantilever. b) Mass change is monitored through changes in the resonant frequency of the cantilever.
When a cantilever sensor operates in dynamic mode, the resonance frequency of the
cantilever is monitored as the cantilever is exposed to the target molecules. As mass
adsorb onto the structure, the resonance frequency, which is inversely proportional to
the added mass, decreases [28–32] (Figure 1.1b).
Cantilever sensors have been employed for sensing in both gas and liquid. Typically
the cantilevers are inserted into a sensing chamber which is exposed to gas flow (in case
of vapor detection) or to continuous liquid flow (in case of biological analyte sensing).
The measurements carried out in liquid have some disadvantages compared to the ones
performed in air. The most crucial is the damping generated by the liquid surrounding
the cantilever, which generally limits the possibility of measuring in dynamic mode.
A way to circumvent this limitation is to perform liquid phase reactions which are moni-
tored in dry phase. That is, the cantilever characteristics are measured in air before and
after exposure to liquid samples, highly reducing the complexity of the measurements.
Similar approach has previously been used for i.e. bacteria detection [33]. In this thesis
this working mode is refereed as ”wet & dry”.
1.2.2 Applications
Cantilever-based sensing has been used for a wide range of biochemical detection appli-
cations, from single DNA strands [34,35] to whole bacteria cells [36–38]. These label-free
sensors have been widely employed for proteins detection [39–44], glucose detection [45],
pesticide detection [46, 47] and heavy metal ions detection [48, 49]. Furthermore, can-
tilever sensors have been employed in measurement of pH [50] and for sensing of different
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vapor compounds [51–55].
The use of cantilever sensors for explosive detection has been also widely demonstrated
and investigated in the past years [56–59].
1.2.3 Functionalization
To employ cantilever-based sensors in specific analyte detection, one of the cantilever
surfaces needs to be coated with specific receptor molecules. For surface stress mea-
surements it is crucial that only one side of the cantilever is functionalized, since equal
surface stress change on both surfaces would result in null deflection of the cantilever.
On the other hand, when dynamic mode is investigated, double side functionalization
would enhance the sensitivity of the detection, allowing more target molecules to con-
tribute to the overall cantilever mass change.
Several functionalization techniques have been developed during the past years. Proba-
bly the most common one involves the use of thiol-based chemistry for treating Au coated
surfaces [60, 61]. In case of Si surfaces, silane-based chemistry is often employed [62],
while for polymer cantilevers different methods have been investigated, for example bind-
ing to the epoxy groups on SU-8 surfaces [63].
Functionalization layers are applied through a set of different methodologies. Immersion
chemistry is often preferred (immersing the cantilevers into the functionalization solu-
tion) due to its simplicity. Microspotting technology can also be used, where commercial
devices for this purpose are now available [64]. Alternatively, capillaries can be used as
single functionalization units for individual cantilevers [65].
In this project standard beaker-based functionalization was the preferred coating method.
Microspotting on single cantilevers was also employed for pesticide detection experi-
ments.
1.2.4 Cantilever readout technologies
Nowadays, the prevalent method of monitoring vibrational amplitudes and cantilever
deflection is based on the optical leverage technique [66] widely used in atomic force
microscopy [67]. A laser beam is focused on a cantilever which reflects the beam onto
a position-sensitive detector (PSD). The distance between the cantilever and the PSD
magnifies the deflection of the cantilever. With this technique sub-nanometric deflections
can be resolved. For research purposes several optical leverage based read-out systems
have been developed [68,69]. The optical lever technique needs a tedious and time con-
suming alignment process before measuring bending of each cantilever. Therefore, this
method may not be an optimum solution for new technological tasks such as fast or
simultaneous detection on large cantilever arrays.
Alternatively, a CCD camera has been used for monitoring cantilever deflection and
hereby large 2-dimensional cantilever arrays can be read simultaneously [70]. However,
all cantilevers have to be in the same focal plane which is extremely difficult to achieve
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in practice.
These two techniques only apply to micrometer sized cantilevers. In optical leverage
the laser spot size is typically 20 µm or above and in the CCD system the amount of
reflected light is too low for smaller devices.
Integrated read-out has been suggested by several groups. For example, cantilevers with
piezoresistive [53, 71], piezoelectric [72, 73] and MOSFET-based [74, 75] read-out have
been developed and applied for molecular recognition. Generally, these cantilevers have
to be carefully insulated in order to be operated in liquid and the devices require signif-
icantly more packaging due to electrical interconnections.
Read-out method Measurement Company/Institute Country Device Price
Veeco [76] US n.a.
Concentris [65] CH ∼ 100.000 e
Optical lever Static, dynamic Mecwins [77] ES ∼ 100.000 e
Uni Basel [78] CH ∼ 80.000 e
Protiveris1 US n.a.
Piezoresistive Static, dynamic Cantion/Nanonord [79] DK ∼ 80.000 e
Seiko Instruments [80] JP n.a.
Piezoelectric Static, dynamic Intelligent Microsystem Center [81] KR n.a.
Capacitive Dynamic Graviton Inc1 US n.a.
Hard contact Dynamic Nanoprobes, DTU [32] DK n.a.
CCD camera Static Nano Engineering Lab, Berkeley [44] US n.a.
1Company and product info not available
Table 1.1: List of cantilever readout technologies and corresponding commercially available products.
In the past 20 years several readout devices based of the cited technologies have been
commercialized. These products are often research-oriented, with high prices and low
measurement throughput. These issues are believed to highly affect the proper break-
through of the cantilever-based technology into the out-of-the-lab sensors market. Table
1.1 lists the commercially available cantilever readout products, the manufacturing com-
panies and the estimated prices per instrument.
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1.3 Motivation
Most of the cantilever sensing platforms (e.g. the ones listed in Table 1.1) normally
measure few cantilevers at a time. Because of primarily the instrumentation, few papers
on cantilever-based sensing present statistically analyzed data sets. Moreover, the laser
spot size in most commercially available optical lever systems is several micrometers,
making difficult to measure on sub-micrometer sized structures.
Present optical readout setups typically perform measurements on single chips, generat-
ing doubts on the reliability of the measurements when critical sensing tasks have to be
performed, as in case of diagnostic or homeland security.
This thesis presents an innovative approach to detect the deflection and vibrational fre-
quency of the cantilevers employing the same light, compact, portable and high through-
put optical device.
This device, based on DVD-ROM technology, significantly reduces the aforementioned
obstacles and challenges in cantilever based sensing. The concept is highly scalable and
at this stage serial measurements of multiple samples over hundreds of cantilevers has
been demonstrated. Also, the simultaneous monitoring of multiple physical parameters
(deflection, resonant frequency and optical roughness) is believed to highly increase the
reliability of the output data.
In this work we have extensively tested the capabilities of our sensing platform to perform
static and dynamic measurements in gas flow, liquid flow and wet & dry.
1.3.1 DVD-ROM based readout principle
The idea of developing a high-throughput DVD-ROM-based readout mechanism for
cantilever sensors was born through a strong collaboration between DTU Nanotech and
the Institutes of Physics (IPAS), Academia Sinica, in Taiwan. IPAS’s experience in
measuring resonance of cantilever beams (primarily for AFM application), together with
their ability to deal with optoelectronic components of the DVD-ROM optical heads,
matched well with the strong knowhow in cantilever-based sensing developed at the
Nanoprobes group, at DTU Nanotech.
High-throughput readout system
A CD-shaped disc is used to mount several cantilever chips along circular ”sensing tracks”
patterned in concentric rings on the disc surface (see Figure 1.2a).
The cantilever chips are clicked into individual reservoirs patterned into the disc-like sub-
strate with radial symmetry. Approximately 1 mm below the disc, DVD-ROM optical
pickup heads provide the read-out system. The disc is spun and cantilevers are illumi-
nated by the DVD laser beam. The laser spot diameter is only 565 nm (Full Width Half
Maximum).
The laser scans from the bottom, passes through a glass substrate and focuses on the
cantilever surface. The deflection profiles are measured using the astigmatic detection
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mechanism embedded in the DVD-ROM system. In this work, silicon cantilevers with a
length of 500 µm, width of 100 µm and a thickness of 1 µm were mostly used.
Figure 1.2: a) Layout of the CD-like platform which can hold 720 cantilevers aligned along three sensing
tracks. b) Estimated amount of cantilevers which can be simultaneously monitored by the commercially
available readout technologies. The DVD-ROM platform offers the possibility of measuring up to 1000
cantilevers mounted on the same sensing disc.
We have proven the possibility of measuring cantilever deflections at rotating velocities
up to 200 rpm (comparable to the rotation of CDs when scanning the outer tracks).
A disc loaded with 200 cantilevers would then give a readout speed of more than 500
cantilevers per second.
Furthermore, by combining cantilever scans at sequential radial positions it is possible
to construct a 3D image of the cantilever surfaces. Few other commercially available
setup offer the possibility of measuring surface reconstruction of the cantilevers. The
measured surface reconstruction can for example be used to evaluate the distribution of
biomolecules on the cantilever surface.
Finally, the system can measure changes in the resonant frequency of the cantilever using
the thermal noise peaks of the cantilevers.
Figure 1.2b illustrates the estimated amount of cantilevers which can be simultaneously
monitored by the commercially available readout technologies. Defining the ”throughput
cost” as the cost per cantilever measured in a single experiment, present systems charge
an average price of 2000 eper measured cantilever (see Table 1.1).
Our device aims at a ”throughput cost” reduction of at least two orders of magnitudes.
We believe that our platform, once optimized, could bring the cantilever technology into
the applied sensors market.
1.3.2 Centrifugal microfluidics
Another advantage of the CD-like format is the possibility to integrate centrifugal mi-
crofluidics. The DVD disc format has in the past 10 years been widely used for liquid
handling [82–84]. The centrifugal forces generated by spinning the disc can be used to
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move liquid from the center of the disc towards the edges [85,86].
Figure 1.3: a) Schematic model of the DVD-ROM platform mounted over four DVD-ROM Pickup
Heads. b) the chips are composed by arrays of eight cantilevers. c) The sample is driven across the
microfluidic channels through rotation of the disc.
The design of dedicated passive valves allows the manipulation of the fluid through the
tuning of the rotational frequency of the disc. These valves, often referred as capil-
lary burst microvalves, offer an easy method to regulate microliquid flow in rotational
stages [87–89].
Furthermore, the absence of pumps strongly reduces the amount of external noise. The
centrifugal forces generated by spinning the disc are used to drive the sample from the
inlets towards serial sensing chambers and, after reaction has occurred, to wash the
reservoirs for optional dry phase measurements.
Figure 1.3a-b illustrates a layout of microfluidic channels connecting the chip reservoirs.
Each liquid sample is delivered to three reservoirs placed in series, starting at the center
and ending at the outer rim of the disc. Figure 1.3c shows the liquid front moving be-
tween two adjacent chambers. The liquid moves when the disc rotational speed generates
enough pressure to overcome the pressure barrier at the capillary valve [90,91].
1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 presents in details the technology development across three generations of
sensing setups (Systems). Chapter 3 describes the different versions of rotating plat-
forms (Discs) which were tested in connection with the System versions. The Discs
fabrication processes are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents a detailed descrip-
tion of data analysis and processing. Application in explosive detection and biosensing
leads to the results reported in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions.
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The System
This chapter describes the technology employed for building the three generations of
the high-throughput DVD-ROM based cantilever platform. First, an introduction to
the DVD optical head and its components is presented in Section 2.1. Then, Section
2.2 presents the first measurement tests which proved the capability of the DVD-ROM
based readout to perform deflection and thermal noise measurement of microcantilevers.
Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate in details the three generations of the system that
were developed during the project.
2.1 The DVD-ROM pickup head
Optical storage systems (CDs, DVDs, Blue Rays) usually consist of a drive unit with
a spinning disc, an optical readout system, and some electronics for the control of the
automation.
The most important part of these systems is the optical path, placed in the Pickup Head
(PUH), usually consisting of a semiconductor laser, a lens system for guiding the laser
beam, and a photodiodes array for detecting the light reflected from the disc surface.
Considering that the readout signal that contains the serial data stream of a DVD is
typically in the high MHz or even in the GHz range, PUHs embed optical receivers and
amplifiers with a high bandwidth.
A commercially available DVD-ROM (Digital Versatile Disk Read-Only Memory) PUH
contains the following components: laser diode, grating, polarization beam splitter and
λ/4 plate, four-quadrant Photodetector Integrated Circuit (PDIC), objective lens and
voice coil motor (VCM). Using advanced packaging technology to combine these com-
ponents results in a very useful tool for the purpose of optical measurements. In Figure
2.1 a CAD model of a PUH is shown.
The modern DVD discs contain high-density data (thus very small pitch size), therefore
high quality laser spot is required for accurately acquiring the data stored on the fast-
spinning disc. In order to perform correctly in such high-density data environment, the
laser beam of PUH must have very stable power and a small spot size.
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Figure 2.1: PUH CAD model. The DVD PUHs used in this project were purchased from Topray
Technologies (TOP 1100S-slim type).
Assuming that the laser beam emitted from laser diode has an intensity distribution
across the beam which is in the form of a Gaussian, the size of the focal spot (D)
depends on the wavelength (λ) and the numerical aperture (NA) of the lens as:
D = 0.52
λ
NA
(2.1)
The numerical aperture, the dimensionless number that characterizes the range of angles
over which the system can accept or emit light, is itself related to the optical properties
of the lens. The relation can be expressed as:
NA = n sin θ (2.2)
where n is the index of refraction of the medium in which the lens is working, and θ is
the half-angle of the maximum cone of light that can enter or exit the lens.
The standard objective lens of a DVD PUH has NA of 0.6, a free working distance of
1.28 mm [92] and emits laser light at the wavelengths of 655 nm (red). According to
Eq. 2.1, a standard DVD-ROM PUH emits laser light whit a spot size of 568 nm, when
perfectly focused.
The spot size, as well as several other parameters, depend on the NA of the lens employed
on the PUH. Modifications to the objective lenses has revealed extremely interesting
feasibility in customizing the performance of the optical devices, as will be explained in
Section 2.5.2 in more detail.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a typical astigmatism-based optical system [93].
2.1.1 The astigmatic method
Astigmatism is an optical aberration that occurs when an optical system is not symmet-
ric about the optical axis, as in the case of the cylindrical lenses embedded in the PUH.
The astigmatic method is the technique employed by DVD-ROM PUHs to precisely
evaluate vertical and angular deviations of the optical discs from the correct focusing
distance. This technique, which is a standard feature of a DVD PUH, offers the possi-
bility to measure displacements of surfaces with very high precision.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical astigmatic optical path that can be found in many
CD/DVD heads. Inside the DVD PUH, the laser light emitted from the laser diode
is collimated and focused onto the measured object by a collimator and an objective
lens. The laser light reflected passes through a polarizing beam splitter plate and an
astigmatic shaping device composed by a cylindrical lenses. It then impinges onto a
PDIC.
The PDIC has four quadrant photo elements (A-D) with a current preamplifier for each
of them. When the laser spot is focused onto the PDIC, the focus error signal (FES) is
defined as:
FES = (SA + SC)− (SB + SD) (2.3)
where SA, SB, SC and SD are signals generated by the photo sensors A, B, C and D of
the PDIC module.
When the laser beam is perfectly focused on the object’s surface, the laser spot onto
the PDIC is circular as shown in Figure 2.3c. When the reflective surface is slightly
deviated from the optimal focus distance, the spot on the PDIC appears more elongated,
as illustrated in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b. The shape change of the laser spot on the
photodetectors is then translated into the corresponding FES value. For a circular laser
spot, FES=0.
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Figure 2.3: a-c) Laser spot shapes projected onto the photodetector in different defocusing positions.
d) Focus error signal Vs displacement illustrates the well-known S-curve.
Figure 2.3d shows the S-curve that relates the FES to the vertical displacement of the
reflective surface ∆Z [94]. Within this range, changes in the vertical distance are linearly
converted into an output voltage signal, generated through the relation given by Eq. 2.3.
A standard DVD-ROM PUH has a linear range voltage output from -10 V to +10 V.
The linear working range of the optical system is about 6 µm, resulting in a vertical
displacement sensitivity in air of about 0.3 nm/mV, where typical RMS noise values of
preamplifiers range between 2-5 mV. The resolution of the system was thus calculated
to vary between 0.6 and 1.5 nm, depending on the electronic circuit employed.
Modifications applied to the NA of the objective lens will induce dramatic changes in
the optical properties of the system, both in the linear range and in the overall detection
resolution. In Section 2.5.2 the analysis of the optical properties of PUH in air and liquid
under different NA values, together with the determination of their linear ranges and
resolutions, are presented.
Additionally, the PDIC module has a very high working bandwidth that is capable of
measuring signals up to 80 MHz. This feature makes the PUH a suitable device for
dynamic measurements of micromechanical resonators.
2.1.2 The Voice Coil Motor
The VCM of a DVD-ROM PUH is an electromechanical device that belongs to the cat-
egory of Voice Coil Actuators. These are limited motion devices that use a permanent
magnetic field and a coil to produce a force proportional to the current applied to the
coil itself.
The electromechanical conversion is governed by the Lorentz force principle, stating that
if a current-carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field, a force will act upon it.
In DVD-ROM optical heads, the VCM is composed by the objective lens, the bobbin
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Figure 2.4: Schematics of a VCM for DVD-ROM PUHs [95].
and the suspension wires. A schematic view of the VCM is shown in Figure 2.4.
In operation, when the distance between the reflective surface (the DVD, for example)
and the optical system varies, the displacement is detected by the PUH, which generates
a corresponding output voltage signal (the FES).
The FES is then used to evaluate the current necessary to drive the VCM in such a way
that the objective lens’ focal point falls again upon the measured surface.
The VCM can move in two directions, with degrees of freedom along the Z and X axes
(see Figure 2.4). These movements are used in standard DVD-ROM reading to com-
pensate the vertical (Z) and radial (X) misalignment of the disc during its spinning
(auto-focusing). The minimum vertical movement that can be generated by the coil is
in the order of tens of nanometers, while overall distance range is up to 1 mm in both
direction.
The capability of moving along the Z-axis was used in this project to implement an
auto-tracking system, presented in Section 2.3.3, similar in concept to the one used in
standard DVD reading applications. On the other hand the VCM X-axis spanning was
used to perform surface reconstruction of the measured microcantilever sensors (see Sec-
tion 2.2.1).
The employment of PUH and VCM for non-standard applications (everything but read-
ing a DVD) has been widely investigated by several research groups in the past decade
[96–98].
Several examples are given on how a PUH can be used to measure distances with [96]
and without auto-tracking [99]. Also, dynamic analysis of microsystems has been per-
formed using such a device [98]. Optical profilometers based on the astigmatic method
have found widespread applications for precision profile and surface roughness measure-
ments [100–103]. Quericioli et al. [104] were the first to use a CD PUH as the measuring
device for cantilevers in an AFM [105–107].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic block diagram of the PUH interfacing system. The PUH is connected through
flat flexible connector (FFC) to the electronic block, composed by a connector, a preamplifier and a
low-pass filter. The data are then sent to a DAQ card that directly interfaces with the computer.
2.1.3 Interfacing the DVD-ROM PUH
Some of the most critical knowhow in dealing with a DVD-ROM PUH is its interfacing
procedure. In order to acquire the voltage output from the PDIC (the FES, in this case),
dedicated electronics has been developed at IPAS.
The main barrier for using the PUH for purposes different than reading a DVD is the
complexity of the electronic interface to the PUH itself. 26 pins are embedded in Flat
Flexible Connector (FFC), and the right pin assignment is critical for controlling the
PUH features. Datasheets are typically not available to end users, and strong collabora-
tion with manufacturing companies is required to access information about the correct
pin assignment.
11 out of 26 pins are used to drive the PUH tools for cantilever sensing, each of them
addressing a specific task. In the following the used pin are listed:
• Pin 1-4: output - PDIC quadrants signal
• Pin 5-6: input - VCM coils (X and Z)
• Pin 7-8: input - VCM coils grounds
• Pin 9: input - Laser powering voltage
• Pin 10: input - Reference voltage
• Pin 11: input - Ground
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Figure 2.6: Picture of the preamplifier circuit. The marked circuits correspond to to the following
functions: a) auto-tracking, b) VCM driver, c) sum function, d) FES acquisition, e) normalization
function, f) gain stage and g) power supply line.
The FFC is plugged into a specifically designed connector. The output is carried through
a High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) cable to the electronic block. The use
of HDMI interface is particularly convenient, since this type of cable has 19 lines em-
bedded. It is thus possible to assign each pin to a specific line. The internal lines are
coaxially shielded leading to a cross-talk-free data transmission block, very suitable for
applications where low-noise transmission is required.
The signal is then transfered to the main electronic block, the preamplifier. Figure
2.6 shows the circuit and its main circuit blocks. The design of the circuit has been
developed over several years of experiments at IPAS. The preamplifier allows to inter-
face data acquisition systems with the PUH. It allows access to the PDIC quadrants
signals (FES) and to control the movement of the VCM. It also allows access to the
auto-tracking process. Furthermore it includes a FES normalizing function, which nor-
malizes the FES over the total intensity.
The normalization function divides the FES by the total intensity reflected on the PDIC.
Since both signals are proportional to the reflectivity of the measured surface, this tech-
nique eliminate signal variations due to reflectivity differences of measured surfaces. As
an example, cantilevers with different optical reflectivity would, without normalization,
give different voltage responses to the same deflection change. Normalizing the FES
is hence a procedure that significantly reduces risks of miscalibration of the detection
processes.
Finally, after passing through a low-pass filter (cutoff frequency for cantilever readout
system set at 10 kHz), the signal is sent through a DAQ card that interacts with the PC.
Coaxial cables and standard Bayonet NeillConcelman (BNC) connectors are employed
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the profile measurement process.
for the data transmission between the preamplifier and the DAQ card.
The card used in this project is a high-speed 14-Bit DAQ card (PCI-9820, ADLINK
Technology Inc, TW) with a sampling rate up to 130 MHz. Through the Peripheral
Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, the digital data are finally analyzed by a custom
designed Labview (National Instruments Corporation, US) program, which also acts as
the operational interface for parameter-setting.
2.2 Preliminary tests
This section illustrates the working principles of the measurements methods investigated
during the project. Section 2.2.1 introduces the measurement capabilities of the DVD-
ROM based readout system, while proof of concept of deflection and thermal noise
measurements are presented, respectively, in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Measurement principle
The astigmatic detection method described in Section 2.1.1 was applied to fast scanning
of cantilever sensors mounted onto a rotating stage. The working principle of this DVD-
ROM based readout is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
A cantilever chip is mounted on a glass substrate keeping the cantilever suspended over
a glass window. The laser beam is positioned at a distance from the cantilever apexes
that falls inside the linear range of the PUH.
When the disc is spinning, the laser scans the beams acquiring the FES generated by
the laser spot shape on the PDIC (Figure 2.7b).
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the multiple analysis concept. The laser movement and the resulting data
are shown for three different data acquisition modes: (left) deflection, (middle) surface roughness, and
(right) resonant frequency.
When the laser path crosses the gap between cantilevers (red lines), no signal is acquired
due to the lack of reflective material. On the other hand, when the light shines onto the
cantilevers the FES is measured and the cantilever profile is acquired (orange lines).
The expected signal is thus an array of profiles spaced by null signal. Each point of the
profile represents the distance between the PUH and the local position of the reflective
surface.
The average of these points gives information on the absolute distance between the PUH
and the cantilever, while the profile shapes give indication on the orientation (tilting)
and on the surface topography (roughness).
The number of points acquired along the cantilever width varies depending on the data
acquisition speed and the scanning velocity. Measuring these values continuously makes
it possible to evaluate the changes of the cantilevers, e.g. change of deflection, torsional
orientation or surface roughness.
Another interesting feature of the astigmatic detection system is the capability of mea-
suring small oscillations of the intensity of the laser illuminating the PDIC. Through Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) processing it is possible to determine the resonance frequency
of vibrating surfaces measuring the periodic oscillations of the FES that they generate.
The PUH is able to detect oscillation in the sub-nanometer level, allowing to measure
the cantilevers vibrational frequencies even in absence of external actuation [108].
The system was designed taking into account a possible simultaneous application of
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Figure 2.9: a) Picture of the assembly used for the first signal acquisition demonstration. b) Schematics
sideview of the system.
the above mentioned measurement techniques. Figure 2.8 illustrates the three working
principle as they were planned at the first stage of this project. A disc fabricated in glass
and SU-8 is loaded with several cantilever chips, and multiple PUH placed under the
substrate perform the different acquisition processes: b) deflection, c) surface roughness
and d) resonant frequency. Each working principle was evaluated with preliminary tests
as discussed in the following sections.
2.2.2 Cantilever deflection measurements
At the beginning of the project several tests were carried out as proof of concept. In order
to obtain information on the capabilities of the system, first cantilever measurement
tests were performed simply by placing a DVD-ROM head below the disc. The laser
was focused on the cantilever apexes and signal were recorded. The VCM of the PUH
was used to move the objective lens along the Z axis to focus the laser beam on the
back plane of the cantilevers. A schematic of this detection platform is illustrated in
Figure 2.9b, while Figure 2.9a shows a picture of the first test version of the system.
The DVD-ROM block is mounted on a linear stage for rough alignment on the cantilever
tracks. The disc was spun at very low speed (0.5 rpm) and the FES was acquired from
the PUH.
Figure 2.10b shows the profile measurement of an SU-8 cantilever chip composed by 8
cantilevers. Each microcantilever is 500 µm long, 100 µm wide and 5.2 µm thick (20
nm of gold coating). At the sides of the chip two protection bars are present (see Figure
2.10a)
The cantilevers are seen to have an initial non-uniformity deflection, where the central
cantilevers are bent more than the ones at the sides. The negative value of the signal
indicates that the cantilevers are measured in the negative part of the PUH linear range,
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Figure 2.10: a) Mask layout of the IBM chips with eight cantilevers and two protection bars. b)
Scanning profile measurement for a single SU-8 cantilever chip and c) its corresponding FES.
as illustrated in Figure 2.10c.
Spikes seem to occur at the edges of the profiles due to the reflected light from the
corners of the cantilevers. The signal obtained from the outer cantilevers is around 0.4
V less than the one obtained from the central ones, indicating a initial bending difference
of about 120 nm.
2.2.3 Cantilever thermal noise measurements
In this section the capability of the DVD-ROM technology to measure thermal noise
of microcantilevers is reported. The test experiments were carried out using the setup
illustrated in Figure 2.9. No spinning of the disc was applied, in order to give the laser
sufficient time to dwell on the cantilever tip and allow the system to measure enough
counts for the FFT process. It was later proved that, depending on the experimental
conditions, a time between 100 ms and 1 s is sufficient for accurate resonance peak
identification.
For working in dynamic mode, the FFT algorithm transforms the time-domain FES
into the frequency domain. The thermal noise of the cantilever can be measured by
the PDIC system even without external excitation. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
related to the reflectivity of the cantilever surface. If the cantilever has low reflectivity,
the amplitude of the resonance peak is low and might be comparable with the noise level
of the system.
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Figure 2.11: Optical microscope pictures of the laser spot focused on the gold pad embedded in a a)
SU-8 and b) TOPAS cantilever.
Figure 2.12: Resonant frequency peak at 6.671 kHz measured for a gold coated SU-8 cantilever.
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Cantilever length (µm) width (µm) thickness (µm) f (kHz) Q factor
SU-8 500 100 5.5 6.641 16
TOPAS 500 100 4.5 4.774 10
Table 2.1: Geometrical parameters, resonant frequency and Q factor for SU-8 and TOPAS cantilevers
measured in air.
As initial tests, resonant frequency measurements were performed on SU-8 [109,110] and
TOPAS [55] cantilevers. Gold pads were patterned on the surface of the cantilevers to
provide higher reflectivity and increase the SNR (see Figure 2.11). In Figure 2.12 the
resonant frequency measurement of a SU-8 cantilever having length of 500 µm, width
of 100 µm and thickness of 5.2 µm is shown. The measurements were acquired in air.
Similar measurements were done for TOPAS cantilevers, and in both cases the intensity
of the reflected light was sufficient for the resonant peaks to be detected.
Table 2.1 summarizes the measured frequencies and corresponding Q factors.
Conclusions on system requirements
At this stage it was proved that the system was able to acquire signals from micro-
cantilevers and, together with deflection measurement and profile analysis, to perform
sequential thermal noise measurements over several cantilevers. Compared with the op-
tical lever technology, the laser alignment process of the PUH was extremely simplified.
However a series of technological issues were to be faced:
• Mechanics: a stable mechanical system was needed. PUH performances were ex-
pected to be highly influenced by external mechanical noise sources. The rotating
stage was to be embedded in a stiff structure connected to the PUH plane. the
DVD-ROM heads had to be positioned precisely along the cantilever tracks, with
the need of rough and fine positioning options.
• Data acquisition and processing: a software support was necessary to acquire and
store the data sent to the DAQ card. The issue of the data size was critical,
considering each scan of one chip was giving around 20 Mb of raw data. With this
initial acquisition protocol, a single experiment of the ones reported in Chapter 6
would have lead to more than 10 Gb of text files.
• Automation: a motor and PUH mutual interface was necessary to perform au-
tomated measurements. The software was needed to control the different input
(FES, motor position) and output (VCM coils, motor controller) simultaneously
and through the same program.
According to the limitations of the configuration illustrated in Figure 2.9, the first version
of the system was assembled.
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2.3 System V 1
System V 1 was fabricated after the preliminary tests presented in Section 2.2 were com-
pleted. This first version of the full system was designed to approach solutions for solving
problems that were identified as priority issues: system robustness enhancement, wob-
bling compensation, data acquisition and automation development. Particular attention
was given to the development of wobbling reduction strategies.
2.3.1 Mechanical assembly
Figure 2.13 schematically illustrates the assembly process of System V 1. Even though
the approach to the mechanical design was basic, several tests were able to be carried
out with this system.
The use of multiple optical heads in this preliminary version was implemented for several
reasons. (i) Multiple PUHs could be employed simultaneously to perform monitoring of
bending, surface roughness and resonance frequency. (ii) The PUHs could be arranged
at different radius positions and employed for measuring simultaneously chips placed at
various distances from the center of the disc. (iii) One or more PUHs could be dedicated
to wobbling compensation purposes.
2.3.2 System wobbling compensation
Several tests were aimed at determining the intrinsic wobbling of the shaft-disc system
illustrated in Figure 2.13. To this purpose a dedicated disc fabricated in SU-8 and coated
with a reflecting layer of aluminum was used. The PUH was focused on the metal ring
and the system was spun at very low speed. The monitoring of the FES during the
spinning gave information about the deviation of the disc surface from the focal point
during the rotation.
The distance between laser and cantilever apex was found to vary during disc revo-
lution due to inhomogeneities in the disc and in the motor-shaft assembly. Deviations
up to 600 µm in the Z direction were measured during the experimental tests. Consider-
ing the short linear range of the PUH (6 µm), an automated protocol that employed an
auto-tracking PUH was required to keep the lasers continuously focused on the reflective
surface.
The role of the auto-tracking PUH is illustrated in Figure 2.14. The feedback loop of
the FES was used to readjust the Z-position of the laser spot through the vertical move-
ment of the VCM (see Section 2.1.2). Focusing PUH 1 onto the reflective coating, the
feedback loop measured the voltage cycle needed to keep the laser focused at a constant
distance from the disc surface. This signal is then superimposed phase-shifted to the
voltages input driving PUHs 2, 3 and 4. The real-time approach in the auto-tracking
process ensured that any variation of the disc-PUH relative distance was instantaneously
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Figure 2.13: Assembly process for the first version of the system. a) A central hole was cut onto a
metal support. b) Four spring-loaded screws were used to clamp the motor on the support and c) four
steel bars were used to keep the motor suspended. d) Four 10 mm range linear stages oriented toward
the center of rotation were glued on the support, and e) four PUHs were mounted on the stages. f)
Complete system with a disc mounted on the rotating shaft.
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Figure 2.14: Scheme of the 4-PUHs auto-tracking approach.
recorded and the VCM position of the sensing PUH corrected.
Auto-tracking system limitations
The main problem of the auto-tracking method was due to the different responses of the
VCMs to the same current signal applied to their coils.
Each PUH was in fact found to move along the Z direction slightly differently for same
values of input current.
In Figure 2.15 the VCM autofocusing movement for two PUHs is plotted. In this experi-
ment 2 PUHs were used for auto-tracking, and their response were compared to evaluate
the congruence of the two signals.
After phase shifting one of the curves, it was observed that the signals were similar
but not fully coincident. While the disc was spinning, PUH 1 measured the ”wobbling
voltage” slightly differently than PUH 2.
These small differences in the output voltage correspond to several tens of microns in
vertical deviation, compromising the possibility of applying the auto-tracking method
to high precision measurements.
Furthermore, the acquisition speed was found to affect the auto-tracking process. During
the tests it was possible to apply this method at relatively low speed (below 10 rpm),
while at higher values the method suffered the time delay of the auto-tracking data pro-
cess, leading to small misalignments of the sensing PUHs.
On top of this, a slight cross-talk between the currents applied in the Z and in the X
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Figure 2.15: Auto-tracking curves acquired using 2 different PUHs. The signal acquired from PUH 1
(red) slightly differs from the one measured with PUH 2 (white). The measured wobbling was, in its
maximum, almost 600 µm.
direction was observed. This cross-talk induces a small tilting of the lens when current
is applied to one of the coils, affecting the accuracy of the measurements.
Eventually, optical corrections of the lenses and mechanical optimization of the rotating
stage were found more convenient solutions than the elegant but technologically chal-
lenging auto-tracking method.
The experience gained trying to apply a auto-tracking system was anyway found very
useful for future development of the platform.
2.3.3 High-throughput measurements - proof of concept
In order to circumvent some of the limitations imposed by the wobbling, a lens with
lower NA was used to carry out the first high-throughput measurements. A plastic lens
with NA=0.16 was mounted on the PUH and its optical response was characterized. It
was found that the characteristic S-curve (Figure 2.3d) consisted in a very long linear
range, measured to be around 350 µm. The sensitivity of the detection was however
reduced, dropping from 0.3 nm/mV to 30 nm/mV. The overall resolution hence was
estimated to be around 60 nm.
Employing this new optical system the first high-speed tests were performed.
Figure 2.16 shows the system interfaced to its external components. The sensing platform
(a) is connected to a 4-channels preamplifier (b), where each channel corresponds to one
PUH, and is interfaced to the PC through the DAQ card (c). The motor controller (d)
allows the setting of the rotational parameters (speed, acceleration, spinning direction)
through its commercial software. The data were constantly monitored using a standard
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Figure 2.16: Picture of the first version of the system a) connected to its external components: b) the
preamplifier, c) the DAQ card, d) the motor controller and e) the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope (e) (TPS2000B, Tektronix Inc, US).
To perform high-density data measurement tests, a disc track was loaded with 39 SU-8
chips and one silicon one, resulting in a total of 320 microcantilever beams.
When spinning the disc, the 600 µm system wobbling caused the loss of almost 25% of
the cantilevers, whose focal points were lying outside the linear range of the PUH (∼350
µm). However, more than 200 cantilevers were able to be read from the DVD-ROM.
As reference baseline we used the focal point of a silicon cantilever. The data measured
on the SU-8 ones were then referenced to this measurement point. Figure 2.17 shows a
zoom of the disc containing the SU-8 chips.
During the tests the cantilevers profiles were acquired scanning the laser at different
velocities.
Raw cantilever deflection signals acquired during one revolution of the disc at 60 rpm
is shown in Figure 2.18a. The plot is composed of around 1.000.000 data points. Each
distinguishable peak represents a chip with 8 cantilevers. Zooming in on Figure 2.18a
we can extract the individual cantilever profiles, as seen in Fig 2.18b. Figure 2.18c
reports the distribution of the acquired signals. The distribution has an average of 0.49
V, corresponding to 14.7 µm. The standard deviation is 0.39 V, corresponding to 11.7
µm. Assuming that the silicon cantilevers are ideally flat (datasheet from the company
claim an initial deflection less than 1 µm), these variations are in agreement with initial
bending measurements previously performed on batches of SU-8 chips.
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Figure 2.17: SU-8 disc loaded with 80 chips (640 cantilevers) on two different tracks. A DVD-ROM
PUH with NA=0.16 lens was employed to make the first high-throughput tests.
2.3.4 System outlook
System V 1 was used for testing high-throughput and high-resolution capabilities of the
DVD-ROM based readout method. Using lenses with NA=0.16 hundreds of cantilevers
could be scanned at high speed. Using lenses with NA=0.6, preliminary sensing of pro-
teins and antibodies have also been tested (see Chapter 6). The system was also used
for proof of concept of the three different measurements analyses presented in Section
2.2.1: bending, thermal noise and surface reconstruction.
Profile acquisition while spinning the disc up to 60 rpm was demonstrated. Data ac-
quisition speed limited the actual measurement throughput. However, the analog signal
observed with the oscilloscope identified cantilever profiles even when spinning the disc
at 600 rpm. Software improvements are believed to allow actual measurements at very
high rotational speeds.
Towards SystemV 2
System V 1 was extensively used for almost one year to test several discs design, software
algorithms and data analysis processes.
In the following are listed the main technology limitations that brought the project in
designing and fabricating the second generation of the sensing system.
• Mechanical parts: the mechanical components needed to be re-designed: the
System V 1 overall stiffness of the system was found to be insufficient for absorbing
the vibrations generated by the motor. The noise level (measured by focusing the
laser onto a cantilever and monitoring the RMS of the signal) shifted from 5 mV
to 20 mV when the disc was rotating.
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Figure 2.18: Demonstration of parallel data acquisition. a) Raw data from one revolution of the DVD.
Each peak corresponds to one cantilever chip. b) The obtained profiles from a single cantilever chip. c)
Distribution of the measured initial bending of in total 240 cantilevers.
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The linear stages were inappropriate for fully exploit the capabilities of the system.
Longer range movement was required in order to scan the entire surface of the disc,
and a Z-direction stage for rough alignment was found to be necessary if different
NA lenses were to be employed.
The disc has to be shielded from external environmental changes (e.g. temperature,
air flow, acoustic waves, etc...), thus requiring a closed chamber design.
• Rotating stage: the wobbling of the rotating disc had to be highly reduced, if
high-throughput and high-resolution should be achieved. Within this context, the
mechanical shaft had to be re-designed. Furthermore the motor used in System
V 1 was overheating very fast, inducing temperature gradients around the PUHs.
These thermal fluctuations were later found to highly affect the performance of
the DVD-ROM PUHs.
• Microfluidics: at this stage the no microfluidics has been integrated. The reservoirs
were manually filled with the sample by using pipettes. The design of centripetal-
microfluidics-based discs was only partially tested with the System V 1 which did
not include tools for liquid handling. It was clear a needing of a plug-and-play
inlet system, as well as an appropriate waste sample handling system. Further-
more neither the PUHs nor their electrical connections were protected from liquid
leakages. When spinning fast to empty the sensing reservoir, the PUH had to be
protected by the user with lab tissues.
2.4 System V 2
In order to address the limitations listed in the previous section, a new version of the
system was designed and fabricated with improvements to the electronics and to the
mechanics. The electronic modifications were oriented mainly to enhance the signal
to noise ratio and to reduce the overall size of the external components of the system
(preamplifier, PUH connectors, motor controller and various cables).
The main improvements were focusing on mechanical components design/configuration,
on rotational stage’s optimization, and on integration of microfluidics tools for liquid
dispensing.
System V 2 was used to perform first tests of continuous flow measurements (e.g. for
DNT detection and PDGF sensing).
2.4.1 System design and mechanical parts
Contrary to System V 1 which was built by assembling existing components, this im-
proved version was designed using CAD software (SolidWorks 2008, Dassault Systmes
SolidWorks Corp., US) before being manufactured and assembled (Figure 2.19).
The new platform was mounted onto a thick aluminum base, 26 cm wide and 1 cm thick,
which provided high mechanical stability to the whole system.
Four L-shaped platform supports were screwed to the base of the platform. Long X-Z
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Figure 2.19: a) CAD model of System V 2. b) Picture of the setup.
Figure 2.20: Section view of the CAD model. The arrows indicate the degrees of freedom of the PUH
supports movement (X and Z).
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stages (Misumi XYCRS40, Misumi Corporation, JP) were mounted on each support,
providing 1 cm of linear movement in both direction. On each X-Z stage a cantilever-
shaped aluminum support for the PUH were mounted. These beam structures (5 mm
thick) were free to move inside the chamber (See Figures 2.20 and 2.21) along the stages
direction, providing long-range multiple direction adjustment for the DVD-ROM PUHs.
Figure 2.21: Top view of the CAD model. The four PUHs are mounted over their supports which can
move towards the center of rotation. A bearing is mounted on the shaft head for wobbling reduction.
The electronics connectors, plugged to the PUHs through the FFC, were mounted di-
rectly on these supporting structures. All the mechanical components were built in
aluminum.
A 12 cm diameter aluminum chamber was built on top of the system. The chamber,
visible from the top in Figure 2.21, had 4 open features for the PUH supports. The
chamber was closed with a PMMA cover to ensure sealing from external air flow.
The arrows in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 illustrate the movable parts of the system. In Fig-
ure 2.20 the section view of the system shows the PUH supports linear movement in the
X-direction (toward the center of rotation for focusing on the cantilever apexes), and in
the Z-direction (for focus distance adjustment). A set of movable inlets for the sample
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injection can move along the Z-direction on the top of the disc.
In Figure 2.21 is possible to see the sensing chamber and the configuration of the PUHs
below the rotating disc.
A new stepper motor (Fastech Ezi-STEP-PR-35S, Fastech Corp., KR) with higher pre-
cision and less thermal heating was used for this setup. This device had the possibility of
rotating with a resolution of 20.000 steps per revolution. This angular resolution (0.018◦)
was enough to allow the focusing of the laser on the individual cantilevers, important
feature for automatic thermal noise measurements. Scanning along the width (100 µm)
of cantilevers positioned at 3.5 cm from the center of rotation implied a rotation of the
disc of 0.16◦. With this new motor it was thus possible to automatically position the
laser spot onto 8 different points along the width of one single cantilever.
Heat exchangers were also mounted on the motor’s base in order to further reduce the
overall heating of the system.
The design of the new motor shaft was aimed at reducing the wobbling of the rotating
stage. Several high-precision bearings were employed as connection between the rotat-
ing shaft and the loading head. Strong pre-load was applied to the system in order to
minimize the effects of the intrinsic fluctuation of the manufacturing of the shaft head.
The total wobbling (at the cantilever track radius) was measured to be around 250 µm
in the Z-direction, roughly half the value measured on System V 1.
2.4.2 Microfluidics integration
One of the main achievements of System V 2 was the integration of a microfluidics sys-
tem for automatic handling of the samples.
A pressure-driven pump (Fluigent MSC-8-1000, Fluigent, FR) was connected to 1 ml
containers positioned at the sides of the system (See Figure 2.19b). The Fluigent device
is a fully automated multi-channels pump which interfaces through Labview programs
with the PC. Each channel can be controlled independently with pressures ranging from
0 to 1000 mbar. This instrument was found to be extremely useful for injecting multiple
samples with high speed and precision in the channels patterned on the sensing disc
(where on the other side had some disadvantages when working in continuous flow).
A six-nozzle system was designed and built into a circular PMMA frame. Magnet-
assisted clamping of the nozzles to the microfluidics disc was found to be an extremely
efficient way of building a plug-and-play injection system.
The working principle is illustrated in Figure 2.22a. Six inlets (tip diameter 1.8 mm) are
encapsulated into a circular PMMA structure to fit their relative holes in the microflu-
idics disc. The sensing disc is positioned above a 1 mm thick iron disc, clamped to the
motor shaft. Rare earth magnets (Supermagnete, Webcraft GmbH Corp, DE) are glued
to the center of the PMMA frame, and the magnetic force generated from the iron disc
is used to seal the inlets. Several tests were performed at different pressures without
observing leakage problems.
The overall rotating structure is thus composed motor shaft, iron disc (clamped to
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Figure 2.22: a) Schematic view of the magnet-based microfluidic clamping. The attractive force
between the magnets and the iron plate under the disc keeps the six nozzles tightly connected to the
corresponding microfluidic inlets. b) Picture of a polymer disc connected to 3 nozzles through 5 rare
earth magnets.
the shaft), sensing disc and microfluidics inlets. When performing measurements in wet
& dry, the inlets are clamped to the structure, the liquid dispensed, and then they are
released to leave the disc free to rotate without tubing. On the other hand, when con-
tinuous flow measurements are carried out, the microfluidics inlets are left connected to
the rotating stage and the entire structure is spinning. This configuration does not allow
rotate the disc for several revolutions as tubes will wrap and eventually snap. To avoid
this situation the disc is spun clock-wise (e.g. for 1 revolution) and counter-clock-wise.
The cantilevers are thus measured within the same time frame and speed, however this
method avoids problems related to the tube presence and allow continuous flow mea-
surements to be performed under the same high-throughput conditions.
In order to clamp and release the inlets in a fast way, the PMMA frame is connected to
a handle bar that can be manually pushed toward the disc, and then pulled back.
2.4.3 System outlook
Experiments in gas and liquid phase on explosive samples (see Section 6.4) were per-
formed using this setup, as well as some of the preliminary experiments done on aptamer-
functionalized cantilevers reported in Section 6.5.
The main limitation of this version was given by its sensitivity (hence resolution and
detection limit) in liquid phase. The sensitivity of the device was the same as in the
previous version, since the PUH settings were basically unchanged. Using NA=0.16
it was possible to scan the whole disc and measure hundreds of cantilevers simultane-
ously, however remaining with optical sensitivity of 30 nm/mV in air, and 100 nm/mV
in liquid. These values were found sufficient to carry high-concentration measurements
(for example in the µM range of Streptavidin measured in wet & dry), but were not
optimized for lower concentrations detection, in particular in liquid flow.
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Towards SystemV 3
The following list summarizes the main issues that brought the project to move towards
the third generation of the platform.
• Optics and resolution: In order to achieve resolutions comparable with existing
technologies, vertical sensitivities in the nm/mV range were necessary. These val-
ues were already obtained for measurements in air but not in liquid. The sensitiv-
ity of the NA=0.16 lens was found to be poor for nM concentration measurements
(where cantilevers deflect in the orders of tens to hundreds of nm).
• Rotating stage: even if the wobbling of the rotating disc was highly reduced in the
System V 2, the rotating stage had to be re-designed to allow the cantilever apexes
to fall within the linear range of higher resolution lenses. NA=0.2 or NA=0.45 were
good candidates, having vertical displacement sensitivity in liquid of, respectively,
∼ 25 nm/mV and ∼ 5 nm/mV (once optimized). Their working range was mea-
sured to fall between 40 µm and 120 µm. In order to implement this huge reduction
of the wobbling, a new approach to the rotating stage was then necessary.
• Weight and size: Once the overall stiffness of the system was sufficient for mechan-
ical noise reduction, options for reducing the size of the system were investigated.
The motor was too bulky in the vision of commercializing the system, however
the resolution of stepper motors is generally proportional to their size and weight.
New strategies had to be implemented to overcome such difficulty.
2.5 System V 3
System V 3 was built during the last months of the PhD project. Its purpose was to
create a stable wobble-free platform for high-resolution continuous flow measurements in
liquid medium. This system was specifically designed to integrate the high-throughput
concept, proved with System V 1, with high-resolution measurements, demonstrated
through the use of NA=0.6 lenses in connection with Systems V 1 and V 2.
Furthermore, first attempts to miniaturize the platform were carried out. In the next
sections the main design improvements are presented.
2.5.1 System design and mechanical parts
The design of the mechanical components was specifically aimed at reducing the me-
chanical wobbling. As introduced in Section 2.3.2, VCM driven wobbling compensation
approaches were found non trivial to be implemented. A mechanical approach was found
more feasible and easier to apply.
In order to eliminate the main source of wobbling (the motor shaft and the clamping
metal head), a smaller motor was connected to a high-precision rotating bearing through
a pulley belt. The rotating bearing (Reali-slim Type X, Kaydon Corporation Inc, US)
is composed by steel spheres that allow the structure to float above the spheres. The
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Figure 2.23: CAD model of System V 3. The PMMA case keeps the system isolated from external
environmental noise. Several open-close accesses are available for manual adjustments of the stages and
for sample loading.
wobbling of the stage thus relies on the precision of the dimensions of the spheres.
The rotating bearing and the motor are mounted over an aluminum support. Two X-Z
linear stages (same as the ones employed in System V 2) hold the PUH under the rotat-
ing bearing.
Figure 2.23 shows the CAD model of the complete system. The design reveals several
new functionalities, compared to version 2:
• New pulley belt system: the rotating stage is now composed by a big high-precision
ring bearing that is driven by a belt, allowing the rotating stage precision to rely
on the bearing instead of on the motor shaft. The bearing has X-Y plane precision
of about 5 micron (from datasheet specs). Wobbling is thus in this way highly
reduced.
• New motor: the new motor (Fastech Ezi-42S-B, Fastech Corp., KR) is consid-
erably smaller than the one mounted on V 2, with lower precision in terms of
steps/revolution. However the pulley belt system magnifies the angular resolution
by a factor equal to the ratio between the rotating stage diameter (188 mm) and
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Figure 2.24: Picture of System V 3 at present status.
Figure 2.25: Top-view of the CAD drawing of System V 3. The ratio between the pulley shaft (12
mm) and the rotating bearing (188) magnifies the angular resolution of a factor of 15. Under the disc,
two PUHs are aligned along the sensing tracks.
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the pulley shaft diameter (12 mm). The angular resolution is thus enhanced by a
factor of 15 (See Figure 2.25), resulting in a overall angular resolution about twice
the one System V 2 had.
• New preamplifier: a new electronics block developed at IPAS for AFM measure-
ments was implemented on the system. The preamplifier allows magnification of
the FES signal output.
• Integrated microfluidics: the switch, the coils, the tubes, the inlet and outlets,
the waste and the sample loading reservoir were all positioned within the PMMA
external frame. The PMMA case keeps the temperature of the overall microfluidics
path at constant temperature. The sample can be loaded in the coils directly from
the system. Two tubes connect the system to the external pump (e.g. a syringe
pump).
• Environmental shielding: The PMMA case is covering completely the system.
Several access points (open-close configuration through magnetic clamping) are
used for stage adjustments, sample loading and replacing. A flow controller device
(Airthermz-ATX, Mestek, Inc., US) is used for keeping the temperature constant
via controlled heating of air flow throughout the camber.
• Higher resolution lenses: different lenses with higher resolution performances were
tested and integrated in the system.
2.5.2 Optics characterization
One of the key technologies implemented in the system development was the modifica-
tion of the optical path of the DVD-ROM PUHs. The parameters defining the S-curve
illustrated in Figure 2.3d (linear range and sensitivity) could be tuned through adjust-
ments of the NA of the lens and through magnification of the output signal.
The combinations of these two methods made it possible to make very fine adjustments
of the optical properties of the sensing system.
Lens modification
Using commercial PUHs without modification it was found impossible to perform high-
throughput analysis, due to the intrinsic incompatibility between the initial bending of
the cantilever sensors (from ±1 µm to ±10 µm), the mechanical wobbling of rotating
stages (from ±20 µm to ±500 µm), and the short linear range of commercially available
optical heads (from 2 µm to 6 µm).
Without lenses modifications it was also difficult to perform measurements in liquid.
The cantilever apexes were placed 1.5 mm from the bottom surface of the glass disc,
while the DVD-ROM has working distance of just 1.28 mm.
Using lenses whose NA varies from 0.6 to 0.1 it was indeed possible to tune the working
distance range of the PUH, and to modulate the FES linear range from few µm up to
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Objective lens 0.6 0.45 0.3 0.2 0.16
Working distance (mm) 1.28 2.3 4.2 10 18
Linear range (air) (µm) 6 20 60 ∼ 140 ∼ 350
Linear range (liquid) (µm) n.a. 40 150 ∼ 380 ∼ 500
Sensitivity (air) (nm/mV) 0.3 5 15 ∼25 ∼30
Sensitivity (liquid) (nm/mV) n.a. ∼10 ∼40 ∼80 ∼ 100
Table 2.2: Optical properties of PUH with different NA lenses without signal amplification (zero gain).
350 µm.
Controlling the focus distance and the sensitivity of the detection, it was possible to
monitor the deflection, the surface roughness, and the thermal noise of multiple can-
tilevers with improved resolutions. In liquid, sensitivities of the order of few nm/mV
when measuring hundreds of cantilevers could be achieved.
Table 2.2 reports the measured values of sensitivity and linear range in liquid and in air
for the 5 types of lenses employed in the project.
Figure 2.26 schematically illustrates the relation between NA and resulting FES linear
range.
FES amplification
Another strategy to enhance the sensitivity of the FES detection involve the magnifica-
tion of the output signal. At a cost of a reduced linear range, the sensitivity could be
improved up to one order of magnitude.
In order to characterize the response to signal magnification, several lenses were cali-
brated, in air and in liquid, applying different magnifications to the FES. Measuring the
output voltage at different vertical displacements it was possible to derive the charac-
teristic S-curve. Through the linear range it was immediate to evaluate the sensitivity
Figure 2.27 illustrates the results obtained through calibration, in air and in liquid, of
a NA=0.2 lens at different amplifications (gain values). It is clear that the higher the
gain value, the shorter is the linear range and the higher is the sensitivity (slope of the
curve). The same is valid both for calibration in air and in liquid.
Many tests were carried out on four lenses magnified at different gains. Figure 2.28
reports the measured values of sensitivity as a function of the linear range, in liquid and
in air. With the combination of lens modification and gain implementation it is possible
to use PUHs whose linear range varies from 2 µm to 500 µm, and whose sensitivity range
from 0.5 nm/mV to 100 nm/mV.
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Figure 2.26: Example of different Numerical Aperture lenses modification. (top) NA=0.16 give linear
range of the FES of about 350 m. (center) The built-in lens with NA=0.6 gives very small linear range
(6 µm), impossible to use for high-throughput measurements or for liquid measurements. (bottom)
Different NA are mounted on the PUH for tuning the FES range to the specific sensing process.
2.6 Conclusions
The DVD platform offers a number of advantages over traditional cantilever sensing.
It readily supplies large amount of data for statistical analysis facilitating the onset
of statistical cantilever based sensing. Moreover, the platform allows for simultaneous
measurements of deflection, vibrational amplitude and surface roughness increasing the
amount of information to be achieved and consequently the reliability of data.
Finally, the platform allows the integration of simple and well established method of
controlling liquids by centrifugal forces. Three generations of systems have been design,
built and tested. Each of them contributed to the improvement of the platform in terms
of resolution, measurement speed and system robustness. In the last version of the
system integration of microfluidics components has been implemented, and new optics
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Figure 2.27: Manual calibration measurements for NA=0.2 lens, a) in air and b) in liquid. Gain values
are increasing with the letter order. At increasing gain the characteristic S-curves reduce their linear
ranges but enhance the sensitivity.
Figure 2.28: Sensitivity Vs linear range for four lenses amplified at different gains, a) in air and b) in
liquid. As observed in Figure 2.27 the values of sensitivity increase (gets worse) with the linear range.
have been optimized for measurement in liquid flow.
The best optical sensitivity achieved with System V 3 range between 4 nm/mV and
8 nm/mV. Even though tens of nanometers of resolution is still far from state of the
art optical lever techniques, it is believed that subnanometric resolutions can be soon
achieved through further optimization of the platform.
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The Disc
During the three years of system development more than a dozen of disc designs were
fabricated and tested. Seven designs from different fabrication processes have been
chosen to be presented in this report. The disc designs can be sorted into three main
categories, whose key features generally followed the progress and requirements of the
corresponding system versions:
• Disc V 1: Disc fabricated in SU-8 without integrated microfluidics. Mainly two
designs were used with System V 1 for proving high-throughput measurements.
These discs, named V 1-A and V 1-B, are described in Section 3.2. One of them
has auto-tracking patterns that were used for X-direction and Z-direction wobbling
compensation.
• Disc V 2: Discs fabricated in SU-8 with integrated microfluidics. Three main
designs (V 2-A, V 2-B and V 2-C, presented in Section 3.3) were tested and widely
employed for first sensing measurements with System V 2. The experience obtained
through tests on Discs V 2-A and V 2-B led to the design of the last optimized SU-8
based disc, V 2-C.
• Disc V 3: Discs fabricated entirely in PMMA with integrated microfluidics. These
platforms (V 3-A and V 3-B) were used for continuous flow measurements in con-
nection with System V 3.
Table 3.1 summarizes the main features of the disc designs that are presented in this
Chapter.
3.1 Design considerations
3.1.1 Platform geometry
The idea of using a disc-like substrate design to carry out the experiments was found to
be a simple and powerful concept for the development of the project.
This design has in fact several advantages: (i) the rotational symmetry of the DVD-like
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Disc Version Metal coating Tracks # chips Material Microfluidics Used in System
V 1-A - 3 132 SU-8 No V 1
V 1-B Ti+Al 3 90 SU-8 No V 1,V 2
V 2-A - 1 30 SU-8 Yes V 1,V 2
V 2-B Ti+Al 2 24 SU-8 Yes V 2
V 2-C Ti+Al 1 36 SU-8 Yes V 2
V 3-A - 1 18 PMMA Yes V 2,V 3
V 3-B - 1 30 PMMA Yes V 3
Table 3.1: Disc designs features.
platform allows very fast scanning of the sensors without applying torsional forces on
the cantilever beams. Similar speeds would never be achievable by linear scanning. (ii)
High precision handling of fluids at the microliter scale is possible by simply tuning the
rotational speed of the disc itself. (iii) Several hundreds of sensors can be radially placed
along defined ”tracks” and read continuously. (iv) Moving the DVD-ROM PUH along
the X-axis (the radial direction toward the center, see Figure 2.8) the pick-up head al-
lows scanning of the entire cantilever surfaces, where 3D reconstruction of the beams is
then obtained.
The materials used for fabrication of the different disc versions were basically three:
Glass, SU-8 and PMMA. Commercially available glass wafers and PMMA plates have
diameter of 10 cm (glass wafer has diameter of 10.16 cm). The overall dimensions of the
discs have been kept constant along the different designs.
3.1.2 Sensing tracks geometry
The first considerations were aimed at defining the best way of placing the cantilevers
on the rotating disc.
The orientation of the cantilevers could be either orthogonal or parallel to the scanning
path of the laser beam. The two configurations are schematically illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.1. If the chips were to be place parallel to the scanning laser path (Figure 3.1b)
the main advantage was given by the ability to measure along the entire length of the
cantilever during rotation of the disc. The PUH could then be moved along the radial
direction and the next cantilever could then be measured. However, the main concern
was the centripetal force that the cantilevers would experience if spinning the disc at
high velocities. Furthermore, the VCM-driven fine adjustment along the X direction of
the PUH (for measuring the different cantilevers) was, as presented in Section 2.3.2, not
trivial to apply. It was believed that the configuration illustrated in Figure 3.1a would
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Figure 3.1: a-b) Possible cantilever orientations with respect to the laser path. c-d) Schematic illus-
tration the curved laser scanning path along the cantilevers apexes.
bring less problems to the system development.
In this configuration the cantilevers are oriented orthogonal to the laser path, and only
their apexes are scanned by the laser beam. The centripetal force would, in this con-
figuration, act on the cantilevers along their length. This orientation was expected to
reduce possible torsional behaviors of the cantilevers under fast spinning.
The laser path is circular while the cantilever apexes are distributed along a line. The
radius at which the chip is placed on the disc thus affects the overall cantilever scanning
process.
Figures 3.1c and 3.1d schematically illustrates this point. The entire chip width (a) is
1.85 mm. The portion of the cantilevers lengths scanned by the laser (b) depends on the
distance between the cantilevers and the center of the disc (r) through the geometrical
relation:
b = r −
√
r2 − a
2
4
(3.1)
In order to be able to measure cantilevers with, for example, 20 µm long Au pads at
their apexes, the chips have to be positioned at a radius of at least 2.1 cm (see Figure
3.2). A low value of b ensures that the cantilevers will be always scanned at a very
similar distance from their apexes. Typically, the cantilever tracks are placed at 3.4 cm
from the center, corresponding to a b value of 8 µm.
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Figure 3.2: Curve shows the relation between the maximum difference between acquisition points along
the cantilevers lengths (b), and the radius at which the cantilevers are placed (r). In order to keep the
laser beam scanning along the Au pads (20 µm long) the minimum radius should be 2.1 cm.
3.1.3 Chip clamping
The cantilever chips should be tightly clamped on the X-Y plane of the disc but at the
same time easy to move in the Z direction, e.g. for replacement of the chips. Further-
more, the cantilevers need to be suspended in order to be free to deflect and vibrate.
The cantilever suspending configuration was at first obtained by spin-coating and struc-
turing two layers of SU-8 on a transparent Pyrex wafer (see Figure 3.3). The Pyrex
aperture, patterned under the cantilevers for the bottom-up laser reading, was obtained
developing a 50 µm thick SU-8 layer. On top of this, a 350 µm thick layer of SU-8 was
structured for the chip clamping (the ”footprint” layer). Figure 3.3b shows gold coated
SU-8 cantilevers suspended over a 50 µm deep pool.
Several footprint shapes were fabricated in order to optimize the holding properties for
different cantilever chip: clamping of SU-8, silicon and TOPAS chips was proven. The
cantilever chips were placed by tweezers on the substrate.
It was observed that the substrate-chip holding efficiency (empirically evaluated through
consecutive placement and removal of the chip from the footprint) was highly increased
when moving from the traditional holder structure, where the body chip is encapsulated
into a square footprint (edge-edge clamping), to configurations where the chip corners
were clamped by the footprint walls (corner-edge clamping) or where the chip sides were
clamped by concave footprint structures (edge-corner clamping). An example of effi-
cient clamping structure is shown in Figure 3.4b. It integrates both edge-corner (round
markers) and corner-edge (square markers) clamping points.
These geometries allowed the best fixation of the SU-8 chips. SU-8 chips show intrinsic
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic view of the cantilevers suspended over a glass window. b) Eight-cantilever
chip fabricated in SU-8. The 500 µm long and 100 µm wide gold coated cantilevers are suspended over
the 50 µm deep pool
Figure 3.4: a) Picture of first disc fabricated in SU-8. More than 20 different footprint shapes were
patterned in the thick SU-8 layer. b) SEM picture of the footprint configuration for SU-8 chips with best
holding properties. It integrates both edge/corner (round markers) and corner/edge (square markers)
clamping points. c) Cross-section view of the fabricated structures.
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fluctuations of the body chip dimensions due to the photolithographic process (up to
40 µm). SU-8 corners were brittle enough to be deformed. Hereby it was possible to
fit chips fabricated with different resolutions in the same footprint. Configurations like
the one illustrated in Figure 3.4 were also found to allow an easy and efficient replace-
ment of the chips, without showing significant damages of the body chip structure or of
the holding structure walls. This type of clamping structure has been extensively used
during the whole project.
3.2 Disc V 1 - Proof of concept
3.2.1 High-throughput measurements
Disc V 1-A was the first disc to be used for cantilever test measurements. It was used
for the proof of concept of bending and thermal noise measurements (Section 2.2) and
for first demonstration of high-throughput profile acquisition (Section 2.3.3).
Figure 3.5: a) Picture of Disc V 1-A. The disc is composed of two layers of SU-8. b) Disc V 1-B
includes a regular 1 µm deep pattern for X-direction tracking, etched in the fused silica wafer. The wafer
is coated with 20 nm of Ti and 100 nm of Al before structuring the two layers of SU-8.
The disc, shown in Figure 3.5a can hold 132 chips on three sensing tracks, resulting in a
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total of 1056 individual cantilevers loaded on the disc. The disc was fabricated in SU-8
on a Pyrex wafer.
Figure 3.5a also shows a section view of the disc: a 50 µm thick layer of SU-8 is spin-
coated and patterned over the Pyrex wafer. This layer defines the pool above which the
cantilevers are suspended. Thanks to this thin layer the cantilevers are free to bend or
to vibrate and can be read through the Pyrex aperture. The second SU-8 layer is 350
µm thick and is used for the body chip clamping. The clamping geometry is the one
illustrated in Figure 3.4b.
Disc V 1-A was the first tool employed for accurate system wobbling characterization.
During rotation of the disc two types of wobbling were observed. The first was the
”standard” Z-direction wobbling described in Section 2.3.2. The second was an in-plane
deviation of the disc rotation due to a small mismatch (∆O) between the disc geometrical
center and the motor center of rotation. ∆O was generated by misalignments between
the motor shaft head and the alignment holes drilled into the disc.
Figure 3.6: Geometrical drawing illustrating the sinusoidal path that cantilevers tracks project onto
the X-Z plane. The total amplitude of the curve (i.e. the total X-wobbling variation) equals two times
the mismatch (∆O) between the geometrical center and the center of rotation.
Since the basis of the disc is made of glass, sandblasting was the only option to drill holes
into the substrate. The precision of the sandblasting process (small nozzle shooting a
beam of fine sand) is generally poor, being the operation carried manually. Even with
alignment pattern on the disc, the misalignment between disc and rotating stage was
found to reach up to few millimeters.
To perform high-throughput measurements the laser beam should scan the cantilevers
with an X-direction resolution of few µm (see Figure 3.2). The issue of X-wobbling
compensation was then found to be as critical as for the Z-direction.
When seen from the PUH, ∆O induces a sinusoidal-shaped oscillation in the X-direction
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with amplitude twice the centers mismatch (∆O) and with period pi. Figure 3.6 illus-
trates how the X-wobbling is generated. To compensate this in-plane wobbling the VCM
needs to follow this oscillation. This could be obtained applying to the VCM X-coil a
signal, VV CM−x(f) defined by:
VV CM−x(f) = 2V∆O sin (2pif) (3.2)
Where f is the rotation frequency of the disc and V∆O the voltage required for moving
the VCM of a distance ∆O, equal to the mismatch between the geometrical center and
the rotation center.
3.2.2 Auto-tracking pattern
Superimposition of adjustment signal to the VCM X-coil was however found insufficient
to properly compensate the wobbling. In fact cross-talk between the Z-wobbling and the
X-wobbling added external fluctuations with a projection on the X-Y plane that slightly
differs from the curve expressed in Eq. 3.2.
Off-line X-wobbling compensation (measure the value and superimpose the signal to the
VCM coil) was then found inappropriate for high resolution adjustments of the PUH.
In order to address this problem, a new set of discs (V 1-B) was fabricated to integrate
wobbling compensation into an on-line system.
The Disc V 1-B, shown in Figure 3.5b, was fabricated with the same SU-8 procedure as
used in V 1-A. Under the SU-8 layers however, auto-tracking patterns designed to solve
the X-wobbling were etched by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) and coated with 20 nm Ti
+ 100 nm Al.
The pattern consists of a series of adjacent triangular steps (50 µm long, 40 µm wide at
the base and 1 µm deep) aligned along the cantilevers track. When the laser scans the
triangular pattern, the acquired signal varies depending on the position of the laser spot
along the radial direction (see Figure 3.7c). When it is centered in the triangular track
(red line) the signal is composed by an array of equally spaced steps. When it scans too
close or too far from the rotational center, the gap between steps varies. The center of
the triangular pattern is aligned with the cantilever free-ends, positioned 3.4 cm from
the geometrical center of the disc.
Integrating the signal it is possible to feedback the VCM X-coil and to center the beam
again, with a closed-loop approach similar to the one employed for Z-wobbling compen-
sation (Figure 3.7a).
When the laser beam approaches the cantilever apexes it passes through a pattern (a
grid with 5 µm period) which acts as acquisition trigger. The auto-tracking stops and
the cantilever profiles are acquired. The same approach was implemented for the Z-
direction auto-tracking.
System V 1 (and Discs V 1) were used for proof of concept and on-line X- and Z-direction
wobbling compensation was successfully demonstrated. However, the technological chal-
lenges that this on-line approach added to the overall system complexity caused the next
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Figure 3.7: Schematics of the auto-tracking patterns for Z- and X-direction. a) The laser beam scans
along a ring of reflective material (Al) and compensate the wobbling measuring the auto-tracking curve
(Section 2.3.2). b) Before reaching the cantilevers the laser beam passes on a grid that acts as acquisition
trigger. The auto-tracking stops and the cantilever profiles are acquired. c) The in-plane wobbling is
compensated moving the VCM along direction toward the center of rotation. When the laser scans along
the triangular pattern, the acquired signal varies depending on the position of the laser spot. When it
is centered in the track (red line) the signal is composed of an array of steps equally spaced. When the
laser scans too close to the center of rotation the signal looks like the blue curve (middle one), while
when it scans too far from the center it looks like the green curve (bottom one). Integrating the signal
it is possible to feedback the VCM X-direction coil and center the beam again. d) the cantilevers are
then measured after the laser beam scans an acquisition trigger pattern.
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generation discs to rely on simpler methods for misalignment compensation. In a similar
way to the Z-wobbling compensation, also the X-direction one was later approached by
mechanical improvements of the rotating stage. This simple approach allowed to focus
on other disc performance improvements (e.g. microfluidics integration).
Furthermore, scanning of specific sectors of the cantilevers tracks (e.g. scanning 5 chips
instead of 30) considerably reduced the effects of the X-wobbling, allowing the precise
scanning of the cantilever apexes even in absence of VCM-driven auto-tracking systems.
3.3 Disc V 2 - Integrated microfluidics
The disc designs presented in this section were developed around the same time System
V 2 was started to be tested. The main difference between Discs V 1 and V 2 is the
integration of microfluidic channels and reservoirs.
Several discs containing different channel designs were fabricated and tested. In this
section three of them are reported: (i) Disc V 2-A had one single sensing track which
could load 30 chips. This disc was used for preliminary microfluidics tests and did not
include reflective material. (ii) Disc V 2-B could hold 24 chips placed on two sensing
tracks. The sensing chambers were serially connected by 200 µm channels, and Ti+Al
coated rings were embedded for auto-tracking implementation. First, continuous flow
measurements were carried out using this platform. (iii) Disc V 2-C contained 36 chips
placed on a single track and included reflective coating patterns. This design was the
first to include multiple chips within the same sensing chamber.
3.3.1 Integrated SU-8 channels
Discs V 2-A and V 2-B were designed and fabricated at the same time. The fabrica-
tion processes and the overall disc designs were similar, and their use in the project
determined a starting point for the integration of microfluidic systems into the platform.
After the patterning of two SU-8 layers similar to the ones structured on Disc V 1, a
third SU-8 layer was spincoated and structured on top of them. This 350 µm thick layer
(mask layout shown in Figure 3.9) defined the path for the sample to move from the
inlets to the waste reservoirs. The designs were made in order to allow the manipulation
of fluid simply by rotation of the platform. Capillary valves were found to be an excellent
and simple method to drive the liquid along the channels without the need of external
pumps [91].
Disc V 2-A
Disc V 2-A (illustrated in Figure 3.8a) was the first disc designed to include channels
inside the SU-8 structures and to be used for preliminary tests of fluid manipulation.
The liquid was applied through inlet holes positioned close to the center of the disc. 30
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Figure 3.8: a) Picture of Disc V 2-A. The disc is composed of three layers of SU-8. The thin one is
used to keep the cantilever suspended, while the two thick ones are, respectively, for chip clamping and
for microfluidic channels b) Disc V 2-B is coated with 4 nm of Ti and 20 nm of Al before structuring
the three layers of SU-8.
channels were running from the center of the disc toward the sensing chambers (see Fig-
ure 3.9). The liquid was passing to a pre-incubation chamber which provided damping
of the pumping noise and allowed possible alternative testing of the fluid (e.g. SERS or
microscopy-based analysis). The liquid then passed through a channel into a capillary
valve (V alveA) at which it stopped until further pressure was provided [87]. The cross
section of V alveA was varying from 80 µm to 150 µm, depending on the design of the
channel. The corresponding frequencies at which the valves opened were ranging from
120 rpm to 220 rpm.
When sufficient pressure was applied (rotating the disk above a certain frequency thresh-
old such that the pressure provided by the centrifugal force is larger than the capillary
pressure of the valve), the sample was moving inside the sensing chamber where the
cantilever chip was clamped. After the reaction time had passed (typically around 10
min) the disc was spun at high speed in order to open V alve B (burst frequency between
180 rpm and 250 rpm) and move the sample inside the waste chamber. Figure 3.9 shows
the mask layout of the top SU-8 layer defining the microfluidic channels and valves.
Capillary valves capability of holding liquid during spinning of the disc was widely em-
ployed in the project. In the experiments, often just V alve B was used. The sample
was immediately introduced through the whole microfluidic channels to the cantilever
sensors, and the liquid stopped once the the sensing chamber was completely filled. In
this context V alve B was used for emptying the sensing chamber. Typically rotational
frequencies above 300 rpm were used for this purpose.
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Figure 3.9: Mask layout for the SU-8 layer defining the microfluidic channels of Disc V 2-A. The
channels are connected to the chambers through capillary valves (abrupt changes in the cross section of
the channel).
Operations with liquid required sealing of the top of the channels. A PMMA plate
covered with microfluidic tape was initially used. This pressure-activated hydrophilic
tape bonds to materials when enough pressure is applied to the tape-platform. A bond-
ing press was used to seal the system, applying forces in the range of few kN for 10
minutes.
Disc V 2-B
Disc V 2-B was very similar to V 2-A in terms of fabrication and layers structure. It
included a Ti+Al coating for auto-tracking purposes, and the channels where separated
by a second sensing chamber positioned at 2.1 cm from the center of the disc. Figure
3.8b shows the disc and its cross-section view. This disc, designed without capillary
valves, was used for the first tests of continuous flow measurements. In this context, a
pressure-driven pump was connected to one of the inlet hole and the liquid was injected
at constant pressure. The liquid was moved along the channels and chambers while the
disc was rotating and the DVD-ROM was scanning the cantilevers through the glass
substrate. The disc was rotating 180◦ back and forth to avoid tubing wrapping.
The channel width was designed to be constant along the radial direction (200 µm).
Similarly to Disc V 2-A, a thin PMMA plate sealed with microfluidic tape was used as
lid for the channels and reservoirs.
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3.3.2 Optimized SU-8 disc design
Disc V 2-C was the last SU-8 based disc that was designed and fabricated during the
project. Its design includes several of the features tested with the previous disc genera-
tions, plus a few new characteristics:
• Two thick SU-8 layers. Instead of patterning the thin layer of SU-8 for keeping the
cantilevers suspended, the thick layer (350 µm) defining the clamping structures
was directly built over the Pyrex surface (see Figure 3.10a). The cantilever chips
were then clamped upside-down, allowing the cantilevers to be still suspended and
free to vibrate. The second layer (also 350 µm thick) was then patterned to define
the microfluidic components.
Figure 3.10: a) Picture and cross-section view of the Disc V 2-C. The SU-8 microfluidic layer is
structured to include three chips each chamber. Ti+Al coating is used for Z-wobbling compensation
and X-wobbling evaluation. b) Photo and section schematic of the PMMA microfluidic lid. The bottom
surface of the lid is coated with 70 µm PDMS layer.
• Multiple chips chambers. In this design the cantilever chips were mounted along
the sensing track in groups of three. The microfluidics structured on the top of the
clamping layer was designed to contain the three chips, i.e. 24 cantilevers, within
the same sensing chamber (see Figure 3.11b). Different functionalized chips could
then be exposed to the same sample.
• Z- and X-wobbling patters. A 4nm Ti + 20 nm Al coating was applied to the disc.
This metal coating was structured in concentric rings in order to be employed
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as Z-wobbling evaluation pattern (as illustrated in Figure 3.7a). The X-wobbling
compensation pattern shown in Figure 3.7c was actually not implemented. Instead,
thin gaps were left between the concentric rings. Focusing the laser beam through
these narrow gaps and spinning the disc, it was possible to measure the X-wobbling
simply by monitoring if the laser beam was lying within the gaps for the entire
disc revolution. Several gaps were patterned, from 5 µm to 500 µm wide. This
method allowed precise evaluation of the X-wobbling that could be compensated
through subsequent mechanical adjustments of the rotating stage.
Figure 3.11: a) Photo of the complete Disc V 2-C mounted on System V 2. b) zoom of the microfluidic
channels. A capillary valve and three footprints for chip clamping are visible. c) Cross-section view of
the disc assembly. Magnetic force between rare-earth magnets and an iron disc is used for sealing the
chamber. The iron disc includes holes in correspondence with the chip chambers, allowing the laser to
pass through the glass and shine onto the cantilever apexes.
• Capillary valves. Valves similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.9 were structured
on the second thick SU-8 layer and placed few mm before the sensing chamber (after
the pre-incubation reservoir). These valves were designed to open at frequencies
of the order of 150 rpm. After the sensing chamber, narrow channels were acting
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as high-pressure barrier valves, which were opened (i.e. emptying the chamber)
when spinning the disc above 300 rpm.
• Magnet-based microfluidic sealing: an open-close method for magnet-assisted chan-
nel sealing was implemented in this platform. The PMMA lid was structured to
clamp rare-earth magnets, whose attraction force towards an iron disc placed below
the disc sealed the microchannels.
As illustrated in Figure 3.10, the design of Disc V 2-C consisted of to separate parts,
namely, the platform and the microfluidic lid. The platform consisted in a Pyrex wafer
coated with a thin metal layer and covered with two thick layers of SU-8. The microflu-
idic lid was a wafer-shaped 2 mm thick PMMA substrate machined through micromilling
technology or CO2 laser technology. Figure 3.11 shows the picture of the complete disc,
the close view of the microfluidic channels and the section schematics of the assembly.
On the bottom side of the lid, 200 µm deep indents were carved (Fig. 3.11c) directly
above the cantilever chips in order to maintain a sufficient gap between the cantilevers
and the lid. On the same side of the PMMA lid, a 70 µm layer of Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) was spincoated and cured. PDMS is a hydrophobic silicone compound widely
used to seal microfluidic channels and chambers. On the top side of the PMMA lid,
25 clamping structures for magnets were cut out. These magnets were distributed on
the PMMA lid in order to apply uniform force on the SU-8 substrate and thus seal the
channels. The magnetic force was acting toward a 1 mm thick iron disc positioned below
the Pyrex wafer (see Figure 3.11c).
The liquid to be tested was applied through an inlet hole close to the center of the
disk. From this point it passed to a pre-incubation reservoir before entering the sensing
chamber containing three chips.
The magnet configuration shown in Figure 3.11a was found to successfully clamp to-
gether the two parts of the disc and to close the channels and reservoirs. Small leakage
was however observed at the edges of the wafer, due to intrinsic curvatures of the thick
SU-8 layers in proximity of the wafer edges. Vertical sidewalls at the wafer’s edge were
extremely difficult to be obtained through standard SU-8 fabrication processes (due to
the edge bead obtained during spincoating), compromising the future use of these disc
designs for high-precision fluid handling.
The design of discs machined entirely in PMMA, presented in the next Section, was
specifically oriented to solve this leaking issue.
3.4 Disc V 3 - Continuous flow measurements
In this Section the disc designs that were fabricated for continuous flow measurements in
connection with System V 3 are presented. These platforms were fabricated entirely in
PMMA without cleanroom facilities. Two designs are described in this Section, namely
V 3-A and V 3-B, which are very similar in terms of microfluidics geometry, materials and
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fabrication. Disc V 3-B differs from its previous version mostly in terms of technology
optimization details.
3.4.1 New chip clamping
In order to provide sealed microfluidics for steady-flow conditions, the discs were fabri-
cated in PMMA with micromilling technology. The use of mask-free fabrication tech-
niques allowed the investigation of several channel geometries and clamping methods,
thanks to the very flexible fast-prototyping capabilities of this fabrication process.
Figure 3.12: a) Schematics of chip clamping on stainless steel holder. The sandwich-like structure is
then clamped with 1 mm screws. b) The holder encapsulated in its sensing chamber. The sealing of the
chamber is done throughout the use of double-side microfluidic tape.
Several structures were milled in the PMMA plates in order to test clamping methods to
fix the silicon chips directly on the polymer substrate. Machining of structures similar
to the ones used with SU-8 based discs (Figure 3.4) was tested but found inappropriate
for proper clamping of chips. Roughness of the machined surfaces, together with small
deviation of the structures dimensions from the nominal value, led to situations where
the chips were slightly ”loose” inside their clamping footprints.
In order to solve these problems a new clamping approach based on stainless steel bulk
holders was implemented. These holders were designed to precisely clamp three silicon
chips within a sandwich-like structure. Figure 3.12a illustrates the working principle of
the holders.
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Three chips were placed on the bottom part of the holder, machined to precisely fix the
body chips on the X-Y plane. The top part was then secured with two 1 mm screws
which provide very tight clamping in the Z direction. The whole structure is 10 mm
x 2 mm x 2 mm and includes three chips that can be functionalized separately. The
holder was then placed inside a microfluidic pattern (machined with micromilling on the
PMMA substrate), which includes sensing chamber and microchannels for dispensing
the sample. The stainless steel holders were much easier to handle than single chips.
Figure 3.13: Close view of the sensing chamber of Disc V 3-A loaded with steel holder and three
silicon chips. The outer chips were functionalized while the central one was used as reference. The disc
is mounted on System V 2.
Figure 3.12b shows an example of microfluidics design that embeds the stainless steel
holder. The liquid enters the chamber from the backside of the holder, carved with
trenches that allow the sample to flow through the holder itself. Once the sample fills
the chamber, it moves towards the outlet positioned at the edge of the reservoir. Sev-
eral inlets and outlets configurations were tested thanks to the high flexibility of the
micromilling fabrication processes. In Figure 3.13 a picture of Disc V 3-A loaded on
System V 2 is shown.
3.4.2 Microfluidics sealing
Sealing of Disc V 3 was challenging. Standard irreversible bonding techniques (thermal,
laser assisted) were inappropriate. The system needed to be an open-close device, where
chips could be easily replaced. Furthermore, bonding that involved high-temperatures
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Figure 3.14: a) Cross-section scheme of Disc V 3-A. The channels patterned on the PMMA plate are
sealed with single-side tape leaving the sensing chamber open. The substrate is then clamped to a Pyrex
wafer using small fragments of double-side microfluidic tape, that seal the chambers and allow the laser
to shine on the cantilevers. b) Cross-section scheme of Disc V 3-B. The substrate is composed by two
thermally bonded PMMA plates. A PDMS ring is used for sealing of the chamber and magnets are used
to apply force between the PMMA substrate and the Pyrex wafer.
around the cantilevers should be avoided since this could damage the functionalization
and induce strong bending due to bi-morph effects on bi-material cantilevers.
Disc V 3-A
In order to test the microfluidic properties of Disc V 3, simple approaches were initially
employed. One of the simplest and most successful methods is schematically presented
in Figure 3.14a. A single PMMA plate was structured with channels, chambers, inlets
and outlets. The whole PMMA disc was then covered with single-side microfluidic
tape which was patterned by laser micromachining. The tape was patterned with holes
corresponding to the sensing reservoirs, thus sealing the entire sets of channels except
for the chambers, which were left open. Around the sensing reservoir a small piece of
double-side tape was attached, and the entire PMMA plate was pressed onto a Pyrex
wafer. The tape segment (visible in Figure 3.12b) was acting as ”o-ring” for the sensing
chamber, sealing the sample path and leaving plain Pyrex surface below the cantilevers
for bottom-up laser scanning.
This tape-based method was very useful for characterizing the microfluidics. Several
channels dimensions were fabricated and tested in order to find the optimal configuration
for bubbles-free flow measurements. The design shown in Figure 3.13 (1 mm wide
channels, inlet and outlet positioned at the sides of the holder) was found to work
well in continuous flow conditions. The liquid was injected at relatively high flow-rate
(around 200 µl/min) from the side of the holder. The sample rapidly filled the chamber
and moved toward the outlet. At this point the flow rate was reduced to the desired
value for the sensing process (typically 20 µl/min) before actual cantilever measurements
started.
Injecting liquid at high flow-rate was found to be a very convenient way of avoiding air
bubbles in the chamber. If the liquid was infused directly at 20 µl/min, the hydrophilicity
of the steel holder caused the liquid to flow along the metal towards the outlet, without
completely filling the chamber. In this situations air bubbles were trapped around the
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Figure 3.15: a) Schematic of the new chip holder preparation. The chips are placed on the bulk
Titanium holder and then clamped through specifically designed springs. b) The whole structure is
inserted into the microfluidic system.
cantilever chips making measurements impossible.
The use of microfluidic tape for channel sealing had some disadvantages. The Pyrex
substrate was in fact glued to the PMMA disc, making it difficult to release the disc for
substitution of cantilever chips. It was not uncommon that the glass wafer broke during
the release process. Furthermore, the thin double-side tape (20 µm) was sometimes
generating small leakages on the sides of the sensing reservoir, affecting the reliability of
the steady-flow condition.
Disc V 3-B
In order to address these issues a new sealing approach was implemented. This method
could be considered as a combination between the magnet-assisted sealing approach il-
lustrated in Figure 3.11c and the tape-based one shown in Figure 3.12b.
The discs fabricated with this approach are called V 3-B, and the section scheme is
presented in Figure 3.14b. The microfluidic lid was fabricated via bonding of two 1.5
mm thick PMMA plates . One plate was patterned with channels and chambers, the
second was used as sealing layer in a similar fashion as the single-side tape used in Disc
V 3-A. Instead of using a tape-based ”o-ring” to close the chamber, a 1 mm deep square
pool was patterned on the PMMA plate around the chamber. This pool was then filled
with PDMS. Magnets were encapsulated in the top side of the PMMA lid, and the at-
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tractive force toward the iron disc placed below the Pyrex wafer was used to seal the
whole structure. Figure 3.15b shows the schematic view of the PDMS ”o-ring” structure.
Furthermore, new holders were employed in Disc V 3-B. There were several reasons
for designing the new holders illustrated in Figure 3.15a: (i) the stainless steel holders
had some geometrical deviations from the nominal values. Some of the holders were
slightly tilted and thus induced focusing issues for cantilever scanning. (ii) the stainless
steel holders were specifically designed for 400 µm thick body chips. If chips with other
dimensions were inserted in the holders, they would be too loose (if slightly thinner) or
would not fit (if slightly thicker), limiting the variety of sensors that could be employed
on the disc. (iii) the 1 mm screws used for fixing the two parts of the holders were found
to rust when in contact with buffer solutions for prolonged time. Screws-free approaches
were therefore preferred.
Figure 3.16: Layout of 5-chips holder designed and fabricated at the end of the project. The clamping
method is the same of the holders illustrated in Figure 3.15a
To address these issues, a new set of holders fabricated in Ti was built through Electri-
cal Discharge Machining (EDM). The clamping layer (the top one) is replaced by new
titanium-made chip springs. These flexible structures (500 µm thick) provided a very
efficient clamping of the chips independently of their thickness. The working principle is
illustrated in Figure 3.15a. The thin Ti springs included triangular-shaped springs that
applied force on the top side of the body chips, tightly clamping them to the bulk Ti
holder. The springs were placed inside threads patterned at the edges of the holder in
order to be firmly fixed to the whole structure. The holder was then inserted inside the
microfluidics in a similar way as the previous steel versions.
At the end of the project titanium holders which could hold five chips were also fabri-
cated. These holders were tested in connection with Disc V 3-B and System V 3. The
overall reduction of wobbling, together with the employment of optimized optics, allowed
the precise scanning of 40 cantilevers (5 chips) which could all fit inside the linear range
of the optical detector.
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3.5 Conclusions
Of the dozen of discs designed and tested during the project, seven of them were pre-
sented in this chapter. The overall development of the disc technology generally followed
the progresses of the system and software development. Disc V 1 was in fact addressing
issues such as the need for high-throughput measurements, as well as embedding features
for compensating X- and Z-direction wobbling of the rotating system. The applicability
to integrate these features into the disc was demonstrated.
In version V 2, the development of discs with integrated microfluidics evidenced the pos-
sibility of handling liquid by simple rotation of the disc.
The last versions (V 3) were developed to be compatible with the properties of System
V 3. The use of steady-flow conditions was necessary in order to perform more accurate
sensing experiments. In general, the latest designs that embed PMMA substrates for
microfluidics were found to give better flow conditions than the SU-8 based ones. The
fabrication process was less tedious, and full-polymer discs are more suitable for mass
production technologies (e.g. via injection molding).
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Disc Fabrication
4.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents the processes utilized for fabrication of the discs described in
Chapter 3. The chapter is divided in two main sections which describe the fabrication,
respectively, with cleanroom facilities and with general laboratory facilities. Section 4.2
illustrates the microfabrication of SU-8 based discs and of silicon masters used for poly-
mer embossing, while Section 4.3 focuses on polymer micromachining processes (milling,
laser-assisted machining and hot embossing). These processes were mostly used for lids
fabrication.
For the different generations of the discs, mostly three polymers were used: SU-8, PMMA
and PDMS. Alternative tests included the use of TOPAS and Polycarbonate, as pre-
sented in Section 4.3.2. Apart from these processes, few alternative methods have been
tested during the project. These processes were typically found inappropriate (as in case
of hot embossing), however they gave useful information on future possible large-scale
disc production.
Materials
• SU-8: SU-8 is a commonly used epoxy-based negative photoresist developed in
the 1980s and widely employed in microfluidics and microfabrication since the
1990s [111]. The photosensitivity of SU-8 is 300-400 nm, a region accessible with
conventional photolithography equipment. When exposed, its monomers cross-
link causing solidification of the material. Also, because of the highly cross-linked
matrix in the exposed material, it is thermally (up to 200◦C) and chemically stable
after development. [112]. It is now mainly used in fabrication of microfluidics
systems [113], mainly via soft lithography, but also via other techniques such as
nanoimprint lithography [114].
• PDMS: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) belongs to a group of polymeric organosili-
con compounds that are commonly referred to as silicones. PDMS is since almost
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two decades the most widely used silicon-based organic polymer, and it is par-
ticularly known for its unusual rheological (or flow) properties [115]. PDMS is
viscoelastic and is commonly used as a stamp resin in the procedure of soft lithog-
raphy, making it one of the most common materials used for microfluidics chips
fabrication [116–119].
• PMMA: Poly(methyl-methacrylate) is a transparent, strong and lightweight poly-
mer with good impact strength. It transmits up to 92% of visible light (3 mm
thickness), and gives a reflection of about 4% from each of its surfaces. Its op-
tical properties and clarity however are not as good as Polycarbonate or Cyclic
olefin copolymer (COC). PMMA furthermore swells and dissolves in many organic
solvents, with poor resistance to many other chemicals. PMMA is widely em-
ployed for microfluidics applications [120]. It is typically machined through laser
processes [121, 122], or via Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling machin-
ing [123]. In this project both methods were extensively employed.
SU-8 was chosen as the initial fabrication material for several reasons: (i) High aspect
ratio structures could be obtained. (ii) combination between thin and thick structures
(e.g. pools and footprint patterns) could be easily achieved spincoating different SU-8
thicknesses on top of each other. (iii) High precision microfabrication resolution was
achievable even with very thick structures (e.g. for the 350 µm thick footprint layer).
(iv) the transparency of the polymer was thought to allow the laser beam to pass through
thin SU-8 layers for cantilevers readout. (v) Chemical stability and resistance to sol-
vents was envisioned as useful features for biochemical analysis and regeneration of the
channels and surfaces.
Furthermore, fabrication of SU-8 stress-free processes were already optimized for can-
tilever chip fabrication in the DTU-Danchip facility [124].
4.2 Cleanroom fabrication
In this section the processes run for the fabrication of Discs V 1 and V 2 are presented.
All the SU-8 based discs were fabricated at DTU-Danchip.
Standard recipes were used for metal deposition and AZ-photolithography, while opti-
mized processes for low-stress thin and thick SU-8 structures [110] were used and adjusted
during the years.
Four different material processes are described in this section: metal deposition and pat-
terning, SU-8 lithography, glass microfabrication and silicon masters production. The
silicon masters were use for embossing tests of TOPAS and Polycarbonate, presented in
Section 4.3.2. Pyrex wafers (4”) with thickness of 1 mm and 0.5 mm were used as sub-
strates during the project. The different thicknesses were tested in order to determine
the thickness’ influence on the ability to withstand the stresses produced by the thick
SU-8 layers patterned on the wafers.
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The three-layer-SU-8 fabrication process presented in this section refers to the layout of
Disc V 2-B, shown in Figure 3.8b. This disc included reflective material coating, one
thin and two thick SU-8 layers structured on the top of the Pyrex wafer. Except for
the auto-tracking pattern of Disc V 1-B (etched in the glass and described in Section
4.2.3), the fabrication of all the SU-8 based platforms were carried out using combina-
tions of the steps presented here. The individual fabrication process details are reported
in Appendix B.
4.2.1 Metal deposition
The wafer was first cleaned and prepared for the adhesion of photoresist. This was done
by using an adhesion promoter such as Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), which ensured
firm adhesion of AZ photoresist on the glass surface [125].
Figure 4.1: Schematics of the Disc V 2-B four masks fabrication process.
In this process the contact angle is increased, obtaining low surface energy which highly
improve adhesion.
After HMDS pre-treatment (Figure 4.1a), photoresist was spincoated onto the wafers
with a target thickness of 2.2 µm (Figure 4.1b). Using a UV aligner (Karl Suss Aligner,
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Step 1 Step 2
Speed Acc Time Speed Acc Time Thickness
(rpm) (rpm/s) (s) (rpm) (rpm/s) (s) (µm)
SU-8 2075 1000 100 30 2500 100 60 50
SU-8 2075 1000 200 30 3000 400 120 34
SU-8 2075 1000 200 30 5000 500 120 20
SU-8 2150 500 100 30 1250 100 60 350
SU-8 2150 500 100 30 1150 100 60 380
Table 4.1: Spinner parameters for obtaining different thin SU-8 layer thicknesses.
SUSS MicroTec AG, Germany) the resist was exposed in hard contact mode with a dose
of 70 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4.1c). The exposed resist was developed in an AZ-developer so-
lution for 100 seconds (Figure 4.1d).
Two metal layers were deposited onto the wafer through E-beam deposition. First 20
nm of Ti and afterwards 80 nm of Al were evaporated at a deposition rate of 10 A˚/s
(Figure 4.1e). The Ti layer acted as adhesion layer for the Al coating. The reflective
metal layer was patterned using AZ liftoff bath for 1 hour in a pulsed ultrasound bath
(Figure 4.1f).
4.2.2 SU-8 photolitography
After the reflective metal layer was patterned on the Pyrex wafer, the first thin SU-8
layer was spincoated. This layer was fabricated with SU-8 2075, stored in syringes pre-
pared a couple of days in advance to avoid bubbles in the solution. Three processes were
used for spincoating this thin layer (Figure 4.1g), with target thicknesses of 20 µm, 34
µm and 50 µm. Table 4.1 reports the acceleration and speed parameters for the spin-
ner (Karl Suss Spinner, SUSS MicroTec AG, Germany) and the resulting thicknesses.
Mostly, 50 µm thick layers were used in the discs fabrication.
After spinning, the wafers were softbaked for 4 hours (2 h for 34 µm and 1 h for 20
µm thick layers) at 50◦C on a hot plate with ramping temperature of 2◦C/min (Figure
4.1h). Each wafer was then exposed twice to 250 mJ/cm2 (proximity) in order to define
the apertures for the suspended cantilevers (Figure 4.1i). The wafers were baked for 6
h at 50◦C (Figure 4.1l), ramped up at 2◦C/min.
On top of the thin SU-8 layer, two thick layers were structured. The first one was
obtained by spincoating SU-8 2150 over the mostly cross-linked SU-8 2075 surface with
a target thickness of 350 µm (Figure 4.1m). Table 4.1 includes the spinner setting for
spincoating the thick layers. The wafers were then softbaked at at 50◦C for 14 h (Figure
4.1n). The SU-8 surface was exposed four times to 250 mJ/cm2 through the mask de-
signed for the clamping structures (Figure 4.1o) and later baked for 12 h at 50◦C (Figure
4.1p).
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The same process was repeated for the patterning of the third layer which defined the
microfluidics. The spincoating, exposure and baking processes (Figures 4.1q-t) were per-
formed using the same parameters as the second layer. The uncross-linked SU-8 was then
removed in an propylene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA) solution for 80 minutes
(Figure 4.1u).
4.2.3 Glass microfabrication
The fabrication of auto-tracking patterns like the ones embedded in Disc V 1-B (see
Figure 3.5b) was performed through Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) of the glass surfaces.
This process involves the use of a chemically reactive plasma which removes material
from the wafer surface. High-energy ions from the plasma generated under vacuum by
an electromagnetic field attack the wafer surface and react with it [126].
Figure 4.2: Fabrication steps for etching of shallow structures in glass.
A 4” fused silica wafer was pretreated with HMDS before 2.2 µm thick AZ-resist was
spincoated onto its surface (Figures 4.2a-b). The resist was exposed in hard contact
mode to a dose of 70 mJ/cm2 and the exposed resist was developed by 100 seconds
shaking in an AZ-developer bath (Figure 4.2c-d).
The wafer was then loaded into the RIE chamber and etched. A standard recipe for
glass etching, developed at the DTU-Danchip, was used for etching depths in the range
between 200 nm and 1000 nm. Tuning the etching time, different depths were obtained.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the linear dependency of the etched depth as a function of the
etching time, characterized through profilometry measurements (Dektak 8 stylus pro-
filer, Veeco, US). The targeted depths for the auto-tracking pattern embedded in Disc
V 1-B were 500 nm and 1 µm.
After repeating the HMDS pre-treatment, a new 4.2 µm thick AZ-resist was spincoated
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Figure 4.3: Linear relation of the etching depth in function of etching time for RIE process with fixed
parameters. A etch rate of 15 nm/min was measured through profilometry.
on the wafer (Figure 4.2g-h). Standard negative photolithographic steps were then ap-
plied to the AZ-resist layer: (i) 35 mJ/cm2 exposure in hard contact; (ii) 110 seconds of
post-exposure bake at 120 ◦C; (iii) 210 mJ/cm2 flood exposure; (iv) 100 seconds devel-
opment in AZ-developer. These steps are illustrated in Figures 4.2i-n.
The metal deposition and liftoff processes were run under the same conditions as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1.
After the glass fabrication process was completed, SU-8 structures were fabricated ac-
cording to the steps illustrated in Figure 4.1g-u. The fabrication of Disc V 1-B consisted
of 23 individual steps.
4.2.4 Silicon masters fabrication
In order to test the capabilities of fabricating the discs and their microfluidic lids in high
optical quality polymers (e.g. TOPAS or polycarbonate), silicon masters were fabricated
to be used as molds. The process aimed at fabricating a negative mold of the layout
illustrated in Figure 3.5. This negative replica would then consist of positive structures
extruded from the silicon wafer. The first block would define the footprints for chips
clamping while the second, protruding from the top of the first, would define the pools
for the suspensions of the cantilevers.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the fabrication steps for this type of silicon master.
The wafer was first immersed in HF buffer bath for 30 seconds to remove native oxide
and enhance the adhesion of AZ-resist on the silicon surface [127], before 1.5 µm thick
AZ-resist was spincoated on the wafer surface (Figure 4.4a-b). Positive lithography was
performed using the same parameters as the process illustrated in Figures 4.1, before
the etching of the silicon was processed.
A standard deep etching program in the Advanced Silicon Etching machine (ICP Ad-
vanced Silicon Etcher, SPTS Technologies Inc., UK) was used for the definition of the
master structures. ASE consists in alternating two process steps: the fast etch rates
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Figure 4.4: Process details for the silicon master fabrication.
achieved in an isotropic Si etch (typically through the use SF6 plasma) and the passi-
vation processes which utilize C4F8 plasma. ASE provides an anisotropic Si etch. The
vertical sidewalls obtained throughout this process are suitable for applications like mas-
ters fabrication. Depths of 50 µm to 200 µm were obtained by varying the etching rate
of the process (Figure 4.1e).
After AZ removal and HF-pretreatment of the etched surface (Figure 4.1f-g), the same
processes were repeated: (i) spincoating, (ii) exposure, (iii) development, (iv) etching
and (v) AZ-removal (Figure 4.1h-n).
Once the structures were completed, an anti-adhesion layer was deposited by Molecular
Vapor Deposition (MVD 100, Applied Microstructures Inc.). MVD is widely used for
deposition of a monolayer-thick fluorocarbon film for producing extremely hydrophobic
surfaces, used for example in anti-sticking layers for embossing and nanoimprinting [128].
This coating acts as anti-sticking layer, facilitating the release of the embossed polymer
from the master during the detachment of the stamp.
4.3 Polymer lab fabrication
In this section the techniques used for microfabrication of polymer platforms are pre-
sented. Section 4.3.1 describes the use of CO2 laser micro-machining on PMMA plates
and introduces a PDMS casting technique. Section 4.3.2 illustrates hot embossing pro-
cesses performed on TOPAS and polycarbonate plates using silicon masters. Finally,
Section 4.3.3 introduces the use of micromilling technology.
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Speed/ Power 20 25 30 40 50 70
200 - D D D D D
240 - D D D D D
250 - - D D D D
260 - - D D D D
280 - - - D D D
300 - - - D D D
380 - - - - - D
Table 4.2: Laser powers and velocities tested on PMMA plate. The ”D” indicates deformation of the
PMMA features at the pattern’s edges.
4.3.1 CO2 laser micro-machining
The principle of CO2 laser micro-machining of PMMA is based on thermal ablation of
the molecules of the surface of the polymer plate. Infrared light (10.6 µm wavelength)
is irradiated from the system and is focused on the PMMA plate. Due to the low ab-
sorption of PMMA above 300 nm [129], photochemical breaking of polymer bonds is
neglectable compared to heat-induced bond breaking. The material then quickly melts,
decomposes and vaporizes from the surface due to the fast rising of the temperature as
the laser passes [130].
A commercial CO2 laser system (Mukilteo, Synrad Inc., USA) was used. Designs were
prepared with CAD program that can interface with the machine. This program allows
the users to define variables for the overall machining process: (i) laser beam speed, (ii)
laser power, (iii) number of laser passes and (iv) time interval between passes.
The CO2 machine at DTU Nanotech has maximum laser power of 65 W and a focal
length of 189 mm. The feature size resolutions is not excellent, lying in the hundreds of
µm range. However, the vertical ablation can be tuned to reach depth of the order of
few µm, when optimized. The in-plane resolution is often limited by melting of material
on the side of the beam path. The cross-section of the features assumes the shape of the
Gaussian profile of the laser intensity [131].
PMMA Disc fabrication
The CO2 laser was mostly used to structure the PMMA microfluidic lid of V 2-C, shown
in Figure 3.10. Laser-assisted machining was also employed for microfluidic tape shap-
ing and for thick PMMA components fabrication (e.g. the covers of the System V 2
chamber). Tape cutting and component fabrication did not require much optimization
of the laser parameters. For tape cutting, a laser power of 2-3 % power and speed of
380 mm/s were found to be exellent settings. For carving out thick pieces of PMMA
plates (2-3 mm), 70-80% power at the same speed were found to be good settings. Only
the wait time between laser passes waas adjusted. Typically 10-15 laser passes were
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Power (%) Speed (mm/s) Depth (nm) Roughness (nm)
3 250 10968 845
5 250 30009 1079
6 250 61770 1565
8 250 88084 2296
3 300 2747 990
5 300 N/A 992
6 300 47501 1128
8 300 80752 1343
Table 4.3: Depth and roughness measurements for laser powers between 3% and 8% at laser speeds of
250 mm/s and 300 mm/s on PMMA plates.
required to cut a 2.5 mm thick PMMA plate, and 15 sec wait time between them was
found necessary to avoid excessive melting of the polymer. If too much melting occurs,
the trenches machined in PMMA will close and the overall cutting process efficiency is
reduced.
The PMMA substrate used as microfluidic lid for Disc V 2-C was machined on both
sides. The top side was structured with 1 mm deep structures for magnets clamping,
while the bottom side was patterned with shallow chambers (200 µm deep, see Figure
3.10).
First, the CO2 laser parameters (power, speed and number of passes) were optimized for
both ablation processes (deep and shallow). A grid of square areas 5 mm x 5 mm was
designed in CAD and each square was assigned a different combination of laser power
and laser speed. The number of passes was set to 1 and kept constant. The depth of
features ablated with power ranging from 3% to 70% and speed varying from 200 mm/s
to 380 mm/s was investigated. For the magnets clamping structures, power range from
20% to 50% and speed range from 240 mm/s to 300 mm/s were first analyzed. For the
chip chambers power range from 3% to 15% and a speed range from 200 mm/s to 380
mm/s were selected.
The results on higher power ablation (see Table 4.2) showed that the sidewalls of the
trenches dug in PMMA are deformed when ablating at high power and at low speed.
Powers above 30% led to edges deformation and speeds higher than 280/mm signifi-
cantly reduced the depth of the ablation step. The optimal parameters for the magnets
clamping structures were chosen to be the ones that gave the highest depth per pass,
without deformation of feature edges. At laser power of 25% and speed of 260 mm/s
were found to comply the requirements. The depth per pass was measured to be 95 µm,
requiring 10 steps for the fabrication of the structures for magnets clamping. A wit time
of 10 s was implemented.
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Figure 4.5: Laser power Vs depth for laser speed of 250 mm/s. The linear trend has a slope of 9.8
µm/W.
In Table 4.3 depth and roughness measurements on the shallow chamber are presented.
Powers between 3% and 8% and speed of 250 mm/s and 300 mm/s were used.
The roughness of the machined surface was seen to increase when powers higher than
3% were used. The higher the power, the rougher the surface.
In System V 2, an optical microscope was positioned over the cantilevers pools, thus
requiring the carved shallow chamber surfaces to be as smooth as possible (see Figure
3.11). Powers below 3% were however difficult to characterize, since only a few microns
were actually carved per pass. A large number of passes would have been required to
reach the targeted depth of 200 µm.
Therefore a compromise between depth and roughness had to be defined. These values
show a linear relation between laser power and obtained depth per pass. Figure 4.5
illustrates this behavior at fixed speed of 250 mm/s. The parameters used to carve the
chip chambers were 5% power and 250 mm/s speed. These values provided enough low
roughness and a reasonable depth. Seven passes were needed to reach a total depth of
200 µm.
PDMS spin-coating
PDMS was used for cover the bottom side of the microfluidic lid of Disc V 2-C and to
fill the o-ring-like structure patterned on the bottom side of Disc V 3-B.
The PDMS was prepared by mixing in a 10:1 ratio silicone elastomer and its curing
agent. The compound was left in a vacuum chamber for 15 minutes in order to elim-
inated bobbles in the elastomer. In case of Disc V 2-C, the PDMS was poured on the
PMMA disc clamped onto a spinner. Different spinning programs which targeted dif-
ferent thicknesses were used. The sealing properties of the lid were found optimal when
70-100 µm thick layer was spincoated and cured on the PMMA lid.
This thicknesses were obtained using the following spinner parameters:
• Step 1. 10 s at 400 rpm (acceleration of 200 rpm/s)
• Step 2a. 40 s at 1100 rpm (PDMS thickness 110 µm)
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• Step 2b. 40 s at 1400 rpm (PDMS thickness 85 µm)
• Step 2c. 40 s at 1500 rpm (PDMS thickness 70 µm)
After spinning, the discs were left in an oven for 15 min at 90◦C.
When used for filling the structures in Disc V 3-B, the PDMS was prepared and loaded
into syringes before being placed inside the vacuum chamber. Using a large needle (1
mm diameter) the PDMS was poured inside the cavities and cured in the oven.
4.3.2 Hot embossing
During the project the possibility of fabricating discs via hot embossing technology was
investigated. The idea was to fabricate a fully polymeric platform, i.e. eliminating the
Pyrex wafer that each of the disc version included as a support. The optical properties
and the rigidity of glass were in fact very suitable for the application, and its use as
microfluidics support (e.g. Discs V 3-A and V 3-B) was not too problematic. However,
in the future vision of low cost disc manufacturing, different polymers with good optical
properties were tested.
Figure 4.6: Schematics of the embossing process. a) A polymer sheet is brought in contact with the
silicon master. b) A certain force F (t) and temperature T (t) are applied for a time interval t. c) The
polymer sheet is released from the master.
Hot embossing is a well know microfabrication technique for lab-on-a-chip devices, widely
employed for replication of structures patterned in silicon masters [132]. Embossing of
PMMA [133], polycarbonate [132] and Cyclic Olefin Polymers (COP) [134] has been
demonstrated and used to fabricate chips for a variety of applications.
TOPAS is a type of COP, a class of polymers based on cyclic olefin monomers and
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Figure 4.7: Force and Temperature applied to the sandwich structure plotted versus time. The master
is released at a certain temperature Trelease, below the glass transition temperature of the polymer (Tg).
ethene [135]. COPs have high-transparency properties in the visible and near ultra-
violet, making these materials particularly suitable for applications requiring glass-like
clarity. Polycarbonate is also known for its application in optics. CD and DVD are
currently made out of polycarbonate.
First, polymer sheets were disc-shaped and sandwiched between the silicon master and
a second silicon wafer. The sandwich was then loaded between the plates of a bonding
press (Tempress, Germany). Often the bottom of the silicon master was glued to another
wafer to increase the stiffness of the entire structure. In this way the risk of breaking
the master during the release process was highly reduced.
The plates were heated above the glass transition temperature of the polymer and
Tg Tmax Tramp Trelease Fmax Framp t depth
Material (◦C) (◦C) (◦C/min) (◦C) (kN) (kN/min) (min) (µm)
TOPAS AS8007S-04 78 123 -3 45 20 3 3 85
TOPAS 5013S-04 134 175 -3 75 20 2 5 65
Polycarbonate 150 175 -3 85 20 3 5 65
Table 4.4: Values of Tg, Tmax, Trelease, Fmax, Framp and t for the optimized embossing processes for
TOPAS and polycarbonate. The ramping down (Tramp depends on the cooling system of the bonding
press. The measured cooling ramp was 3◦C/min.
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brought into contact with a controlled force, typically of the order of tens of kN for
few minutes. The force, the embossing time and the temperature varied depending on
the polymer used.
The force in the bonding press is applied with a ramp (Framp) on the order of few
kN/min (see Figure 4.7). When the maximum force (Fmax) is reached, the sandwich is
kept under constant conditions for a time interval, t. After that, while keeping the em-
bossing force constant, the sandwich is cooled to a release temperature (Trelease) below
the glass transition temperature of the polymer (Tg). Demoulding of the polymer from
the master was performed manually releasing the wafers from the embossed surface .
Table 4.4 reports the values of Tg, Tmax, Trelease, Fmax, Framp and t for the optimized
embossing processes for TOPAS and polycarbonate.
Figure 4.8 shows pictures of test structures and capillary valves embossed, respectively,
in TOPAS and in Polycarbonate. The structures are 50 µm deep.
Figure 4.8: Pictures of embossed structures in a) TOPAS and b) Polycarbonate. The depth of the
features is 50 µm.
The test grid embossed in TOPAS AS8007S-04 (Figure 4.8a) reveals good resolution of
the pattern transfer for features dimension in the range between 20 µm and 100 µm. In
a similar way, 30 µm wide channels embossed in Polycarbonate (Figure 4.8b) show the
capability of reproducing the microstructures etched in the silicon master.
On the other hand, the embossing quality was found to vary across the area of the wafer.
Typically, just a small portion of the embossed polymer was properly structured, while
at the edges of the sheet the features were not completely shaped. Generally speaking,
the lack of uniformity in the embossing process compromised the use of the technique for
discs fabrication. However clamping tests for cantilever chips and microfluidic tests on
embossed capillary valves were run, giving positive perspectives on a future employment
of full-polymer discs.
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4.3.3 Micromilling
CO2 laser machine and micromilling technology were employed for PMMA microfab-
rication. Micromilling is a well established microfabrication technology for patterning
microfluidic in polymeric materials [136–139]. Discs V 3-A and V 3-A were entirely fab-
ricated with this technology.
A computer controlled 3-axis milling machine (Minitech Machining Corporation, US)
was used. The machine embeds spindle motor which holds the milling tools and rotates
along the Z-axis with defined speed. While the tool moves vertically, the table which
holds the polymer plate moves along the X-Z plane. The nominal movement resolution
of the X-Y stages is 0.1 µm.
The disc were fabricated clamping the PMMA plates on the X-Y stage, loading the
CNC program and running a process with appropriate tools. Typically, 2 mm drill tools
were used to make holes, while flat end mills (400 µm, 800 µm, 1 mm and 2 mm) were
employed for patterning of channels and for pocketing of reservoirs.
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Data Analysis
This chapter describes the mathematical analysis of the data generated by the systems
and introduces the software tools employed to acquire and store the data themself.
Section 5.1 illustrates the statistical models used for data analysis and treatment of the
huge amount of data generated during the experiments. Section 5.2 gives an overview
on the Labview based program that interfaces the sensing device with a computer.
5.1 Signal processing
This Section illustrates how the cantilever profiles acquired through the DVD-ROM
PUH are stored, averaged and post-processed. A brief introduction to the data analysis
process is described in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, while Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 illustrate
how the cantilever profiles are acquired and stored. The statistical models employed for
data treatment are described in detail in Section 5.1.5.
All the codes for data analysis were written in Matlab (Matlab 2009, Mathworks, US).
5.1.1 Introduction
The data process is composed by three steps: a characterization block (Block 1), a sens-
ing block (Block 2) and a post-processing block (Block 3). In the characterization and
sensing blocks, the signals are acquired, separated and stored in the computer’s Random
Access Memory (RAM). The data are pre-processed and assigned to specific variables
that are saved on the computer hard drive in form of, for example, text files. After the
experiments have been completed, post-processing is performed. It consists of statistical
analysis of the stored variables and graphical output generation. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the work-flow for the overall data processing.
The platform performs statistical characterization of a set of M cantilevers over N mea-
surements rounds (revolutions), before the sample to be analyzed is actually dispensed
to the sensing reservoirs. During this characterization process M measurements were
thus acquired at each nth revolution of the disc.
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Figure 5.1: Workflow for the data acquisition, treatment and processing. In Block 1 the characterization
profiles and resonance curves are acquired, pre-processed and stored on the hard drive. Block 2 includes
the same operations for the sensing data. Block 3 operates the post-processing and produces output
data plots.
After the characterization has been completed, the sensing data is acquired. It consists
of MN ′ independent measurements on the same set of cantilevers, where N ′ is the num-
ber of sensing revolutions. The total amount of measurements is thus M(N+N ′). In the
experiments performed with System V 3, typical values of M ranged from 24 to 72, while
N and N ′ were generally set to 50. Within this context, around 5.000 measurements are
typically performed in a single experiments. Considering that a single bending measure-
ments is composed by approximatively 3000 points, a single roughness measurements by
20.000 points, and every resonance frequency measurement by 10.000 points, the overall
”raw data” generated from one experiment exceeds 50.000.000 of single measurement
points (i.e. float numbers on the computer memory).
Performing simple pre-processing before storing the data on the hard drive reduces the
amount of points with almost two orders of magnitudes.
5.1.2 Data labeling
An important issue to be addressed for implementing analysis of this amount of data is
to define a robust labeling method for the cantilever profiles (and resonance frequency
peaks) acquired during the laser scan. Each profile can then be easily addressed and
used for mathematical operations. Figure 5.2 shows the variable assignment principle
implemented in this project.
When multiple cantilever chips are scanned by the DVD-ROM laser, a set of profiles
spaced by null signal is generated. After the individual profiles are cut and saved in the
RAM, a set of variables is assigned to each profile: the index number of the cantilever
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Figure 5.2: Schematics of the generation of raw signal. The cantilevers are scanned and their a) profile
and b) resonance curves are acquired and stored in the RAM in temporary variables.
(l), the index number of the chip (k), the number of the revolutions at which the profile
is acquired (n), and the position along the cantilever at which the profile is acquired (x).
Setting L as the total number of cantilevers per chip, Kf as the total number of function-
alized chips, Kr as the total number of reference chips, X as the total number of radial
positions at which the cantilever surfaces are scanned, and N and N ′ as the total number
of characterization and sensing revolutions, XL(N + N ′)(Kf + Kr) single profiles are
acquired in one experiments. Simultaneously, the PUH measures the vibrational spectra
of the cantilevers. These spectra are generated from each cantilever at every laser pass
(revolution). L(N+N ′)(Kf+Kr) individual peaks are then obtained in one experiments.
Defining the single spatial measurement point as p, a profile consists of P voltage values
measured along points of the cantilever width, V (p), where p ∈ [1, P ]. According to
the variables listed in Figure 5.2, a generic cantilever profile is univocally identified as
V nl,k,x(p), and its resonance frequency measurement is labeled as T
n
l,k.
While L, K and X are kept constant during the whole experiment (i.e. during char-
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acterization and sensing), the number of revolutions performed during Block 1 could
differ from the ones used in Block 2. Two different revolution variables are then set: n
for characterization and n′ for sensing. N is then the total number of characterization
revolutions while N ′ is the total number of sensing revolutions. Profiles acquired during
Block 1 are labeled as V n(p) while the ones obtained in Block 2 are written as Un
′
(p).
The same is valid for resonance frequency spectra, set as Tn for Block 1 and Jn
′
for
Block 2.
In this way every single profile or frequency plot can be univocally labeled and stored in
the RAM, from where it can be recalled for mathematical operations. Table 5.1 reports
the variable names and definitions.
Symbol Variable Unit Domain
n # Characterization revolutions - n ∈ Z[1, N ]
n′ # Sensing revolutions - n′ ∈ Z[1, N ′]
l Cantilever number - l ∈ Z[1, L]
k Chip number - k ∈ Z[1,K]
x radial position number - x ∈ Z[1, X]
p Acquisition point - p ∈ Z[1, P ]
V nl,k,x(p) Characterization profile (Volt) (PX1) array
Un
′
l,k,x(p) Sensing profile (Volt) (PX1) array
Tnl,k Characterization peak (Hz) T ∈ Q
Jn
′
l,k Sensing peak (Hz) Y ∈ Q
Table 5.1: List of variables for labeling of the acquired data.
The next Sections describes the three Blocks individually. Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 in-
troduce the pre-processing operations performed on respectively, characterization and
sensing data. Section 5.1.5 presents the methods employed to generate the statistical
output.
5.1.3 Block 1 - Characterization
This Block consists of measuring the ”characterization signal” of the cantilevers at every
revolution n. Profiles and resonance peaks are acquired, pre-processed and saved on the
PC hard drive in form of text files (.txt).
For simplicity, in this report the value of x will be kept constant and equal to 1 (i.e.
referring to the radial acquisition point closer to the free-end of the cantilevers). The
whole statistical approach remains the same, and inclusion of the radial position can be
done by simply introducing the variable into the equations.
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In most of the experiments, the cantilevers are measured along their width in both
directions. This is due to the fact that most of the experiments are performed over a
circular sector of the disc, typically including 3-9 chips (i.e. 24-72 cantilevers). Changing
the rotation direction and scanning the cantilevers clockwise and counter-clockwise thus
increases the measurement throughput, compared to the situation where the disc makes
complete revolutions.
Furthermore, small differences between measurements run in the two directions were
observed. This behavior could be attributed to a dependency of the rotational stage
alignment on the rotation direction. Noise at the edges of the cantilevers is also believed
to affect the equality of the two profiles.
Each measured profile is then overlapped and averaged to its counterpart, further reduc-
ing the risk of artifact measurements. V nl,k(p) is then actually composed by two terms:
V nl,k(p) =
1
2
[
V nl,k(p)CCW + V
n
l,k(P − p)CW
]
(5.1)
The averaging of clock-wise and counter-clockwise measurements is the first mathemat-
ical operation run in Block 1.
Four more variables are generated at the end of the acquisition process. V¯ nl,k evalu-
ates the average voltage value across the width of a cantilever at a given revolution,
with standard deviation σnV (l,k). V¯l,k(p) is an array of measurement points obtained by
averaging the N profiles of a given cantilever. The standard deviation values are stored
in σV (l,k)(p). Table 5.2 lists the name of the variables and their analytical expressions.
Variable Symbol Analytical expression
Profile average V¯ nl,k V¯
n
l,k =
1
P
∑P
p=1 V
n
l,k(p) (5.2)
Profile stdev σnV (l,k) σ
n
V (l,k) =
√
1
P
∑P
p=1
(
V nl,k(p)− V¯ nl,k
)2
(5.3)
Point average V¯l,k(p) ¯Vl,k(p) =
1
N
∑N
n=1 V
n
l,k(p) (5.4)
Point stdev σV (l,k)(p) σV (l,k)(p) =
√
1
N
∑N
n=1
(
V nl,k(p)− ¯Vl,k(p)
)2
(5.5)
Table 5.2: List of variables calculated at the end of the acquisition process in Block 1.
The calculated profile averages (V¯ nl,k) are then filtered from the noise present at the
edges of the cantilevers. When the laser spot (0.5 µm to 30 µm diameter, depending
on the NA) is not fully projected on the cantilever surface, the noise is higher at the
outer 10-15 µm (100-150 points) of the cantilever profile. The filtering procedure aims
at selecting the useful part (P ∗) of the measured cantilevers profiles. The range in which
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Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration of the filter process. The new profiles, Vˆ nl,k(p
∗), are obtained sec-
tioning the raw profiles in the range (pmin, pmax) in which σV (l,k)(p) < e%.
the profile standard deviation of a given cantilever (σV (l,k)(p)) is less than a defined per-
centage (e%) defines the highly reproducible profile portion of the signal (pmin,pmax).
In formulas, this is described as:
Vˆ nl,k(p
∗) = V nl,k(p)|σV (l,k)(p)<e%| (5.6)
P ∗ = pmax − pmin (5.7)
Figure 5.3 schematically illustrates how the cantilever profiles are cut. This process
Variable Symbol Analytical expression
Filtered profile average ˆ¯V nl,k
ˆ¯V nl,k =
1
P ∗
∑pmax
p=pmin
V nl,k(p) (5.8)
Filtered profile stdev σˆn
Vˆ (l,k)
σˆn
Vˆ (l,k)
= σnV (l,k)|p∈[pmin,pmax]| (5.9)
Filtered point average ˆ¯Vl,k(p
∗) ˆ¯Vl,k(p∗) = 1N
∑N
n=1 Vˆ
n
l,k(p
∗) (5.10)
Filtered point stdev σˆVˆ (l,k)(p
∗) σˆVˆ (l,k)(p
∗) = σV (l,k)(p)|p∈[pmin,pmax]| (5.11)
Table 5.3: Characterization variables defined after filtering operation is performed.
generates a new set of variables, with new measurement points domain defined by Eqs.
5.6 and 5.7. Table 5.3 lists the new filtered variables and their analytical expression.
In case of dynamic mode analysis, the FFT plot (see Figure 2.12) is cut within values
close to the expected resonance frequency of the cantilever (between 1 kHz and 10 kHz,
in case of a Si cantilever’s first mode). The measured resonance curve is then fitted with
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a Lorentzian function and the resonance frequency (ωr) is extracted. The Q factor is
calculated by dividing the resonance frequency with the bandwidth at -3 dB (so-called
3dB method):
Q =
ωr
∆ω−3dB
(5.12)
The values of ωr and Q are then stored in a new set of variables, T
n
l,k. The average and
standard deviation of the resonance frequency over N revolutions of a given cantilever
are then calculated as
Tl,k =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Tnl,k (5.13)
σT (l,k) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(
Tnl,k − T¯l,k
)2
(5.14)
5.1.4 Block 2 - Sensing
During the sensing Block, the cantilevers are measured after exposure to a sample. The
profiles are acquired, treated and stored in the same way as Block 1.
The profiles are filtered according to the domain (P ∗) defined during the characterization
block. The new variables are then generated and saved on the PC hard drive. Table 5.4
lists the variable names and formulas used to compute them.
Variable Symbol Analytical expression
Profile average ˆ¯Un
′
l,k
ˆ¯Un
′
l,k =
1
P ∗
∑P ∗
p∗=1 U
n′
l,k(p
∗) (5.15)
Profile stdev σˆn
′
Uˆ(l,k)
σˆn
′
Uˆ(l,k)
=
√
1
P ∗
∑P ∗
p∗=1
(
Uˆn
′
l,k(p
∗)− ˆ¯Un′l,k
)2
(5.16)
Point average ˆ¯Ul,k(p
∗) ˆ¯Ul,k(p∗) = 1N ′
∑N ′
n′=1 Uˆ
n′
l,k(p
∗) (5.17)
Point stdev σˆUˆ(l,k)(p
∗) σˆUˆ(l,k)(p
∗) =
√
1
N ′
∑N ′
n′=1
(
Uˆn
′
l,k(p
∗)− ˆ¯Ul,k(p∗)
)2
(5.18)
Table 5.4: List of variables calculated after the acquisition process in Block 2.
The same approach used in Block 1 is then applied to the resonance measurements
performed during the sensing block. The frequencies are identified and located in the
Jn
′
l,k variables. The average and standard deviation of the resonance frequency over N
′
revolutions of a given cantilever are then calculated as
Jl,k =
1
N ′
N ′∑
n′=1
Jn
′
l,k (5.19)
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σJ(l,k) =
√√√√ 1
N ′
N ′∑
n=1
(
JN
′
l,k − J¯l,k
)2
(5.20)
5.1.5 Block 3 - Post processing
After the sensing acquisition is completed, the information stored in the variables listed
in the previous sections are processed.
The post-processing functions generate the statistical output for the analysis of bending,
surface roughness and thermal noise.
Drift compensation
Before the actual post-processing is run, the filtered profiles obtained through Eq. 1.8
and 1.15 are treated in order to eliminate artifacts due to signal drifting. Several reasons
cause drift of the voltage signal read from the electronics. Among these, the most rele-
vant identified factors are: (i) temperature gradients around the PUHs, (ii) uncontrolled
air flow around the system, (iii) mechanical expansion of the PUH due to temperature
rising, (iv) laser intensity decay, (v) electronics oscillations, (vi) data acquisition program
clock delay, (vii) radio-frequency environmental noise and (viii) intrinsic micromechani-
cal drift of the cantilevers.
A drift-compensation signal (S(t)) is thus subtracted from the profiles in order to avoid
artifact results from the mentioned drift sources.
ˆ¯V S(t) = ˆ¯V (t)− S(t) (5.21)
The choice of S(t) is not trivial. Initially it was set as a linear function, since most of the
drift sources vary linearly during time. However, it was found that the drift is actually
composed by superimposition of linear and non-linear factors. The analytical evaluation
of this drift is very difficult, being affected by several parameters not easily computable.
An on-line drift measurement system was then implemented.
A fixed structure was positioned next to the cantilever chips. A body of the cantilever
chips was found to be an excellent drift-compensation tool. The body chip was clamped
inside the footprint areas rotated 180◦ on the X-Y plane. The laser then scans the bulk
silicon block (positioned at the same Z level of the cantilevers) and record the values of
the FES obtained from scanning the profile of the body chip. The voltage signal variation
of the body-chip profile during the discs revolutions is actually an on-line measurement
of the drift, since the bulk silicon piece is unable to bend. Defining this signal as S(n),
the drift-free characterization profile at a given revolution n is expressed by:
ˆ¯V Snl,k =
ˆ¯V nl,k − S(n) (5.22)
The drift is measured continuously also during the sensing acquisition, namely S(n′).
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The same operation is then applied to the profiles acquired during the sensing block:
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k =
ˆ¯Un
′
l,k − S(n′ +N) (5.23)
ˆ¯V Snl,k and
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k then represent the filtered and un-drifted profiles of the individual can-
tilevers.
Bending analysis - Continuous flow
Assuming that the l cantilevers of the chip k are equally treated (e.g. all functionalized
or all reference), the individual profiles belonging to the same chip are averaged:
ˆ¯V Snk =
1
L
L∑
l=1
ˆ¯V Snl,k (5.24)
Then, different chips equally treated are averaged again, obtaining the averaged profile
of all the characterized cantilevers of the same type at a given revolution n:
ˆ¯V Snf =
1
Kf
∑Kf
k=1
ˆ¯V Snk
ˆ¯V Snr =
1
Kr
∑Kr
k=1
ˆ¯V Snk (5.25)
Where Kf is the total number of functionalized chips and Kr the total number of refer-
ence chips.
It has to be noticed that the domain of Eqs. 5.24 and 5.25 generally differ from the
total number of functionalized cantilevers (LKf ) and reference cantilevers (LKr). This
is due to loss of signal from some cantilevers, either due to measurement issues (software,
mainly) or due to odd behaviors of individual cantilevers. Data loss occurs also when
the initial difference in deflection between the cantilevers exceeds the DVD-ROM optics
linear working range. The actual statistically useful domain is then typically 10%-30%
smaller than the total number of cantilevers employed in the experiements. At the mo-
ment an automatic selection of the ”useful” cantilevers has not been implemented yet.
The selection is then performed manually before the actual post-processing is run.
Eqs. 5.24 and 5.25 are then applied to the sensing profiles in accordance to the can-
tilevers that actually gave signal during the characterization. These operations return
the averaged sensing profiles of cantilevers of the same type at a given revolution n′:
ˆ¯USn
′
k =
1
L
L∑
l=1
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k (5.26)
ˆ¯USn
′
f =
1
Kf
∑Kf
k=1
ˆ¯USn
′
k
ˆ¯USn
′
r =
1
Kr
∑Kr
k=1
ˆ¯USn
′
k (5.27)
ˆ¯V Snf and
ˆ¯USn
′
f thus represent the values of the averaged signal obtained from the set
of functionalized cantilevers at a given revolution, respectively, before and after the
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exposure to a sample. These values are used when continuous flow measurements are
performed, i.e. when the values obtained from different revolutions are not averaged.
The standard deviations of the measured deflection values at a given revolution n can
be simply calculated as:
σˆSnV f =
√
1
Kf
∑Kf
k=1
(
ˆ¯V Snl,k − ˆ¯V Snf
)2
σˆSnV r =
√
1
Kr
∑Kr
k=1
(
ˆ¯V Snl,k − ˆ¯V Snr
)2
(5.28)
σˆSn
′
Uf =
√
1
Kf
∑Kf
k=1
(
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k − ˆ¯USn
′
f
)2
σˆSn
′
Ur =
√
1
Kr
∑Kr
k=1
(
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k − ˆ¯USn′r
)2
(5.29)
Eqs. 5.25, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 fully define the statistical behavior of the cantilever em-
ployed in continuous flow measurements.
Figure 5.4 illustrates how the computed variables are plotted in the deflection Vs revo-
lutions graph.
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the data plotting for continuous flow measurements.
Bending analysis - Wet & Dry
When performing measurements in wet & dry, cantilever profiles are monitored for a
specific interval of time. Within this interval, moving averages are continuously calcu-
lated. At a given revolution nˆ, these variables store the averages evaluated over the last
nˆ revolutions. In formulas:
ˆ¯V Snˆf =
1
nˆ
∑nˆ
n=1
ˆ¯V Snf |nˆ<N ˆ¯V Snˆr = 1nˆ
∑nˆ
n=1
ˆ¯V Snr |nˆ<N (5.30)
ˆ¯USnˆ
′
f =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1
ˆ¯USn
′
f |nˆ′<N ′ ˆ¯USnˆ
′
r =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1
ˆ¯V Sn
′
r |nˆ′<N ′ (5.31)
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These moving averages are evaluated during every revolution (nˆ for characterization
and nˆ′ for sensing), and they converge to the values obtained when averaging over the
complete set of disc revolutions (N for characterization and N ′ for sensing):
ˆ¯V Sf =
ˆ¯V Snˆf | nˆ = N ; ˆ¯V Sr = ˆ¯V Snˆr | nˆ = N ; (5.32)
ˆ¯USf =
ˆ¯USnˆ
′
f | nˆ′ = N ′; ˆ¯USr = ˆ¯USnˆ
′
r | nˆ′ = N ′ (5.33)
The two variables expressed in Eqs. 5.32 contain the values of averaged deflection of the
set of cantilevers of the same type, evaluated over N characterization revolutions. Eqs.
5.33 on the other hand expresses the values of averaged deflections after the cantilevers
have been exposed to the sample, analyzed over N ′ revolutions.
According to Eqs. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31, the corresponding standard deviation values
computed at intermediate revolutions are:
σˆSnˆV f =
√√√√ 1
Kf nˆ
Kf∑
k=1
nˆ∑
n=1
(
ˆ¯V Snl,k − ˆ¯V Snˆf
)2 |nˆ<N (5.34)
σˆSnˆV r =
√√√√ 1
Krnˆ
Kr∑
k=1
nˆ∑
n=1
(
ˆ¯V Snl,k − ˆ¯V Snˆr
)2 |nˆ<N (5.35)
σˆSnˆ
′
Uf =
√√√√ 1
Kf nˆ′
Kf∑
k=1
nˆ′∑
n′=1
(
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k − ˆ¯USnˆ
′
f
)2 |nˆ′<N ′ (5.36)
σˆSnˆ
′
Ur =
√√√√ 1
Krnˆ′
Kr∑
k=1
nˆ′∑
n′=1
(
ˆ¯USn
′
l,k − ˆ¯USnˆ′r
)2 |nˆ′<N ′ (5.37)
While according to Eqs. 5.32 and 5.33, the standard deviation values corresponding to
the last characterization and sensing revolutions are:
σˆSV f = σˆ
Snˆ
V f | nˆ = N σˆSV r = σˆSnˆV r | nˆ = N ; (5.38)
σˆSUf = σˆ
Snˆ′
Uf | nˆ′ = N ′ σˆSUr = σˆSnˆ
′
Ur | nˆ′ = N ′; (5.39)
These standard deviations indicate the level of homogeneity of the bending distribution
along the LfKf + LrKr analyzed cantilevers. Subtracting the sensing and characteri-
zation values, information about the average change of deflection of the specific set of
cantilevers are obtained:
∆ ˆ¯USf =
ˆ¯USf − ˆ¯V Sf ∆ ˆ¯USr = ˆ¯USr − ˆ¯V Sr (5.40)
The difference in behavior between functionalized and reference cantilevers can then
easily be obtained as
∆ ˆ¯US = ∆ ˆ¯USf −∆ ˆ¯USr (5.41)
Eqs. 1.30-1.41 fully define the behavior of the analyzed cantilevers in wet & dry mode.
Figure 5.5 illustrates how the different variables are plotted in the output graph.
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Figure 5.5: Data plotting for Wet % Dry analysis
Surface roughness analysis
The statistical analysis of surface roughness is similar to the bending protocol described
in the previous paragraph.
Assuming that the variable expressed by Eq. 1.9 is a good indicator of the topography
of the surface of a cantilever, the ”roughness” variable of a given profile, RnV (l, k) is then
defined as:
RnV (l, k) = σˆ
n
Vˆ (l,k)
(5.42)
The values of RnV (l, k) are computed for different values of x (the radial position along
the cantilever length). For simplicity of the mathematical expressions the value of x is
ignored in the following analysis.
Similarly to the case of the bending analysis, the averaged roughness of a set of equally
treated cantilevers at a given revolution can be computed as:
RnV f =
1
LfKf
∑Lf
l=1
∑Kf
k=1R
n
V (l, k) R
n
V r =
1
LrKr
∑Lr
l=1
∑Kr
k=1R
n
V (l, k) (5.43)
Rn
′
Uf =
1
LfKf
∑Lf
l=1
∑Kf
k=1R
n′
U (l, k) R
n′
Ur =
1
LrKr
∑Lr
l=1
∑Kr
k=1R
n′
U (l, k) (5.44)
While the averaged values over a set of revolutions in the interval (1, nˆ) are given,
according to Eqs. 5.30 and 5.31 by
Rnˆ
′
Uf =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1R
n′
Uf |nˆ′<N ′ Rnˆ
′
Ur =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1R
n′
Ur |nˆ′<N ′ (5.45)
Rnˆ
′
Uf =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1R
n′
Uf |nˆ′<N ′ Rnˆ
′
Ur =
1
nˆ′
∑nˆ′
n′=1R
n′
Ur |nˆ′<N ′ (5.46)
And the averaged values along the entire revolutions of the experiment are calculated
from
RV f = R
nˆ
V f | nˆ = N RUr = RnˆV r | nˆ = N (5.47)
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RUf = R
nˆ′
Uf | nˆ′ = N ′ RUr = Rnˆ
′
Ur | nˆ′ = N ′ (5.48)
The variables computed through Eqs. 5.43 and 5.44 are used for data plotting of continu-
ous flow measurements, while the values obtained with Eqs. 1.45-1.48 describe roughness
values for wet & dry experiments. Standard deviations computed by formulas similar to
Eqs. 5.28,5.29 and 5.34-5.37 can be plotted, respectively, in continuous flow and wet &
dry graphs.
It is often useful to plot the three-dimensional profiles of the cantilevers (or their aver-
ages) to have further information on the topography of the sensor surfaces.
Figure 5.6: Three-dimensional surface reconstruction of cantilevers before and after exposure to sample.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the graphical output of 3D surfaces acquired in Block 1 and in
Block 2. The filtered point averages corresponding to different values of x ( ˆ¯Vl,k,x(p
∗) are
plotted into a three-dimensional graph.
Resonance frequency analysis
The thermal noise statistical post-processing is much simpler than the one for the bend-
ing presented in the previous paragraphs. This is due to the fact that the stored variables,
Tnl,k for characterization and J
n′
l,k for sensing, are composed by single value of resonance
frequency (in some cases, by frequency and Q factor). The average resonance frequencies
for a given set of cantilevers, before (T¯f , T¯r) and after (J¯f and J¯r) the exposure to a
sample, can be easily calculated as
T¯f =
1
LKf
∑L
l=1
∑Kf
k=1 Tl,k T¯r =
1
LKr
∑L
l=1
∑Kr
k=1 Tl,k (5.49)
J¯f =
1
LKf
∑L
l=1
∑Kf
k=1 Jl,k J¯r =
1
LKr
∑L
l=1
∑Kr
k=1 Jl,k (5.50)
The variables expressed by Eqs. 5.49 and 5.50 are used to evaluate the change in
resonance frequency after the exposure to a sample:
∆Jf = J¯f − T¯f ∆Jr = J¯r − T¯r (5.51)
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Where T¯f and J¯f are averaged over Kf and T¯r and J¯r are averaged over Kr. These
values are typically plotted in histograms. The standard deviations are then computed
σTf =
√
1
LKf
(∑L
l=1
∑Kf
k=1 Tl,k − T¯f
)2
σTr =
√
1
LKr
(∑L
l=1
∑Kr
k=1 Tl,k − T¯r
)2
(5.52)
σJf =
√
1
LKf
(∑L
l=1
∑Kf
k=1 Jl,k − T¯f
)2
σJr =
√
1
LKr
(∑L
l=1
∑Kr
k=1 Jl,k − T¯r
)2
(5.53)
Using Eqs. 5.52 and 5.53, combined standard deviations are calculated as
∆σJf =
√
σ2Jf + σ
2
Tf
∆σJr =
√
σ2Jr + σ
2
Tr
(5.54)
and presented in the plot in the form of error bars. The difference between the values
calculated from Eq. 5.51 is then used to quantify the difference in frequency shift between
sets of functionalized and reference cantilevers.
∆J = ∆Jf −∆Jr (5.55)
Figure 5.7 shows the histogram of the variables computed through Eqs. 5.51, 5.54 and
5.55. The same approach can be implemented on sets of Q factor measurements.
Figure 5.7: Histogram graphical representation of the resonance frequency shift for the sets of func-
tionalized and reference cantilevers.
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5.2 Software Interface
This Section briefly describes the working principle of the software interfacing the plat-
form with the PC. The software functionalities presented here corresponds to the last
generation of System V 3. Several intermediate versions have been tested during the
project, and the overall performance of the program was highly improved during the
years.
The functions were designed in collaboration with IPAS, and implemented in Labview
by a software engineer, Mr. C.H. Chen.
Figure 5.8 schematically illustrates the working principle of the Labview interfacing
program.
The digital data transmitted to the PC from the motor controller and the DAQ card
are acquired and read from interface functions embedded in Labview. The computer
control is driven by a modulized program, which displays multiple panels for operating
the different system functions. This program allow the access to the parameters of the
individual system components: (i) Motor, (ii) X- and Z- coils of the VCM, (iii) FES
acquisition, (iv) microfluidic pump (in wet & dry mode), (v) cantilever separation func-
tion, (vi) pre-processing panel, (vii) post-processing functions and (viii) data plotting
window.
Figure 5.8: Block scheme for the program which interface the system with the PC. The Labview pro-
gram controls the mechanical and electronic components, and it runs pre-processing and post-processing
matlab codes. A window for output visualization is also embedded.
The overall software functions are obtained through integration of matlab codes into
Labview blocks (see Figure 5.8).
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5.2.1 Profiles separation
One of the most critical functions implemented in the program is the automatic can-
tilever separation. This function allows the real-time sectioning of the chip profile into
eight individual cantilever profiles (V nl,k,x(p)). This operation is fundamental for the
whole data analysis presented in this chapter. The cantilever separation algorithm has
been optimized by Mr. Chen during the whole course of the project, resulting in a robust
function which separates the profiles very fast and very accurately.
Figure 5.9: Automated cantilever separation function for a) positive FES values and b) FES values
close to zero. The cantilevers measured close to the center of the FES are slightly tilted.
The separation algorithm faces the challenge of separating very diverse types of signal.
This algorithm provides the raw data which are pre-processed by the method described
in the previous section. The robustness of the separation algorithm is then closely con-
nected to the overall quality of the measurement.
If chip profiles are cut wrongly, the variables computed during the pre-processing step
would contain corrupted values. The whole data analysis would then be run on mean-
ingless measurements. The robustness of the separation functions has thus been a high
priority during software development.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the result of real-time separation function when the FES is positive
(upper part of the S-curve, see Figure 2.3) and when the FES is near the center of the
linear range. The bottom panels show eight separated cantilever profiles.
The robustness of the algorithm was tested measuring cantilevers with very noisy profiles
(e.g. used cantilevers). Tilted cantilevers were also used to evaluate the ability of the
program to withstand high-noise signals. Figure 5.10 illustrates the separation result
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Figure 5.10: Separation of high-noise signal acquired from damaged cantilevers. The program recog-
nizes and saves the individual cantilever profiles.
when very noisy signal is acquired by the DAQ card. Even if the the signal quality is
very poor, the program correctly separates the individual cantilever profiles.
The automation performance of the system has been continuously improved. Several
issues however still need to be addressed. Among them, a numerical characterization
of the profiles that can automatically identify outliers and remove them before pre-
processing needs to be developed.
Libraries of system settings should be created in order to precisely reproduce sensing
experiments under the same conditions. Furthermore, centrifugal microfluidic automa-
tion still needs to be implemented, and X- and Z-direction auto-tracking need further
development in order to be applied in real sensing experiments.
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Sensing Results
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the experimental results obtained with the technology developed during
the three years of the project are presented. Several samples were tested, starting with
well established assays, like biotin-streptavidin, to less tested areas, like aptamer-based
assays for low concentration detection of cancer markers (PAI-1).
The experimental investigation was an extremely important tool for the technological
development of the sensing platform. In fact, the experience earned during the experi-
mental tests was extensively used for technology improvements.
Several preliminary tests were performed before real sensing could be achieved. The first
proper sensing experiment (biotin-streptavidin, presented in Section 6.2) was carried out
around 1 year after the beginning of the platform design and fabrication.
Experiment System Disc
Assay method V 1 V 2 V 3 V 1-B V 2-A V 2-B V 2-C V 3-A V 3-B
Biotin - Streptavidin wet & dry x x
BAM - Anti-BAM wet & dry x x x
TTF - DNT (liquid) wet & dry x x x
TTF - DNT (vapor) gas flow x x x
TTF - DNT (liquid) Continuous flow x x
Aptamers - PDGF Continuous flow x x x x
Aptamers - PAI-1 Continuous flow x x x
TTF - DNT (vapor) Thermal evaporation Vibrometer
Table 6.1: Working method and system/disc versions summary for the different sensing experiments.
Furthermore, the system capabilities were constantly improved during the 3 years of
technology development, leaving some experiments to be carried out under different
conditions than others. For example, some tests were performed with earlier generation
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systems and discs, while others were measured using more advanced technological tools.
Experiment Cantilevers
Assay Method IBM500 MMT500 MMT750
Biotin - Streptavidin wet & dry x
BAM - Anti-BAM wet & dry x
TTF - DNT (liquid) wet & dry x
TTF - DNT (vapor) gas flow x x
TTF - DNT (liquid) Continuous flow x
Aptamers - PDGF Continuous flow x
Aptamers - PAI-1 Continuous flow x
TTF - DNT (vapor) Thermal evaporation x
Table 6.2: Cantilever chips employed in different sensing experiments.
The same is valid for the software acquisition systems described in Chapter 5, which
substantially improved the resolution of the platform during the system development.
Even the cantilevers have changed during the three years period. Experiments with
SU-8 and TOPAS chips fabricated in our Danchip facilities were initially performed.
Commercial chips purchased by Concentris (IBM500) and Micromotive (MMT500 and
MMT750) were later used in the sensing experiments. IBM500 and MMT500 chips em-
bed cantilevers with identical geometry: 500 µm long, 100 µm wide and 1 µm thick,
coated with 4 nm Ti + 20 nm Au. The MMT750 cantilevers are 750 µm long, 100 µm
wide and 1 µm thick (same metal coating).
Different working modes were investigated: wet & dry measurements, continuous liquid
flow detection, gas flow analysis and thermal evaporation measurements.
It is difficult to think that all the changes in the experimental conditions did not affect
the coherence of the results. It is thus quite difficult to compare results obtained with
different assays, since they were typically obtained with different technological tools. In
general, the experiments were carried out in a ”chronologically improving” environment,
thus a monotonic increase in the quality of the results presented in this chapter is also
observed. This fact makes also quite difficult to perform theoretical analyses of the data,
being the output itself constantly affected by the technology improvement.
This chapter is meant to give the reader an idea of how the technology of the device was
developed according to the obtained sensing results. Further experiments should be done
in steady conditions (same platform, same disc, same software, same chips, same assay)
in order to generate more data for a deeper understanding of the theoretical aspects of
cantilever-based biosensing.
During the project, detection of the following compounds have been tested with the
various versions of platforms, disc, software and chips:
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• Streptavidin proteins
• 2,6-Dichlorobenzamide (BAM) antibodies
• 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (DNT) molecules
• Plateret Derivative Growth Factor proteins (PDGF)
• PAI-1 proteins
In order to reduce confusion generated by the different conditions of the experiments, in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are listed the system and disc versions employed in each sensing test,
as well as the types of cantilevers.
6.2 Streptavidin detection
The well established binding properties between biotin and streptavidin [140] were chosen
for initial tests of the performance of the system when investigating molecular binding.
Due to robust binding between the protein (streptavidin) and the B-complex vitamin
(biotin), this assay has been widely investigated in microcantilever based sensing experi-
ments [141–145]. This assay was used as a first demonstration of wet & dry measurements
using the DVD-ROM based platform [146].
6.2.1 Materials and methods
Several chips were functionalized with a thiolated biotin layer. Next, streptavidin was
bound to the cantilever surfaces. The presence of streptavidin on the cantilever surfaces
was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy. For fluorescence studies the streptavidin was
labeled with Cy3 fluorochromes.
Materials
The following materials and chemicals have been used in the biotin functionalization and
in the streptavidin solutions preparation:
• EZ-link Biotin-HPDP, Pierce prod. nr. 21341 (mol. weight: 539.78 g/mol)
• Streptavidin Cy3 labeled (mol. weight: 52.8 kDa)
• Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or Dimethylformamide (DMF)
• PBS buffer (100 mM)
• Absolute ethanol and Milli-Q water
• Piranha solution (98% H2SO4, 30% H2O2)
IBM500 chips (see Figure 2.10a) were used. The chips were functionalized by dipping
them into the biotin solution.
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Piranha cleaning
The first step to be performed was the cleaning of the Au coated cantilever surfaces. For
this purpose a strong chemical cleaning process was adopted.
Piranha mix was prepared in a 25 ml container: 2.5 ml of 30% H2O2 was carefully added
to 7.5 ml 98 % H2SO4 (the mixture rapidily heats up due to the reaction). To prevent
dangerous overheating the beakers were placed iside bigger glasses filled with water.
The cantilever chips were placed in the piranha solution and left for 10 minutes. Then
they were transfered to four serial Milli-Q water beakers, washed and left 1-2 minutes
in each of them. At the end, the chips were washed in absolute ethanol or isopropanol.
The high hydrophilicity induced by the piranha treatment makes the surface conditions
optimal for functionalization.
The surfaces were functionalization immediately after the chemical cleaning.
Biotin-HPDP coating
Biotin-HPDP is a pyridyldithiol-activated, sulfhydryl-reactive biotinylation reagent that
conjugates via a reversible disulfide bond, see Figure 6.1 [147]. For immobilization of
Figure 6.1: Biotin-HPDP structure.
biotin on the surface, a solution of 1 mM EZ-link Biotin-HPDP in Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) or Dimethylformamide (DMF) was prepared. The stock solution (10 mM) was
divided in 10 x 100 µl aliquots, to be used for individual chip functionalization.
The preparation of the vials for the individual dipping of chips was carried out dissolving
50 µl of 10 mM EZ-link Biotin-HPDP Stock solution with 950 µl absolute ethanol into
a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube.
The cantilever chips were placed into individual 1.5 ml eppendorfs and placed on a low
shaking table for 24 hours at room temperature. The chips were then transfered into
another vial filled with pure ethanol and left for 10 min. Chip were then dried and
loaded on the rotating platform.
Streptavidin preparation
Relatively high concentration of streptavidin-Cy3 (1.6 µM) was used for initial testing
of the capabilities of the sensing platform.
The stock streptavidin solution was 1 mg/ml: 10 µl of 1 mg/ml stock streptavidin-Cy3
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was then diluted in 90 µl of 10 mM PBS buffer. During sensing experiments, variable
amounts between 5 to 10 µl were delivered to the cantilever chips and left to incubate
for 10 min.
6.2.2 Experimental results
The biotin-streptavidin experiments were performed, as listed in Table 6.1, using System
V 1 and Discs V 1. The chosen sensing methodology was wet & dry.
Eight cantilevers were functionalized with thiolated biotin and eight untreated cantilevers
were used for reference measurements. The chips were inserted into reservoirs in Disc
V 1-B and a buffer solution containing streptavidin was injected into the reservoirs. After
10 min of exposure to streptavidin, all cantilevers were washed in buffer and subsequently
water. The water was left to evaporate. The cantilever responses were measured con-
tinuously before and after incubation with streptavidin. During incubation and washing
the disc rotation was halted and data were not acquired.
Cantilever bending and surface roughness were recorded. Functionalized cantilevers were
compared with reference cantilevers.
Figure 6.2: Detection of biotin-streptavidin binding. a) Surface reconstruction of clean cantilever. b)
The same cantilever after exposure to streptavidin solution showing increased roughness. c) Surface
reconstruction of biotin functionalized cantilever and d), of the same cantilever after reaction with
streptavidin.
Figure 6.2a shows the averaged 3D surface reconstruction of the gold coated side of 8
untreated reference cantilevers, measured before the injection of streptavidin. These
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surfaces have a roughness of a few nm, indicating that the gold layer is clean. The
measured initial end point deflection of the untreated cantilevers was around 5 µm.
After injection of streptavidin (incubation time about 10 minutes) and washing of the
cantilevers, the same cantilevers show a high increase in surface roughness, suggesting
that an inhomogeneous layer has formed (Figure 6.2b). This indicates that streptavidin
has bound unspecifically to the untreated cantilever surfaces as schematically illustrated
in Figure 6.2b.
The cantilevers functionalized with biotin are initially bent 5-6 µm at the cantilever apex
and the surface appears optically smooth, see Figure 6.2c. This reflects that the biotin
functionalization had created a monolayer on the gold surface of the cantilevers.
After the biotin-streptavidin binding occurred, the observed change in cantilever bending
is approximately 3 µm and the roughness of the surface appears unchanged, indicating
that streptavidin has been uniformly bound to the biotin layer (see Figure 6.2d).
Figure 6.3 compares data from the untreated and the biotin functionalized cantilevers.
Each data point corresponds to the averaged value from 8 cantilevers.
It can be noticed that after the incubation with streptavidin the bending of the untreated
cantilevers decreases, reaching an asymptotic value after around 15 disc revolutions (ap-
proximately 5 minutes), as shown in Figure 6.3a.
Figure 6.3: Averaged change in cantilever bending a) and surface roughness b) for an untreated surface
(average value of 8 cantilevers) and a biotin functionalized surface (average value of 8 cantilevers). At
revolution 19 the cantilevers are incubated for 10 minutes in streptavidin.
At this stage the water has fully evaporated from the reservoir and stable measurement
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conditions can be obtained. Similar behavior (but opposite direction) is observed for
the biotin functionalized cantilevers. These cantilevers show an averaged change in de-
flection which is approximately 2 µm larger than for the untreated reference cantilevers
when the measurements have stabilized.
The averaged change in surface roughness (Figure 6.3b) is significant for the untreated
cantilevers compared with the functionalized ones, suggesting that an irregular strepta-
vidin layer is formed on the untreated cantilever whereas a uniform layer, as expected,
is formed on the biotin-coated surface.
Thus, the specific binding of streptavidin results in significant differential changes (biotin
functionalized minus untreated cantilever) in cantilever deflection and surface roughness.
6.3 Antibody detection
Similar experiments were run for detection of the pesticide derivative dichlorobenzamide
(BAM) antibodies [148–150]. The used protocol was originally developed for a compet-
itive assay, which implies that the sensing cantilevers were initially coated with a layer
of BAM, while the target analyte was its specific antibody [47].
6.3.1 Materials and methods
In these set of experiments, the selected working mode was wet & dry, and the measure-
ments have been performed using System V 1 and Disc V 1. IBM500 cantilevers were
used.
To coat the cantilever and subsequently monitor the surface effects of the binding BAM
antibody to BAM pesticide, the gold surfaces of the cantilevers were coated with BAM
haptens immersed in a ovalbumin (OVA) matrix. The BAM antibody binding could be
confirmed with a fluorescence microscope via Cy3 fluorochrome attached to the BAM
antibody.
Solutions preparation
The chips were chemically cleaned before the functionalization in a similar way to the
biotin coating described in Section 6.2.1. Ten minutes of Piranha cleaning was followed
by multiple rinses in Milli-Q water and isopropanol. The chips were then let to dry
before being inserted in a microspotting machine (CantiTMSpot, Cantion, DK). The
microspotting machine is a platform consisting of an inkjet printer head, a PC inter-
face camera, a lightning system and a manual X-Y stage. The system is mounted with
a piezo electric controlled pin head (Sub-micro-liter Piezoelectric Dispenser A010-006
SPIP, Gesim, DE) and capable of delivering 0.1 nl drops to each cantilever surface while
being monitored via a camera on a PC.
The OVA preparation, the OVA-BAM coatings and the BAM antibody solution prepa-
ration details are summarized in the following points:
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Figure 6.4: Schematics of the cantilever coatings employed in the BAM- Anti-BAM experiments. Blank
Au coated cantilevers (top) and OVA blocked cantilevers (center) were used as reference sensors to the
specifically coated BAM-OVA ones (bottom).
• Cy3 BAM Antibody: Made from mouse serum at Statens Serum Institut, HYB
273-01, Batch no. 03102P01/071008. Marking was done with Amersham Cy3 Dye
Antibody monofuctional Labeling Kit for 1 mg antibody. Solution was diluted to
0.1 mg/ml prior to use.
• BAM hapten EQ0031 conjugated to Ovalbumin: 1.68 g natrium hydrogen carbon-
ate was dissolved in 200 ml Milli-Q water. BAM haptens were first activated by
taking 35.3 µmol EQ0031 and 35.3 µmol BOP (Benzotriazol-1-yloxy-tris (dimethy-
lamino) phosphonium hexafluorophosphate) and dissolving it in 1.5 ml dry DMSO
(Dimethyl sulfoxide). Subsequently 18.5 µl DIEA (N-Ethyldiisopropylamine) was
added. 5 µl of activated EQ0031 was then added to 1 ml (1 mg/ml) solution
of freeze-dried OVA dissolved in conjugation buffer and shaken 2 hours in dark-
ness. The solution was divided into aliquots and kept at 4◦C. The BAM-ovalbumin
conjugate was tested positive by a BAM ELISA.
• OVA solution: the OVA solution was made from freeze dried ovalbumin dissolved
in Milli-Q Water. A stock solution of 1 mg/ml was then made; the solution was
distributed in 100 µl PCR tubes and kept in a freezer until use.
Cantilevers microspotting
Several chips were prepared for the measurements. Figure 6.4 shows the three types of
cantilever surfaces employed in these experiments. The functionalization of individual
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cantilevers was performed using a micro-spotter with a sub-microliter piezoelectric dis-
penser head (A010-006, Gesim Inc, DE) in a XYZ stage monitored via CCD camera.
Figure 6.5: IBM500 chip functionalized with microspotter. the 4 external cantilevers are left blank,
while the 4 central are, respectively, coated with OVA blocking layer (left) and OVA-BAM layer (right).
BAM immobilized cantilevers were prepared through microspotting an OVA matrix with
BAM molecules. Blank Au-coated cantilevers were used as control sensors, together with
a set of cantilevers coated with OVA matrix, without BAM molecules immobilized. It
is believed that the OVA layer without BAM molecules could provide a better reference
layer than the untreated surfaces.
Each chip contained two cantilevers functionalized with BAM, two cantilevers with an
OVA blocking layer and four untreated cantilevers.
Figure 6.5 shows an example of a cantilever chip functionalized with microspotter. The
material distribution of the spotting is clearly inhomogeneous. This is an intrinsic draw-
back of the microspotting process, clearly visible looking at the OVA blocking layer can-
tilevers. It is in fact difficult to control precisely the amount of material to be deposited
on the cantilevers, sometimes resulting in inhomogeneous coverage of the surfaces.
Statistical measurements over several chips is believed to reduce sensing artifacts due to
imprecisions of the functionalization process.
6.3.2 Experimental results
The initial bending of the cantilevers was measured as described in Section 6.2. Specific
antibodies against BAM were then injected into the reservoirs followed by a rinse in wa-
ter and subsequent water evaporation. Figure 6.6a shows the induced averaged bending
of the differently functionalized cantilevers.
The BAM-functionalized cantilevers deflect approximately 10 µm compared with 3-5 µm
for the untreated and OVA coated cantilevers. Probably, the antibodies bind strongly to
the BAM functionalized surfaces causing a large change in surface stress whereas they
bind unspecifically to the other cantilevers, as illustrated in Figure 6.6b.
Cantilever profiles reveal that the untreated cantilevers become significantly rough, while
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Figure 6.6: Detection results of anti-BAM antibodies. a) Averaged changes in cantilever deflections
when exposed to BAM antibodies. All data points represent averaged values from either 4 (OVA and
BAM coated) or 8 (untreated gold-coated) cantilevers. b) Averaged changes in surface roughness after
exposure to BAM antibodies. At revolution 21 the cantilevers are incubated for 10 minutes in the
anti-BAM solution.
the BAM and OVA coated ones are unaffected by the introduction of antibodies. The
OVA coated cantilevers were initially rough reflecting the nature of the coating (see
Figure 6.6c). It is believed that this is once again an indication that specific binding
results in ordered uniform layers whereas the unspecific binding results in a random and
rough surface. The specific binding of BAM antibodies is thus detectable due to large
differential signals in both deflection and surface roughness.
In the BAM experiments, the capability of the system to measure changes in the reso-
nant frequency was tested. Figure 6.7a shows the change in resonant frequency for the
16 monitored cantilevers after reaction with antibodies has taken place and the washing
solution has evaporated.
The BAM functionalized cantilevers had the highest change in resonant frequency (ap-
proximately 10%). Compared to that, minor changes are observed for the OVA blocked
and the untreated cantilevers (1-2%), which can be attributed to unspecific binding of
antibodies as well as solidification of salt present in the buffer solution.
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Figure 6.7: Detection of BAM antibodies. a) Measured averaged changes in resonant frequency and
b) Q-factor. The significant change for the BAM coated cantilevers indicates binding of the anti-BAM
antibodies on the cantilevers surfaces.
The observed frequency changes for the BAM functionalized cantilevers were positive,
which was probably a result of changes in surface stress, or of a combination between
surface effects and added mass [30].
The corresponding Q-factors extracted from the resonant curves (Fig. 6.7b) generally
follow the changes in resonant frequency, suggesting that an increase in stiffness of the
cantilevers due to addition of a surface layer has occurred. Uniformly added mass on
the cantilevers could have increased the stored energy of the resonator to produce the
increase of the Q-factor. However, the relationship between surface stress change and
the stiffness of the cantilever is still under theoretical debate [151].
6.4 Explosive sensing
In this Section the capability of the DVD-ROM based readout to detect DNT in water
and gas phase through colorimetric functionalization of the cantilevers is presented.
The silicon cantilevers were functionalized with a layer of TTF-calix[4]pyrrole molecules
(TTF), specifically designed to bind nitro-aromatic compounds, such TNB, DNT and
TNT.
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6.4.1 Introduction
Detecting low concentrations of TNT or its derivative, DNT, is a critical issue in dem-
ining processes, where clearance of fields still have major challenges in terms of costs,
time and reliability.
At present, hundreds of fields are still uncleared in several parts of the world, and only
from 1999-2008, Landmine Monitor recorded at least 73.576 casualties of landmines, ex-
plosive remnants of war, and Improvised Explosive Devices [152]. These casualties were
spread over 119 countries and areas.
Furthermore, large quantities of explosives have been dumped on military bases, both
as consumed ammunition and as waste from military manufactures, making the cleanup
job extremely labor intensive and potentially dangerous. Any new technology that can
improve the process of detecting low concentrations of explosive contaminants will have
a significant impact on personal involved in clearance as well as the surrounding com-
munities.
Design of miniaturized sensors and synthesis of biochemical compounds devoted to de-
tection of low concentration of explosive molecules is therefore an increasing field of
interest for both humanitarian and military applications [153,154]. Explosive detection
is a rapidly growing field of application for Micro- and NanoElectroMechanicalSystems
since these have the potential to provide portable and sensitive solutions.
Ideally, a sensor for explosives should be able to operate in both vapor and liquid phase.
DNT at room temperature has a high vapor pressure (around 1 Pa) [155] and the pres-
ence of explosives can thus be spotted by ’sniffing’ the surrounding air - much like a
sniffing dog. However, often water supplies are contaminated by explosives. In order to
secure water quality and to spot buried land mines the underground water is therefore
analyzed for traces of explosives [156].
In general, many different biochemical receptors have been employed for selective detec-
tion of TNT and its derivatives on a variety of surfaces: Specific antibodies [157, 158]
and peptides [159] are the most extensively used coatings for TNT and DNT detection.
Recently, the synthesis of molecular receptors that can function as colorimetric chemosen-
sors for nitroaromatic explosives has been investigated. Within this context, compounds
that detect nitroaromatic analyte via color changes, have been attracting particular in-
terest [160–163].
Their ease of use and their ability to function in the absence of readout instrumenta-
tion could make them applicable in situations where a qualitative indication about the
presence of explosive molecules is needed. Recent publications investigated the use of
colorimetric receptors for TNT as chemical receptors on cantilevers for gas detection of
TNB vapors [164].
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6.4.2 TTF-calix[4]pyrrole receptors
TTF-calix[4]pyrrole receptors were used for functionalization of the cantilevers [160].
These molecules have been synthesized to specifically bind nitroaromatic compounds.
Two binding sites are present in these chiral molecules, as shown in Figure 6.8.
Employing TTF as sensing molecules, the effect of conformational change is expected
to generate a high signal in static mode. In dynamic mode a small shift in resonance
frequency is expected due to the low added mass.
Figure 6.8: TTF receptor chiral structure. Two binding sites are available for chemical absorption of
nitroarmatic host molecules.
It is also believed that the small explosive molecules in vapor phase will tend to stick
on even untreated surfaces (reference cantilevers coated with blocking layers), generat-
ing higher probabilities of unspecific mass change. On the other hand, conformational
changes are not expected in cantilevers not specifically treated.
Figure 6.9: S2p scanning from TTF-calix[4]pyrrole receptors immobilized on Au surface. No peaks
indicating the bond between S and Au are visible.
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The Au layers of the cantilevers were chemically treated with TTF molecules, expected
to bind strongly on the surface through S-Au bonds. The TTF layers on the cantilever
surfaces have been characterized through XPS analysis. In Figures 6.9 and 6.10 the
results of the XPS scans are shown. Fig. 6.9 shows the S2p peak scan. The sharp sulfur
peak suggests the presence of the molecules on the surface, confirmed also by the the
peaks C1s, O1s and N1s.
Figure 6.10: a) C1s, b) O1s, c) N1s and d) Au4f scans from TTF receptors immobilized on Au surface.
All the three peaks are visible indicating the presence of the elements on the Au coated surface.
However it is not visible any peak on the low binding energy side of the S2p peak. This
lower energy peak indicates the bond between S and Au [165]. Furthermore, no signal is
visible from the Au either. Probably, the TTF molecular layer is too thick to give signal
from the first monolayer. Therefore it is impossible to determine if there is a chemical
bond between the first monolayer of the TTF molecule and the Au surface.
6.4.3 Material and methods
For the gas-phase DNT sensing experiments Si cantilevers with dimensions of 750 µm x
100 µm x 1 µm, coated with 20 nm of Au, were used. Same types of cantilevers have
been used to test the water/DNT vapor mixture as sensing target. For liquid phase
sensing we employ cantilevers of 500 µm x 100 µm x 1 µm. System V 2 was used in
connection with Discs V 2-B, V 2-C and V 3-A.
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Prior to TTF immobilization the cantilever chips were cleaned in Piranha solution sim-
ilarly to the way described in Section 6.2.1, and then treated in UV-ozone oven (UVP
PR-100, power 1,5 mW/cm2) for 30 min to render the Au surface hydrophilic and to
remove possible organic contaminants. The chips were then placed in PCR tubes with
1 mg/ml TTF in Dichloromethane (DCM).
The solution was incubated at 5◦C in darkness overnight (or for a minimum of 12 hours).
The chips were then rinsed in 5 ml DCM for 5 minutes to remove excess TTF from the
surface. The chips were then allowed to dry before being inserted in the sensing platform
and exposed to DNT sample.
During experiments the deflection and resonant frequency shift of TTF functionalized
cantilevers were compared with reference cantilevers. The presence of reference can-
tilevers is crucial in determining if specific binding of molecules occurs on the surface of
the TTF treated cantilevers.
In order to minimize artifacts due to intrinsic differences in surface properties, the refer-
ence cantilevers were left blank or treated with thiolated biotin to mimic the treatment
of the TTF functionalized cantilevers. Biotin was immobilized on the surface using the
protocol described in Section 6.2.1.
Figure 6.11: Schematics of the three functionalization layers used for DNT detection experiments.
Two reference types of cantilevers are used as control sensors, the clean Au surfaces (bottom) and biotin
coated ones (center). The functionalization of the biotin layer has been done following the protocols
described in Section 6.2.1.
Functionalization was always carried out on entire cantilever chips (8 cantilevers). This
avoided cumbersome and inhomogeneous (see Figure 6.5) functionalization of closely
spaced cantilevers on the individual chips and allowed the use of classical ’beaker-based’
chemistry. Typical experiments involved the use of 16-32 TTF functionalized cantilevers
(2-3 chips) and 8-16 reference cantilevers (1-2 chips).
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6.4.4 DNT detection in gas phase
Initially, gas-phase experiments were performed. A crystal of DNT was heated to 65◦C
in a vial connected to a nitrogen pressure pump. While the DVD-ROM scanning was
performed, the sensing chamber was exposed to 40 µl/min of continuous nitrogen flow,
and then switched to DNT saturated gas mixture. As reference, cantilevers coated with
a thiolated biotin layer were used.
The cantilever baseline was recorded during 10 minutes (under N2 flow). After the injec-
tion of DNT sample, the cantilever signals were read for approximately 20 min. Mixture
Figure 6.12: Gas phase detection of DNT. Each curve reports the averaged differential signal between
a set of TTF treated cantilevers (16) and a blank ones (8). Toluene has been tested as control analyte,
which is shown to not generate visible signal.
of DNT gas and water vapor was tested to evaluate the influence of the water content
on the activity of the TTF layer.
The gas from a 10 g crystal of DNT and 2 ml of Milli-Q water heated to 65◦C was
then added using a nitrogen gas pressure pump. A separate round of experiments was
performed to test for unspecific signal. With same experimental protocol of pure DNT
vapor and DNT/water mixture, reaction to solution of 200 µl of pure toluene was mon-
itored.
In Figure 6.12 the results obtained by monitoring the deflection of 72 cantilever sensors
for 30 minutes are plotted. Each curve is obtained by subtracting the signal averaged
over 16 TTF functionalized cantilevers and over 8 reference cantilevers. About 10% of
the original cantilever data was lost in the acquisition process (see Section 5.1.5). The
curves thus actually report the deflection averages over 65 independent sensors.
It can be noticed that after 2 min, in case of DNT vapor or DNT-water mixture, it is
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already possible to identify a change in the cantilevers’ averaged deflection. However,
after 5-10 min the responses become more pronounced, reaching asymptotic differential
deflection values of 2.5 µm and 3.5 µm, for respectively DNT vapor and DNT-water
mixture.
In order to evaluate the performance on cantilever-based detection of DNT in gas phase
compared with other techniques, a set of experiments of thermal evaporation of DNT
crystals on the cantilever surfaces was performed. These experiments were done simulta-
neously on four Xsense sensors: calorimetric, SERS, colorimetric cantilevers [1–3]. The
methods and results obtained on cantilever thermal evaporation of DNT are presented
in Appendix C. For this set of experiments the MSA-500 Polytec Scanning Vibrometer1
was used.
6.4.5 DNT detection in liquid phase
System V 2 was used also for measurements of DNT detection in liquid phase. Measure-
ments in continuous liquid flow, where the deflection is continuously monitored in liquid,
and in wet & dry, where the cantilever are measured in air before and after exposure to
liquid samples, were tested.
Continuous flow
In the continuous flow mode, the reaction chamber was filled with Milli-Q water with a
20 µl/min flow. While the cantilever signals were recorded, a valve switched to a Milli-Q
water saturated DNT solution with a 20 µl/min flow for 10 min.
Figure 6.13 presents data acquired from eight TTF functionalized cantilevers and eight
clean Au coated reference cantilevers.
After switching to DNT saturated water a response is clearly visible from the deflection
of TTF treated cantilevers. The sensing response seems faster in liquid medium than
vapor phase, and after less than one minute it is already possible to notice the deflection
of the functionalized cantilevers.
On the other hand the reference cantilevers do not show any significant bending. The
noise level is also smaller when performing experiments in liquid medium compared to
gas phase. The signal to noise ratio ranges from 8 to 15. Intrinsic noise of the system
(mostly syringe pump and electronics components) is believed to affect the variance of
the signal.
Wet & dry
To measure cantilever deflection and resonance frequency in wet & dry mode, the cham-
ber was filled with 200 µl of a Milli-q water saturated DNT solution using a nitrogen
pressure pump and incubated for 10 min. The solution was removed by spinning the
disc at high frequency and the cantilever signals were read again for approximately 10
1http://www.polytec.com/us/
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Figure 6.13: Liquid phase detection of DNT in continuous flow mode. The plots are obtained averaging
signal obtained by one functionalized chip (8 cantilevers) and one reference blank (8 cantilevers).
minutes.
The cantilever profiles and their resonance frequencies were measured before and after
the exposure to the sample.
In Figure 6.14 the measurements obtained in wet & dry mode over 2 set of experiments
are shown, for a total of 32 analyzed cantilevers (16 TTF functionalized and 16 biotin
blocked) in dry phase. The signal from 15% of the cantilevers was however lost in the
measurement process. The data are thus averaged values from 27 cantilevers.
Figure 6.14a presents the averaged values of deflection change after the exposure to 10
min of DNT saturated water. The statistics is here performed over 14 cantilevers (6 TTF
coated and 8 biotin blocked). Values of resonance frequency shifts for this experiment
are reported in Figure 6.15. The results show a slight positive increase in the resonance
frequency of the biotin blocked cantilevers, while the TTF functionalized reveal a nega-
tive value of the frequency change.
The change in resonance frequency is much more pronounced for the TTF functionalized
cantilevers, probably due to larger mass absorbed on the surfaces of the cantilevers, com-
pared to the biotin blocked cantilevers. The variance along the different measurements
is however quite high, suggesting that the dynamic mode detection system is less robust
than the static one. The data are anyway in quite agreement with the trend observed
when measuring the thermal evaporation of DNT on the cantilevers (See Appendix C).
In Figure 6.14b similar results obtained repeating the experiments over a larger sample
of sensors are shown. The conditions of the two experiments have been kept constant:
sample solution and functionalization protocols were meticulously repeated, and the ro-
tating disc and DVD-ROM optical head employed were the same for both experiments.
Resonance frequency monitoring was however not performed for the second experiment.
It is noticed that the TTF treated cantilevers show a quite uniform positive bending
behavior (mean 804 nm, standard deviation 440 nm) in both experiments. The stress
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Figure 6.14: Two experiments of wet & dry measurements of DNT saturated water, performed under
same conditions. a) 6 TTF treated and 8 biotin blocked cantilevers are exposed for 10 minutes to
the liquid sample. After incubation the averaged measured change of deflection is positive (mean ≈
0.8 µm) for TTF cantilevers and negative (mean ≈ -1.1 µm) for biotin coated cantilevers. b) 7 TTF
treated cantilevers present positive averaged change of deflection (mean ≈ 0.7 µm), while 6 biotin blocked
cantilevers deflect an averaged value of ≈ -3.9 µm.
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Figure 6.15: Change of resonance frequency after the exposure to 10 minutes of DNT saturated sample
for the cantilevers measured in experiment 1 (Figure 6.14a).
induced by the binding of DNT molecules on the TTF layer is believed to reflect the
conformational change properties of the molecule when its binding sites are occupied by
nitro-aromatic molecules.
Figure 6.16: Statistical distribution of bending response to DNT saturated water of 4 different exper-
iments performed under the same conditions. The total amount of cantilever measured is 48 (18 TTF
functionalized and 30 biotin blocked).
The reference cantilevers coated with biotin exhibit a spread negative bending (mean
-6.2 µm, standard deviation 4.5 µm). In Figure 6.16 the bending value distribution of
48 cantilevers (18 TTF and 30 biotin) exposed to the same experimental conditions as
the data shown in Figure 6.14 is presented. The data were collected over 4 different
experimental sessions, with a total of 25% of the cantilever data lost.
It is evident that the bending behavior of the biotin treated cantilevers differs from the
bending of the TTF functionalized cantilevers. The bending distribution of the TTF
cantilevers is centered around 0.8 µm, with 80% of the cantilevers bending between 0.3
µm and 1.6 µm. The biotin blocked cantilever distribution spans almost 10 µm of neg-
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ative deflection.
It is seen that all biotin coated cantilevers have a negative bending. This behavior could
be attributed to an opposite change in surface stress due to the higher adsorption of
DNT on the silicon surface of the cantilever compared to the biotin blocked surface.
The significant inhomogeneity of the bending distribution might be caused by random
processes of DNT adhesion on the cantilever surfaces.
6.5 Aptamer-based biosensing
In this section the results obtained applying aptamer-based biochemistry to microcan-
tilever sensors employing System V 2 and System V 3 are presented.
Section 6.5.1 introduces the aptamers and their application in biosensing.
6.5.1 Aptamers introduction
Aptamers are typically composed of RNA, single-stranded DNA or a combination of
these with non-natural nucleotides. They range in size from approximately 6 to 40 kDa
and have typically complex three-dimensional structures. They bind to their targets
with concentrations in the low nanomolar range and they are highly selective.
Aptamers are isolated from extremely complex libraries of nucleic acids, generated by
combinatorial chemistry, by an iterative process of adsorption, recovery and reamplifi-
cation.
The selection of aptamers is an in vitro process called systematic evolution of ligands
by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [166, 167]. During this process a large library of
oligonucleotides are screened by repeated selection and amplification. During the SE-
LEX selection process, a large number of RNA molecules are screened so that the chance
of generating an aptamer for the target protein is very high. Since this is an in vitro
process, the degree of control over the product is very high.
Aptamers are widely employed as biorecognition elements in biosensor applications. Ap-
tasensors are biosensors that use aptamers as their biorecognition element. Aptasensors
were first used in the ninetieth as selective components in an optical sensor applica-
tion where they were part of a model system consisting of beads that interact with
fluorescent-tagged aptamers [168]. Since then, extensive research has been done on flu-
orescently labeled aptamers for various sort of protein detection [169,170].
In the past decade several label-free aptasensor papers have been published, using dif-
ferent types of transductors [171–174]. Aptamers have been used in many detection
techniques: quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [175, 176] and surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR) [177, 178] are two of the most employed techniques for transduction of
non-labeled aptamers.
Still, only few papers however report the use of microcantilevers functionalized with
aptamer layers for the detection of biomolecules [179,180].
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Comparison between RNA aptamers and antibodies
The main advantage of aptamers is their in vitro selection process, whereas the produc-
tion of antibodies uses biological systems. To produce antibodies, the induction of an
immune response is necessary. However, this procedure might discriminate target pro-
teins that has similar structure to endogenous proteins or toxic compounds that would
kill the antibody producing animal. By isolating aptamers in vitro, an aptamer can be
produced for any target molecule.
Furthermore, a series of advantages compared to antibodies is increasing the interest in
applying aptamers in biological detection processes. The main advantages are:
• Specificity: aptamers are capable of larger specificity and affinity than antibodies
[181]. The labeling of antibodies can cause them to lose their affinity to their target
molecules. However, the position of these labeling molecules on aptamers can be
easily changed to positions where binding is not affected.
• Detection capability: by forming unique secondary and tertiary structures ap-
tamers have very high degree of specificity to the target molecules. They are able
to detect very small structural changes, such as the presence or absence of a methyl
or hydroxy group.
• Robustness: aptamers are self-refolding, single-chain, and redox-insensitive. They
also lack the large hydrophobic cores of proteins and thus do not aggregate. They
tolerate (or recover from) pH and temperatures that proteins do not.
• Stability: aptamers are much more stable at ambient (and higher) temperature
than antibodies, thus having a much higher shelf life. They can tolerate trans-
portation without any special requirements for cooling, eliminating the need for a
continuous cold storage.
• Synthesis: the SELEX selection process usually takes about 8 weeks for the de-
velopment of an aptamer. An antibody selection takes approximatively 6 months.
Therefore, this will save a large amount of time compared to the in vivo selec-
tion process for antibodies. This SELEX process can be automated, reducing the
workload for the investigators.
6.5.2 PDGF detection
The first tests using cantilever aptasensors were performed detecting varying concen-
trations of platelet-derived growth factor proteins (PDGF). These proteins are large
(25 kDa) and their binding properties with specific aptamers have been widely investi-
gated [173].
Several detection methods have been applied to nM concentration detection of PDGF.
The most widely published methods is electrochemical based [182–185]. Chemically
treated gold nanoparticles have also been used for sensing of PDGF via specific ap-
tamers [186–188].
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At the moment, only one conference proceeding has stated the use of cantilevers for
aptamer-based detection of PDGF. The work has been done at the BioMEMS lab-
oratory2 in Columbia University, NYC. Their microfluidic device features a parylene
cantilever array within a microchamber formed by a PDMS spacer layer and a glass
slide including a patterned ITO temperature sensor for the monitoring of the binding
efficiency of aptamer-PDGF with respect to changes of temperature [189].
Through a research collaboration with the BioMEMS group, thiolated aptamers with
high affinity to the PDGF were tested.
Material and methods
The functionalization protocol for PDGF specific aptamers was developed by optimiz-
ing recipes suggested from different collaborators (DTU Nanotech, Aarhus University
and Columbia University) and combined with information available in literature [190].
MMT500 chips were used for the experiments.
The following chemicals have been identified as necessary for a uniform coating of the
Au surface of the cantilevers:
• Water (DNA grade) from Sigma Aldrich (CAS Number: 7732-18-5)
• PBS buffer (100 mM)
• Stock HS-Aptamer solution (44.6 µM concentration)
• PDGF proteins powder (M.W. = 25 kDa)
• BSA proteins solution (M.W. = 67 kDa)
• HCl (M.W. = 36.5) (37%) (densiy = 1.2 g/mL)
• BSA proteins solution (M.W. = 67 kDa)
• UREA 98% (M.W. = 60.06)
• EDTA (M.W. = 292.24)
Employing the above chemicals, different solutions were prepared, both for the function-
alization process and for the PDGF sample preparation.
• PDGF sample: 50 ml of 4mM protein buffer solution has been prepared diluting
16.4 µL of HCl (37%) in 50 mL of Milli-Q Water + 0.1% BSA. Stock PDGF solution
at 600 nM was made adding 10 µg of PDGF in 650 µl of protein buffer. 100 µl
of PDGF protein solution was then prepared at different concentrations. Initial
tests were performed at 400 nM and 100 nM concentration. Further investigation
involved samples at concentrations of 50 nM, 10 nM and 2 nM.
2http://biomems.me.columbia.edu/
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• Aptamer functionalization: 600 µl of HS-aptamer functionalization solution at
5 µmol was made adding 50 µl of stock aptamer solution in 450 µl DNA-grade
water. 3 ml of aptamer washing bath was then prepared mixing 4M Urea and 15
mM EDTA in Milli-Q water.
The aptamer immobilization was done on freshly deposited Au layers. If chips had to
be reused, a chemical cleaning of the Au was performed (see Section. 6.2.1). The Au
surfaces were then cleaned in distilled water, acetone and absolute ethanol, before being
immediately immersed in a 100 µl vial solution of 5 µmol HS-aptamer overnight (or at
least 10 h). Cantilever chips were then rinsed by 4M Urea +15 mM EDTA for 1 minute,
and then washed in Milli-Q water. The washing step was always performed twice.
6.5.3 PDGF experimental results
The first sensing tests were performed with System V 2 and Disc V 3-A. The initially
tested concentrations were chosen to be relatively high, in order to have preliminary
indications of the detecting capability of the system combined with the aptasensors.
Candidate concentrations of 400 nM and 100 nM have been chosen. These concentra-
tions are 20-80 times higher than the detection limit demonstrated by Wang et al. [189].
Before the sensing experiment started, microfluidics connectors, tubes, channels cham-
bers were filled with 1% BSA solution in order to prevent unspecific binding of PDGF
on the sidewalls of the microfluidic sytem. The BSA was flowing through the system
(without the sensors) for half an hour at a flow rate of 20 µl/min.
Next, the cantilevers were placed in the sensing chamber and the buffer solution was
injected in the system at 10 µl/min flow rate. The cantilever baselines were recorded
during the first 5 minutes. While the cantilever signals were recorded continuously, a
valve switched to the PDGF sample solution for 15 additional minutes.
In Figures 6.17a and 6.17b the results of these preliminary experiments are shown. 28
cantilevers were monitored (14 aptamer functionalized and 14 blank) for 20 minutes after
the exposure to the PDGF sample flow. Figure 6.17a illustrates the averaged measure-
ments of functionalized (dark and light blue) and reference (black and grey) cantilevers
for 400 nM and 100 nM of PDGF concentration. It can be noticed that, while the ref-
erence cantilevers bend few hundreds of nm independently of the PDGF concentration,
the functionalized cantilevers show higher bending at higher concentrations. In Figure
6.17b the differential signals are plotted. After these preliminary tests, responses to
PDGF concentrations of 50 nM, 10 nM and 2 nM, were investigated. For this new set of
experiments, System V 3 in connection with Disc V 3-A were used. Each chamber was
loaded with two functionalized and one reference chip (24 cantilevers in total).
Figure 6.18 presents the results obtained at 50 nM. The functionalized cantilevers ex-
perience a change of bending clearly higher than the functionalized ones. The signal
from the two functionalized chips are plotted separately (see Figure 6.18a) and they are
seen to differ approximately 200 nm in the final average deflection. This could be due
to functionalization processes or to small misalignments of the cantilever apexes on the
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Figure 6.17: a) Bending results in continuous flow for functionalized and reference cantilevers under
100 nM and 400 nM of PDGF flow. b) differential signals obtained at 100 nM and 400 nM.
radial track (see Figure 3.1). The averaged differential signal is shown in Figure 6.18b.
An average deflection of 510 nm ± 195 nm is obtained.
Figure 6.19 shows the result of the detection for 10 nM. Here 16 cantilevers have been
monitored (8 aptamer functionalized and 8 blank) for 15 minutes after the exposure to
the PDGF sample flow. The average change of bending for the functionalized cantilevers
compared to the reference ones is significant and the average differential deflection is 280
nm.
The last experiment was performed with a 2 nM sample concentration. The results,
reported in Figure 6.20, do not reveal significant deflection change of the functionalized
of the reference cantilevers. The actual cantilever deflection probably falls below the
noise level of the system.
Figure 6.21 shows data obtained from the 100 analyzed independent cantilevers (52
aptamer-functionalized, 48 reference) at different PDGF concentrations.
It is anyway difficult to compare the data placed on the left side of Figure 6.21 (obtained
with System V 2) and the ones on the right side (obtained with System V 2). The two
devices had in fact different characteristics, in terms of noise level, sensitivity, and more
generally, in detection performances (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). Within this context, even
though the average deflection value of functionalized cantilevers was found to increase
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Figure 6.18: a) Bending results in continuous flow for 13 functionalized and 8 reference cantilevers at
50 nM PDGF flow. b) differential signal.
with the protein concentration, further experiments will be needed to fully validate the
experimental results.
6.5.4 uPA detection
The last experiments performed during the PhD program were related to the detection of
cancer marker proteins. Through a collaboration with Aarhus University (Prof. Jorgen
Kjems), two sets of plasminogen activators (uPA and its activator inhibitor-1, PAI-1)
which act as markers for tumoral presence in the body were available.
Urokinase, also called urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA), is a serine protease,
i.e. an enzyme that cleaves peptide bonds in proteins [191].
uPA has an activity on the metastase formation from cancer tissue [192]. The activity
of uPA is mainly inhibited by the serpin plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) [193].
It has been demonstrated that cancer patients with low levels of uPA or PAI-1 have
a significantly better prognosis than patients with high levels. The levels of uPA and
PAI-1 in the blood are therefore considered strong markers for the presence of malignant
cancer in the body [194].
As test experiments, detection of relatively low concentrations (∼10 nM) of PAI-1 was
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Figure 6.19: a) Bending results in continuous flow for 8 functionalized and 8 reference cantilevers at
10 nM PDGF flow. b) differential signal.
Figure 6.20: a) bending results in continuous flow for 8 functionalized and 8 reference cantilevers at 2
nM PDGF flow. b) differential signal.
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Figure 6.21: Statistical deflection Vs PDGF concentration measured over 52 cantilever aptasensors
and 48 reference ones. The data are obtained from the plots presented in this Section, plus few more
experiments not reported here.
performed under continuous flow, using System V 2 in combination with Disc V 3-A.
Material and methods
The following biochemicals were used for the preparation of the protein detection:
• Recombinant active PAI-1 (Mol Weight: 50 kDa), stock solution at 0.643 mg/ml
• Anti-PAI-1 aptamers
• 10mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer (Mol
weight 238.3 g/mol)
• NaCl (mol weight 58.44 g/mol)
• 1% BSA Blocking buffer in 10 mM HEPES + 150 mM NaCl
The silicon chips were cleaned 3 times in acetone solution and incubated for 30 minutes
in an UV ozone oven to enhance the hydrophilic properties of the gold layer.
100 µl of 2.5 µM aptamer (anti-PAI-1) mixed with 1 ml of HEPES buffer were place
in PCR tubes. The chips were immersed in the PCR tubes and incubated overnight
at room temperature. While some chips were functionalized with the aptamer layers,
others were left blank to provide reference cantilevers.
The PAI-1 solution was prepared mixing 3 µl of 0.643 mg/ml PAI-1 with 3 ml HEPES
buffer, resulting in 12.8 nM concentration.
In order to avoid unspecific binding, the system (without the cantilevers) was rinsed
for 1 hour with a 1% solution of BSA (Bovine Serum Albumine) in 1x PBS buffer at
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flow rate of 20 µl/min, using a syringe pump.
The BSA solution was then removed through HEPES buffer flushing (20 min at flow of
20 µl/min) followed by 10 minutes of Milli-Q rinsing (same flow rate) before the can-
tilever chips were inserted in the disc. This procedure removes the excess of BSA and
avoids salt deposits.
The chips were then placed inside the disc chamber and flushed with HEPES buffer for
10 min, to remove excess aptamer solution and to obtain a stable baseline. The signal
was then acquired for approx 10 minutes, before a microfluidic switch injected PAI-1
proteins inside the system. The flow rate used for measurements was set to 15 µl/min
and kept constant.
6.5.5 uPA experimental results
Figure 6.22 shows the results obtained monitoring the deflection of one functionalized
chip (blue curve) and one reference chip (grey curve). Only the signal from 5 out
of 8 functionalized cantilevers and 7 out of 8 reference cantilevers could be recorded.
It can be noticed that about 1 minute after the PAI-1 proteins were injected into the
microchannels, the functionalized cantilevers started to bend. After approx. 10 minutes,
Figure 6.22: Average deflection change for 5 aptamers functionalized cantilevers (blue) and 7 blank
cantilevers (grey). The black dashed line refers to the differential signal, whose value after 10 minutes
reached around 550 nm.
the average deflection change reached the value of 550 nm. The reference cantilevers did
not exhibit significant change of bending. The black dashed line illustrates the differential
signal (560 nm ±130 nm).
In Figure 6.23 the values evaluated over more cantilevers are reported. The experimental
conditions were kept the same as before. This experiment was carried out to evaluate
the reliability of the preliminary tests presented in Figure 6.22. 13 out of 16 aptamer
functionalized cantilevers and 15 out of 16 reference cantilevers were monitored under
the same flow rate and PAI-1 concentration as before. The average deflection change
for aptamer coated sensors is higher than in the previous test (around 850 nm against
550 nm), with similar standard deviation. Furthermore, also the reference cantilevers
exhibit a small deflection change, in the order of 180 nm.
The differential signal (dashed black line) reaches a value of 700 nm (±100 nm), slightly
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Figure 6.23: Average deflection change for 13 aptamers functionalized cantilevers (blue) and 15 blank
cantilevers (grey). The black dashed line refers to the differential signal (700 nm ±100 nm).
higher than the differential value obtained with the previous experiment (560 nm ±130
nm).
6.6 Concluding remarks
Several assays have been tested during the platform development. Relatively high
amount of statistical data were generated at each experiment, where typically 24-72
cantilevers were simultaneously monitored. Reaction of antibodies, proteins and ex-
plosives have been tested with the three different systems. The platform allows for
simultaneous measurements of deflection, vibrational amplitude and surface roughness,
increasing the amount of information to be obtained and consequently the reliability of
data. The different system versions were successfully employed in measurements in gas
phase and liquid phase.
Calibration issues
Typically, very high values of cantilever deflections are reported in this work. Compared
to available literature, measured deflections are found to be, in some cases, up to one or-
der of magnitude higher. Table 6.3 lists some examples of deflections measured optically
by different groups on several assays and cantilever geometries. It is difficult to directly
compare deflection measurements performed on different samples and cantilever types.
Analyte concentrations and functionalization coatings are expected to significantly affect
the overall bending of the cantilever. Typically, deflection values on the order of hun-
dreds of nm are reported when, for example, sub-nanomolar concentrations of proteins
are monitored.
In this thesis some inconsistencies of the absolute deflection values can be noticed. The
experiments performed with System V 1 (biotin-streptavidin and BAM-Anti-BAM) show
high deflection value, up to several microns in magnitude. Sensing experiments on DNT,
performed with System V 2, exhibit deflections on the order of 1 µm. Aptamer-based
experiments, run mainly on System V 3, show deflection values of the functionalized
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Material Length Width Thickness Assay Deflection
(µm) (µm) (µm) (nm)
SiN 200 20 0.5 DNA hybridization 10-40 [24]
SiN 200 20 0.5 Antibody-protein 20-150 [39]
SiN 200 20 0.5 Avidin-Neutravidin 5-20 [39]
Si 200 40 0.6 Antibody-DDT 5-20 [46]
SiN 200 40 0.7 pH detection 200-400 [50]
SiN 200 200 0.8 DNA hybridization 20-60 [61]
Si 500 100 0.45 DNA hybridization 20-200 [35]
SiN 500 100 0.5 DNS-proteins 50-100 [42]
Si 500 100 0.5 Antibody-protein 120-800 [40]
Si 500 100 0.9 pH detection 60-500 [26]
Si 500 100 1 DNA hybridization 20-600 [34]
Si 500 100 1 DNA hybridization 10-50 [195]
Table 6.3: Deflection values for different types of cantilevers and measured assays.
cantilevers on the order of hundreds of nm.
The many changes in experimental conditions (assays, chip type, system and disc ver-
sion, lenses and FES magnifications) strongly affected the coherence of the absolute
deflection conversion. The investigation on the capabilities of the setup was oriented to-
wards analysis of the differential signal between functionalized and reference cantilevers.
Probably not enough attention was given to the determination of the actual bending
values. Y-axes in this chapter were then converted into deflection through calibrations
performed mostly manually, causing an uncertainty on the absolute voltage/micron re-
lation. The calibration of System V 3 was the first to be characterized in more details.
The deflections measured with this system are comparable to deflections observed in
literature for similar cantilevers and similar assays.
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Conclusions
The main goal of the project has been the development of a platform for high-throughput
measurements of cantilever sensors. The DVD platform offers a number of advantages
over traditional cantilever sensing. It readily supplies large amount of data for statistical
analysis facilitating the onset of statistical cantilever based sensing. Also, the nanometer
sized laser spot of the PUH facilitates measurements on mechanical sensors with sub-
micrometer dimensions. Finally, the platform integrates a simple and well established
method of controlling liquids by centrifugal forces.
During the project several technological features have been investigated and developed:
• DVD-ROM based readout: A DVD-ROM based readout approach has been im-
plemented for high-throughput measurements. This optical readout allows precise
measurements of cantilever deflection through the astigmatic method built-in to
the PUH. Compared with optical lever technique, the astigmatic detection system
has more advantages for high speed microcantilever deflection measurements, such
as compact size, easy adjustment and high angular tolerance. With this method,
different objective lenses can be employed for sub micrometer cantilevers and long
distance measurement applications.
• System design and assembly: Three generations of systems have been as-
sembled and tested. While the first one was mostly used for proof of concept
(parallelized acquisition and biosensing), the following versions were built in order
to address technological issues like stability, robustness and resolution of detection.
System V 3 was specifically designed to reduce mechanical wobbling of the rotating
stage and to run sensing experiments in continuous flow.
• Disc-like sensing platform: The integration of the DVD reader with the on-
substrate DVD-like approach leads to a high throughput flexible platform with
easy self-alignment and replacement of cantilever chips. With this new approach,
hundreds of cantilevers can be placed on the disc and read sequentially. Several
disc designs were fabricated and tested in different materials. These discs could
hold up to 1000 cantilevers aligned along independent sensing tracks. While SU-8
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based discs were useful for proof of concept, PMMA microfluidics was found to
work better under steady flow conditions. Different open-close sealing methods
were also implemented.
• Optics characterization: Different optics have been used in connection with the
three generations of systems. Depending on the lens employed, different sensitivi-
ties were achieved. Depending on whether the measurements were to be performed
in air or in liquid, specific setting configurations were optimized. Electronic and
optical enhancement were combined in order to obtain optimal conditions for the
specific applications
• Data treatment: A robust data analysis protocol has been developed and applied
to cantilever sensing. The data are pre-processed before being saved on the PC
hard drive, highly reducing the stored amount of data. The variables are then
computed through a statistical analysis of the cantilever measurements.
• System automation: The system functionalities are controlled by a modulized
program which interfaces the whole system (DAQ, motor, PUHs, data analysis
code) with the PC. Auto-tracking methods have been proved and partially applied
to the system.
• Sensing results: Several assays have been tested during the platform develop-
ment. Detection of explosives, antibodies and proteins have been demonstrated.
Statistical data were generated at each experiments, where typically 24-72 can-
tilevers were simultaneously monitored. The platform allows for simultaneous
measurements of deflection, vibrational amplitude and surface roughness, increas-
ing the amount of information to be achieved and consequently the reliability of
data. The wet & dry sensing mode has been identified as a promising technique
to increase the amount of data.
Several features still need further development. Among them, particular effort should
be directed towards:
• System: Next generation system should rely on on-line wobbling compensa-
tion mechanisms. The mechanical-based wobbling compensation implemented in
System V 3 was an excellent approach for sensing tests, however it would probably
be insufficient for out-of-the-lab sensing applications. Also, the optics need further
characterization and optimization. Automation protocols have to be implemented,
and effort has to be directed to further software development. Compactness also
needs to be addressed. While the overall system dimensions are quite small, the
platform still relies on power lines and computer interface. Batteries and embedded
calculator are envisioned to provide a compact and fully portable device.
• Disc: Fully polymeric platforms (e.g. Polycarbonate) are targeted as next gener-
ation discs. These discs will be substantially cheaper than glass-based platforms,
and their fabrication could be easily implemented in mass production technologies
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(e.g. injection molding). Centripetal microfluidics needs to be further investigated,
in order to provide full functionalities for on-the-spot sensing experiments. Among
these, centrifugation, dilution and mixing of samples would highly increase the
applicability of the platform to, for example, diagnostics and water monitoring.
• Software: The functions which drive the system need further development. Nu-
merical characterization of the profiles that automatically screens outliers is be-
lieved to highly enhance the overall detection resolution of the system. Libraries
of experimental settings need be created in order to perform sensing experiments
under steady conditions.
• Sensing: New assays need to be tested. Aptamer-based functionalization is be-
lieved to offer great potentiality for real sensing applications. Assays for hormone
detection in water samples are currently under development. In general, higher
reproducibility of experimental conditions is required.
Our platform represents a new and powerful tool for analyzing biochemical reactions,
where the reliability of the measurements is ensured by the statistical analysis and by
the full parallel characterization of the cantilevers. We also envision that we in the future
will be able to operate ultra-sensitive cantilevers for i.e. mass sensing. We hope that our
concept will be of use for fundamental as well as more applied studies and we believe that
it opens up for a wide range of experiments where reliability and statistical significance
of data are of great importance (as in case of drug screening or medical diagnostic).
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SU-8 Discs cleanroom processes
Disc V 1-A
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Disc V 2-C
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Appendix C
DNT thermal evaporation - dynamic measurements
The chips were placed over a 1 mm large nozzle acting as exhaust for thermally evapo-
rated DNT flow. The cantilevers where oriented with the Au surface facing the noz-
zle. Three control materials were also evaporated and tested on the sensors: 2,4-
Diaminotoluene (DAT), Ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and Diesel were employed as
control sample for testing the performance of the 4 detection principles.
In Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are reported the measured resonance frequency shifts measured
over the four samples. 24 TTF functionalized cantilevers and 24 blank ones were mea-
sured for each sample, for a total of 192 thermal noise measurements. The measurements
were carried out in batch of 48 cantilever per time, three times per day, for four days.
Evaporation conditions and exposure time to the gas flow were carefully maintained
constant along the 12 experiments.
The chips were exposed to the gas flow for 2 minutes, placed at 1 mm distance from the
evaporation nozzle.
In Table 7.1 are reported the 172 resonance frequency shifts measured in the set of ther-
mal evaporation experiments. According to the averaged values listed in Table 7.1, it
seems that the evaporation of DAT and ammonium nitrate on the cantilevers do not
induce any significant signal. In fact the averaged differential frequency shift between
TTF treated and blank cantilevers is of the order of few tens of Hz. Looking at Figure
7.1 is seems clear that no specific trend in the frequency shift is observable.
On the other hand in Figure 7.2 the data show a more evident behavior: the TTF
treated cantilevers exposed to DNT gas flow exhibit a strong decrease in the resonance
frequency (about 300 Hz), while the blank ones maintain almost unchanged their vibra-
tional properties. This is probably due to a strong binding of DNT molecules on the
TTF chemically treated surface.
When exposed to diesel flow however the TTF cantilevers exhibit a very small negative
change (about 20 Hz), while the blank ones shift their resonance frequency of an aver-
aged value of 150 Hz, leading to a positive differential averaged shift of 135 Hz. This
strange behavior could be attributed to the higher sticking coefficient of diesel particles
on the clean Au surface, with respect to the chemically treated TTF coated surfaces.
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Figure 7.1: Resonance frequency shift for 24 measured TTF coated cantilevers and 24 blank cantilevers
after thermal evaporation of a) DAT and b) ammonium nitride. About 8% of the cantilevers could not
be measured after the exposure to the gas flow.
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Figure 7.2: Resonance frequency shift for 24 measured TTF coated cantilevers and 24 blank after
thermal evaporation of a) DNT and b) diesel. About 15% of the cantilevers could not be measured after
the exposure to the gas flow.
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Compound DAT DNT NH4NO3 DIESEL
Functionalization TTF Blank TTF Blank TTF Blank TTF Blank
Frequency shift (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)
Measurement 1 -7.0 6.1 -475.7 5.7 -37.9 n.a. -3.6 -93.7
Measurement 2 10.2 1.1 -300.9 -37.7 27.7 -72.0 8.3 -20.5
Measurement 3 9.6 3.3 n.a. -35.9 -44.9 -65.1 3.8 -304.7
Measurement 4 19.9 -3.3 n.a. -7.7 15.0 -131.3 -17.1 -257.9
Measurement 5 27.2 2.0 -702.0 -1.4 -9.1 -65.3 -5.9 -155.3
Measurement 6 66.2 -1.4 -673.5 37.7 -20.9 -21.4 -1.5 -185.7
Measurement 7 115.1 5.3 -590.7 42.6 73.4 -77.0 -12.3 -155.4
Measurement 8 112.0 -0.1 -426.3 n.a. n.a. n.a. -22.6 -64.4
Measurement 9 n.a. -71.0 n.a. -6.5 23.9 -17.3 n.a. n.a.
Measurement 10 -166.4 -19.9 -102.3 8.8 -4.9 -14.6 -2.2 -311.0
Measurement 11 93.3 -46.3 -285.8 -108.7 -32.5 -21.8 -26.3 -182.3
Measurement 12 67.4 168.5 -394.8 -4.3 -4.4 -33.5 -17.5 -168.3
Measurement 13 -75.3 59.2 -221.2 -3.2 1.0 -22.7 -75.8 -84.0
Measurement 14 269.0 -15.0 -121.9 -31.1 -319.6 -35.3 -6.2 -188.1
Measurement 15 87.2 -48.5 -238.7 -7.9 -121.3 -50.6 -39.5 -112.4
Measurement 16 38.3 0.8 -303.2 n.a. 33.3 -514.1 -9.6 -179.5
Measurement 17 11.5 87.4 -135.5 -63.9 -69.6 n.a. n.a. -190.1
Measurement 18 83.4 92.1 -132.4 58.2 -23.3 -49.6 -36.6 -268.9
Measurement 19 -12.0 6.0 -228.7 -45.7 -89.0 -31.2 -61.7 -104.2
Measurement 20 -92.0 205.7 -168.9 5.5 -113.6 -55.5 -15.9 -160.4
Measurement 21 84.9 49.7 -194.1 -21.6 11.4 -12.2 n.a. -108.1
Measurement 22 231.1 -3.1 -124.4 6.1 -64.1 -146.4 -22.6 -72.9
Measurement 23 95.6 0.7 -162.9 101.3 n.a. -74.2 -22.2 -112.6
Measurement 24 n.a. -123.6 n.a. -3.2 n.a. n.a. n.a. -89.1
AVERAGES 48.6 14.8 -299.2 -5.1 -36.6 -75.6 -19.4 -155.2
DIFFERENTIAL 33.8 Hz −294.1 Hz 38.9 Hz 135.8 Hz
Table 7.1: Resonance frequency measurement for cantilevers exposed to DAT, DNT, Ammonium nitrate
(NH4NO3) and Diesel. Results are averaged over 24 measurements performed under the same gas flow
conditions.
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